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CHAPTER 6

INTERACTIONS AND POWER RELATIONS

ABOUT THE DEPRECIATION STANDARD (SSAP12)

6.0 INTRODUCTION

The Depreciation standard, as it is shown in Figure 6.0, is a

dynamic and complex standard in the sense that it has changed

over time since the issuing of the first exposure draft (EDI5) in

January 1975 to the issuing of the latest standard (SSAP12

'Revised') in January 1987. Also, different forms of documents were

presented through its history (i.e ED, SSAP, Discussion Paper, and

Sol).

Considering this dynamic and complex nature of this standard,

and based on the analysis of the wider context of interactions and

power relations about the process of setting accounting standards

discussed in the previous chapter, this chapter has two connected

purposes.

Firstly, to argue and demonstrate -based on the material

available in the financial press and the ASC documents-, that the

issuing of the first exposure draft on depreciation (ED15) in

January 1975 and the changes that followed to 1987, as visible

events during this period, were preceded and surrounded with

invisible interactions and power relations between the ASC and
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finance directors (and other directors) of the companies. These

interactions and power relations were accompanied and supported by

interactions and power relations between the ABC and other

interested groups.

This will, and in contrast to the previous studies discussed

in Chapter 4, both illustrate and lend support to the following

points: (1) the role of UK companies finance directors (and other

directors) in setting the depreciation standard is not just a

reactive role in terms of written comments to the ABC, but also,

and maybe more importantly, it is an interactive role in which

different forms of interactions are involved; (2) this role of IlK

companies' finance directors (and other directors) in the process

of setting depreciation standard, can be fully understood within

the wider context of interactions and power relations concerning

the standard-setting process at the more general level.

Secondly, and building on the above first purpose and the

analysis of section 5.5, to demonstrate that power exercised about

the Depreciation standard has, in contrast to the previous stuties,

disciplinary, relational, and positive aspects.

The design and content of this chapter is summarised in Figure

6.0. Section 6.1 to 6.5 (each section is concerned with one or two

of the events depicted) address the first purpose. Section 6.6 is

devoted to addressing the second purpose.
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6. 1 ISSUING EDI5 IN JANUARY 1975

The first British exposure draft on depreciation (EDIS) was

issued in January 1975. This suggested that all fixed assets,

having a finite useful life, should be depreciated.

This exposure draft, as a visible event at that time, it viii

be argued and demonstrated in this Section, was preceded and

surrounded by invisible interactions and power relations between

the ASC and organisations and persons concerned with financial

reporting.

These interactions and power relations manifested themselves

in a variety of ways which are depicted in diagrammatic form in

igure 6.1 and described below.

In 1969. Mr W.Parker (1.69) wrote: 'Sir, Your brief report of

a speech by Lord Shawcross (Business News, Nov.21) refers to

criticisms of the accountancy profession because of differences in

the treatment of such important matters as stocks and work in

progress, depreciation, and research and development expenditure.

Your leading article in the same issue seems to imply that the main

cause of these differences is a failure of the profession to reach

agreement on its accounting principles.... Rules or no rules, it

will always be to some extent, and often to a great extent, a

matter of opinion.'

In 1970. the ASC in its second meeting on 21 January,
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considered the proposed five year programme. 	 The depreciation

topic was placed in the fifth priority of this programme.

In 1971. the ASC, in its April meeting noted a letter received

from Sir Henry Benson requesting the Committee to issue an

accounting standard on depreciation of fixed assets and noted that

a sub-committee of the Technical Committee had been set up to

prepare a draft statement.

In August, Leeds, Bradford & District Society Regional

Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) -and other TAC committees-

prepared and submitted a paper on 'Fundamental Principles of

Depreciation of Fixed Assets'

In 1972. the ASC, in the June meeting, considered the draft

paper on Accounting for Depreciation (Presenter Mr S.Duncan) In

this draft paper it was stated: 'Special considerations arise in

the case of freehold properties which are acquired not for use in

the business carried on by the acquirer, but as investments by

concerns such as insurance companies, property investment companies

and pension funds, whose primary activity, or a main aspect

thereof, is the making of investmnents....In these circumstances

freehold land and the buildings thereon are properly regarded as a

single investment and provision for depreciation will not be

required so long as current market value exceeds balance sheet

value.'

In the July meeting, the ASC agreed that the draft paper
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should be resubmitted to the Technical Committee with a request for

more detailed guidance to be given on the depreciation of land and

buildings, and considerations being given to the paper being

confined to this subject.

In 1973, Mr Goodvin (73.1), a member of the Monopolies

Commission accountancy staff, in an article entitled 'fixed assets

in a period of inflation' explained accounting for depreciation of

assets whose values are changing.

6. Holmes (73.2), in an article, discussed the accounting

problems faced by property companies. He argued that 'depreciation

of freehold buildings and leaseholds is normal in United States

and Canada -should the time ever come when statute law, or

accounting standards, insist upon it over here, earnings of

propeity companies viii be sharply reduced.'

Professor W.Baxter (73.3) commenting on Mr Goodwin's article

(73.1) , said: 'Mr Goodwin 	 explored an important and topical

problem -whether, when accounts allow for price change, we should

adjust not merely the depreciation change of this year, but also

the cumulative provision brought forward from past years. As a

member of the Monopolies Commission accounting staff, presumably he

has in mind possible rulings by the commission; but the issues

plainly have a much wider implication. I suspect that they are more

complex, and the answers more debatable, than his examples

suggest.'
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At an English ICA course on property company auditing (73.4),

W.Stern of Stern Holdings called for annual valuations in property

companies and the reform of current accounting practice. He maid

that 'property portfolios should be revalued every year -whether

they appeared as current or fixed assets in the balance sheet.'

'All property assets are equally saleable, whether called current

or fixed', he said. Stern complained of the lack of conformity in

property company accounts and auditing practice. 	 At the course,

partners from leading accountancy firms called for urgent

publication of an accounting standard dealing with property

companies. P.Hippa of Stoy Hayward claimed it would be exteremely

difficult to influence clients' away from traditional practices

with ASC backing. D.Tillet, of Binder Hamlyn, emphasised, also, the

urgent need f or an accounting standard to clarify the confused and

complex situation surrounding property companies' accounts.

Commenting on this course, a press comment C73.5) said that 'Last

weeks English ICA course on property company audits showed just how

great was the need for guidance on a host of accounting aspects.'

It argued that 'In the meantime, there are a number of major issues

to be resolved -with or without the backing of the Accounting

Standards Steering Committee. Firstly, should it be possible to

distribute unrealised capital profits to shareholders? The property

tycoons would favour such a step, but the accountants are very

cautious. ...Another extremely difficult area for auditorm concerns

valuations.'

In 1974, R.Ashton and Professor G.Nurphy 	 (74.1) discussed

some problema peculiar to the accounts of property companies,
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suggesting that there was an ur gent need for the publication

of an accounting standard dealing with property companies. This

would clarify the confused and complex situation surrounding

property companies' accounts.

K.Shervood (74.2) argued that 'In recent months, there

apparently unrelated publications have referred to methods of

accounting for fixed asset valuations. First to be published was

the companies Bill in 1973, which proposed the introduction of a

distinction between realized and unrealized capital profits. Two

months later, in February 1974, the Companies Bill lapsed with the

disolution of Parliament, but a joint statement from the English

Institute and the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors on

'Valuation of Company Property Assets' referred to the need to

develop accounting standards in this area. Then, in April 1974, the

issue of SSAP6 'Extraordinary Items and Prior Year Adjustments'

included a reference to surpluses arising on fixed assets

valuations.' He concluded that 'with the present impetus to more

fixed asset valuations, an accounting standard on when and how to

accout for them becomes ur gently necessary.'

In the September meeting, the ASC noted that a revised paper

on Depreciation would be submitted at the next meeting.

The ASC, in its October meeting, received a secretairal.

memorandum on accounting for depreciation together with a revised

proposed exposure draft. It was agreed that a revised draft should

be prepared for further consideration and that this paper should,
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in particular, make clear that it dealt with accounting for

depreciation in the context of the historical coat system.

In the December meeting , after discussion of the detailed

contents of Part 3 in the draft paper about depreciation, the ASC

agreed to delete the Appendix and the definition of 'Fixed Assets'.

The conclusion from this section is that there was a

discourse (in the period from 1969 to 1974), as illustrated in this

Section, about the differences in the treatment of depreciation and

the urgent need for the publication of accounting standard dealing

with such matter. This discourse, as shown in Figure 6.1,

manifested itself in the form of letters to the financial press

(see (69.1) and (69.2)], published articles (Bee (73.1), (73.2),

(73.3), (74.1) and (74.2)], and a course about property company

auditing. Involved in this discourse were accountants, auditors,

academics and profession.

This discourse about the need for a standard for

depreciation, it can be argued, was accompanied, at the same time,

with discussions concerning the accounting standard programme

more generally -discussed at the more general level in the previous

chapter. or example involved in the discourse at the general

level there was also an argument for the need for an accounting

standard for depreciation (Bee (69.11) and (69.20) in Section 5.1].

Both discourses (at the specific and general level), during

the period from 1969 to 1974, rendered the first exposure draft on
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depreciation (EDI5) visible in January 1975.

It should be noted that the lack of much more interactions

during this period, in comparison with the following periods,

about the depreciation standard can be linked to the reluctancy of

the standard setters at that time to be open about their work. This

was reflected in the lack of much more interactions at the general

level (Bee elements 1969 and 1970 in Figure 5.1 and elements 1971,

1972, 1973, and 1974 in Figure 5.2]. This is becauBe, as indicated

in the previous chapter, the standard setters at that time saw the

standards primarily as technical pronouncements which should be set

by technical experts.

6.2 ISSUING SSAPI2 IN DECENBER 1977

SSAP 12 'Accounting for Depreciation' was issued in December

1977 which followed closely the proposals contained in EDI5 (issued

in January 1975). However, it contained an exemption for

investment properties for periods starting before 1 January 1979.

This exemption was subsequently extended for a second year.

In this section, it is argued that the issuing of SSAPI2 with

the temporary exemption of property companies from its

requirements (as a visible event at that time) 	 was preceded and

surrounded by invisible interactions and power relations -during

the period from January 1975 to December 1977- between the ASC and

companies' finance directors (and	 other directors).	 These
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interactions and power relations were accompanied and facilitated,

intentionally or otherwise, by the interactions and power relations

with the other interested groups (i.e. auditors, academics, other

regulators and other representative bodies).

These interactions and power relations manifested themselves

in a number of different forms which are presented diagrammatically

in Figure 6.2 and decribed as follows.

In 197. The ABC, in its January meeting, 	 noted that EDI5

'Acccounting for Depreciation, were published on 10 January.

P.Sober and D. Harris of Stoy Hayward (75.1) argued that ED1S

on accounting for depreciation had very serious implications for

property investment companies. They said: 'If the Exposure Draft

is adapted in its present form, it will mean that property

companies' accounts will show a substantial reduction in

distributable profits for curent accounting periods and in retained

profits for past years.'

A press comment (75.2) said that ED15 -Accounting for

Depreciation- raised implications likely to be found unwelcome, and

was thus potentially controversial though for different reasons.

...It had been accepted over several generations of accounting

practice, for instance, that the management of a business had a

duty to allocate depreciation as fairly as possible to the periods

expected to benefit from the use of the asset..., and, while

accountants generally accept that it was not appropriate to omit
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changing depreciation of a mixed asset on the grounds that its

market value was greater than its net book value..., the assertion

of this simplication, without argument, might fail to convince

those whose opinions differ.

Mr. Naoakely (75.3), Commenting on the Sober's article Bald:

'I should like to add a further factor to the excellent criticisms

by P.Sober and D.Harris of ED1S..... Consider the case of a close

property investment company which must pay sufficient dividends to

avoid the consequences of schedule 16 Finance Act 1972. If

depreciation (not allowable for tax purposes) is changed in the

profit and loss account it is more than possible that there would

not be sufficient profits left to meet the distribution

requirements. It follows from this that tax law may well require

dividends to be paid which company law forbids..... I should

welcome suggestions -other than taking steps to remove the close

company status- from any readers on how to overcome these

difficulties, assuming EDI5 is adopted in its present form.'

.T.Hopkins (75.4) wrote: ' ED15 far from being an accounting

standard for depreciation, is an apologia for obscurantist

accounting. Following the proposal statement shareholders' funds

and net fixed assets would both be overstated until the assets in

question became life-expired. Would any practising member certify

such accounts? The correct treatment is that the whole of the

under provision should be written off in the year in which it is

identified. It may be argued that the shareholders' funds might be

insufficient or bear the full adjustment on one year. This is all
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the more reason for shoving the full adjustment. I urge that EDI5

be withdrawn.'

A press report (75.5) said that professional property valuers

and the accountancy profession's standard makers had clashed over

ED15 which recommended that freehold land and building should be

separated for depreciation purposes. The report revealed the

written submission (75.6) of the Royal Institute of Chartered

Surveyors in which they said that a freehold building cannot be

isolated from the land it stands on. They said that valuation must

be based on an assessment of location, property values, age of

building and several other factors. N.Bovie (75.7), Chairman of

the Asset Valuation Standards Committee of the RICS, said that

depite liaision arrangements between the accountancy bodies and the

valuers, no consultation took place before the exposure draft was

issued in January. Describing the separation of land and buildings

as 'logically sound but unrealistic', N.Harker (75.8) -partner in

a firm of estate agents- said: 'shareholders were only interested

in the market of assessing buildings' 'This is the only really

valid method of assesing buildings', he said. Professor R. Parker

(75.9) pointed out that at least two European countries treat land

and buildings separately in acccounts. Buildings were depreciated

in France and Germany but this was for tax purposes. He denied that

EDI5 would be unworkable if consistently opposed by property

companies. 'Accounting standards are not just a statement of

existing practice', he said. The English ICA spokesman (75.10)

said that not all evidence to ASC had been received. It would take

some time for comments to be studied and discussed.
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P.Rutteman (75.11) argued that the EDI5 covered a number of

problems that warrant further thought. Perhaps the Knottiest

problem was that of depreciating freehold buildings - the subject

of controversy for many years. He said: 'The proposed standard

resolves one problem and gives rise to others. Is there any

solution which meets all, these problems? Perhaps a more fundamental

approach should be considered. One such approach is to reassess

the whole question of recognition of market values in accounts....

Alternatively, another answer might be to reflect all changes in

market values in the profit and loss account but unrealised gains

are excepted where freehold buildings are concerned and

particularly in the case of property companies this often tends to

uneven recognition of property gains because realised profits on

sales of assets are so material that profits are distorted.'

K.Shervood (75.12) said: 'the ASSC will shortly be considering

the comments received on ED15. It is to be hoped that they will

decide to remove from the standard the references to the

depreciation of revalued assets -recognizing that the whole

question of accounting for revalued assets and surpluses arising on

revaluation requires separate consideration, preferably in the form

of a separate SSAP. He built his argument in this letter on his

previous article (74.2) in which he considered some of the

difficulites, of accounting for fixed assest valuations.

Sir Eugene Melville (75.13), the British Property Federation's

(BPF) director-general, claimed, in its submission to the ASC on

ED15, that the effects of ED15's proposals would be felt by banks,
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insurance companies, pension funds and the entire gamut of private

investment, as veil as by the Government itself.....'	 Commenting

on this, Sir Eugene Melville (75.14) said that the reduction in

earnings for distribution to property shareholders would be

dramatic and unjustifiable. ...' He called for a working party to

review the entire subject of property company accounting.

'Representatives should come from the various institutes, the RICS,

the Property industry and the BPF', he said. The English ICA

Bpokesman (75.15) said that the ASC would not comment on Sir

Eugene's letter until it had received evidence from other sources.

In addition to the interactions and power relations mentioned

above, the ASC received, during March and April 1975, 107 written

comments on EDIS from the interested parties, 24 came from property

companies. Objections were made both to the principle of providing

depreciation on building, generally and to the special problem of

investment properties. These objections came mainly from the

property companies and their representative bodies. The concerns of

this property group were, it can be argued, supported,

intentionally or otherwise, by the comments of the other interested

groups. The following extracts from comments on EDI5 support this.

AccountinQ Firms:

'The key issue in the exposure draft is the depreciation of

freehold buildings. In countries where valuations are not writtten

into the accounts the depreciation of buildings can be shown to be

consistent with the depreciation of other assets having a limited

useful life. In the UK, however,	 where frequent property
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revaluations are not only accepted but actively encouraged under

recommendations 5.20 of the ICAEW it is auestionable whether it is

logical to write u p (or down) the property assets of sa y a property

company each year throu gh reserve adiustments and then to

depreciate the same pro perty each year through the profit and loss

account. This must be extereml y confusing to the reader of such

accounta'

Arthur Young McClelland Iioores&Co.)

'The proposal to require all companies to provide depreciation on

freehold buildings and the related valuations, brings with it

numerous practical difficulties and anomalies. It is not the

piactice in this country on the purchase of a freehold building to

attribute separate values to land and buildings, nor on the

revaluationa of Buch property is it present practice to attribute

values to them. Therefore, the requirement in Para.12 to estimate

the component parts could, in practice, and without approriate

guidelines from the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors,

result in widely differing bases being adopted.....Finally, !.

would draw your atention to the special position of property

companies. In our view, there are good reasons for separate

considerations to be given to such companies...'

(Stoy, Hayward & Co.)

(NB: underlining in this quotes and the ones that follow are added

by the researcher to emphasise the points made)
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'....We suggest also that the consequences of the application to

pro perty investment companies of the requirement to depreciate

buildings needs to be considered and dealt with in the accountinq

standard.. . We ourselves are, at the moment, not convinced that it

would be correct to impose this requirement on such companies.'

(Spicer and Pegler)

'The concept of the division between land and buildin gs is

theoretically sound but unrealistic....'

(Stokes Kennedy Crovley & Co.)

'We believe that without professional advice it is going to be

exceedingly difficult to distinguish between land and buildings....

We believe that problems are likely to arise in respect of Property

Investment Companies who, through fairly frequent revaluations of

their properties, deal with the appreciation or depreciation of

their property portfolio in their accounts every few years. .

consider that some mention should be made in the Statement of these

companies and the applicability of the Statement to their property

portfolios.'

(Turquands Barton Nayhew & Co.)

Representative Bodies of Accountants:

'..the committee considered that in many instances there would be

severe difficulties in implementing the principle involved in

depreciation freehold buildings....'

(The Institute of Chartered Accountants in Ireland)
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'The Committee accepts the general approach to depreciation

accounting of the Accounting Standards Steering Committee,

diBagrees with the proposals relating to the depreciation of all

buildings...'

(The Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotaind)

Other Representative Bodies:

'The Stock Exchange are concerned that Exposure Draft (ED15) dated

10th January 1975, which refers to the seperation of buildings from

freehold land, does not provide adequate guidance for property

investment companies....The stock Exchange consider that further

guidance might be given in the case of property investment

companies perhaps after consultation with the Royal Institute of

Chartered Surveyors.'

'The committee considers that the paper (EDI5) adds nothing to

that which can be found in a good accounting text book and is of

the opinion fails to deal with the contentious aspects of

depreciation there is no value in its being published. The

Committee were of the opinion that publication of the paper in its

present form could detract from the importance of other SSAPs'

(Bradford & District Society)

Individuals:

'...It seems that freehold land and buildings are invariably lumped

together in the balance sheet and it is not possible to find out

whether the depreciation charge relates to the land, to the

buildings or to both...'

(Roger Chung-Wee)
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In 19761 the ASC, in the January meeting, noted the analysis of

comments received on the Exposure Draft (copies circulated on 6

January 1976). It was stated that these were currently being

considered by a panel under the Chairmanship of Mr S.Wilkins in

conjunction with the UK comments received on ED4 (Accounting for

Depreciation) of IASC on which ASC would also be expected to

comment.

In the February meeting, the ASC noted two papers received

from the Panel set up by ABC to consider a response to the IASC

Exposure draft and the comments received on ED15.

(a) The draft commentson IASC E4 for submission to IASC were

approved subject to the inclusion of reference to the fact that

strong opinions have been expressed on ED15 and that it was not

possible therefore to be certain of the final form of the UK

and Irish paper.

(b) It was agreed that a further report should be made by the Panel

in connection with EDI5 when it had finished its consideration

of the comments received and had met with representatives of

the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveryors (RICS) and of the

British Property Federation (BPF). The views of the Panel, as

it was expressed in its meeting held on 12 February 1976,

were as follows,

'The Panel has not yet completed its review of the comments

received on this Exposure Draft. In particular the Panel has not

mtt with representatives of the RICS or the BPF whom we have agreed

to meet and hear their comments.'
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The ASC Panel on Depreciation held a meeting, on 19 March 1976,

with the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors 	 The purpose of

the meeting was to discuss the RICS's views on the relevant

provisions on EDI5 concerning the depreciation of buildings and, in

particular, the separation of land and building costs/values.

One of the RICS representatives mentioned that, as a result of

discussions which have taken place, RICS have better understanding

of the aims of EDI5 than they had when their original comments were

submitted.

After discussion, it felt that the problems of attributing to

buildings amounts which would represent sums of money to be the

subject of depreciation were not inseperable and that guidelines

could be developed.

Further discussion centred on Property Investment Companies' desire

to treat land and buildings as long-term investments rather than

d.1iceciable assets. There was a consensus of opinion that annual

valuations of such properties might provide a solution. Such

valuations would reflect both wear and tear as well as market

variations.

One of the RICS representatives suggested that when EDI5 was

published as a standard, RICS should issue,	 simultaneously,

guidance notes for its members on methods of valuation. It was

agreed that close liaison between ABC and RICS should be maintained

towards this end.

On 30 March, a meeting was held between the ASC Panel on

Depreciation and representatives of BPF. The purpose of the meeting

was to discuss the relevant provisions of EDI5.
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One of the BPF representatives indicated that BPF should be

regarded as a major body for consultation on matters affecting

companies with property interests and sought assurance that there

would be opportunities for joint discussions for future problems.

The Chairman of the ASC Panel indicated the practical problems of

wide prior consultation and discussions.	 He mentioned the recent

meeting with RICS and emphasised that ED15 was based on the

historical cost concept and, although it included the treatment of

revalued assets, it did not deal with accounting for inflation.

RICS had said that they believed it would be practicable to

separate the values of land and buildings.

In the discussion, the BPF representatives re-iterated the points

made in their submission in April 1975, stressing that they felt

there should be a special rule for property investment companies.

They would accept annual revaluation for property investment

companies to be reflected in the accounts but not in the Profit and

Loss account, there was already a inonveinent towards annual

valuation. The ABC representatives undertook to ensure that BPF

was informed of ABC's decisions before publication.

The BPF (76.1), in evidence to the Inflation Accounting

Steering Group, agreed to an annual valuation provided it was

practical and cheap. But the Federation pointed out that 'since

directors have sole responsibility for company accounts, it is

inconsistent to compel them to delegate valuation to outsiders.

Instead, the Federation proposes a procedure in which the

valuation is carrried out internally but is reviewed by a firm of

independent valuers, along predetermined lines.'	 P.Sober (76.2),
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financial adviser to the BPF Bald: 'This Is a practical way of

getting over the problem.

This shows how the companies interacted with the ASC about the

inflation accounting standard, but, in an indirect way, addressed

the depreciation standard.

In the July meeting, the ASC received a report from the Panel

on Depreciation. The Panel, in this report, concluded that the

principles embodied in the ED15 were correct in the context of the

historic cost basis of accounting and should be retained in the

proposed standard. The Panel was of the opinion that a standard

based on EDI5 would not be in conflict with IAS4 which had been

approved for publication in October 1976.

The ASC, in its meeting held on 2 October, considered the main

principles of the accounting treatment accorded to fixed assets and

depreciation in EDIB (Presenter Mr.J. Pearc y who is a member of the

ASC Panel on De preciation). This shows the interaction between the

inflation standard and the depreciation one.

In a memorandum, dated 9th November 1976, to the Secretary of

the ASC, Nigel Davey (of the Inflation Accounting Steering Group's

'IASG' fixed assets working party) wrote: 	 'Following your memo

dated 29th October to Chris Weatwick, I am setting out some initial

comments in the way in which EDI5 conflicts with the proposals of

D18. While I realise that EDI5 relates to the historical

accounting convention, I have still spelt out all the matters in

which ED18 differs from the EDI5 proposals.'
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The ASC, in its November meeting, considered the report of the

Panel on Depreciation which was presented in the July meeting.

was agreed that a draft standard should be prepared for the next

meetina which would take into account the areas in which EDI8

differed from EDI5. Also, it noted secretarial memoranda concerning

the differences between EDI5 (which was applied to all fixed assets

including mines) and the recommendations in 1A64 ( which was

applied to all fixed assets except mines).

This shows the interaction between the two different national

standards, and the interaction between national and international

standard dealing with the the same topic.

In 1977, the ASC, in the January meeting, noted a revised

draft accounting standard. It was agreed that a meeting of the

panel should be called to consider the draft which would be

discussed again at the next meeting.

In the February meeting, the ABC approved the text of the

accounting standard on depreciation. The chairman was authorised to

approve the text in the light of comments made by members. The

objections of the BPF were noted and it was agreed that a meeting

should be held before the publication of the standard between

members of ABC and BPF. It was agreed that the implementation date

for this standard should be 1 January 1978. It was agreed that the

text of SSAPI2 should be circulated.

• P.Kirkman and C.Nobes (77.1) discussed the effects of EDI8

(Current Cost Accounting) on depreciation charges, arguing that
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'the definition of depreciation by ED1S is still compatible with a

system of depreciation which allocates historic coat over an

asset's life.' In practice, they pointed out, some companies

departed from this overwhelmingly popular view of depreciation. The

Sandilands Report suggested that the failure of EDI5 to move away

from allocating historic cost was an importnat omission.

Recommendations were made about the way in which the value of of

business assets (on which depreciation was based) should be

calculated,. It was suggested that replacement costs of an

identical or similar asset, ... These recommendation were accepted

by the Horpeth committee and incorporated into EDI8 on current cost

accounting issued on 30 November 1976. They concluded that it

seemed probable, therefore, that in future years depreciation

calculations in major UK companies would be based on current

replacement costs, although historical cost calculations would be

retained for a short interim period.

Sir Eugene Melville, Director General BPF, wrote a letter to

the ASC -dated 29 March- about Depreciation Charge Under Exposure

Draft 18 Proposals. He pointed out that 'at the meeting of the

Commercial Property Committee on 8 March the view was expressed

in strong terms that should the similar proposals of ED 18 in

relation to CCA become an accounting standard, the major companies

would have no alternative but to continue their existing practices

and accept qualifications of their accounts.'

• In the April meeting, Mr. S. P. Wilkins gave an oral report on

the meeting of members of ASC and a delegation from the BPF held on
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25 April 1977 C to discuss its a pplication to property investment

companies). The ASC, also, noted that the results of the ballot

held to decide upon the publication of SSAP12 was 22 votes in

favour of publication, nil against. The Chairman was authorised to

approve the final version of the text for submission to the

Councils of the governing bodies. It was a greed that the Councils

of the governing bodies should be made aware of the opposition on

the part of the BPF to providing depreciation on buildings held be

property investment companies.

P.Sober (77.2), partner in Stoy Hayward & Co. and the

financial adviser to the British Property Federation, examined the

implication of EDI8 for property investment companies. He argued

that EDI8 did not appreciate the basic characteristics of this type

of company. He pointed out that the most important subject in EDI8

that affects property companies is that of depreciation. He

concluded that 'The prime aim must be to improve the credibility

and usefulness of accounts to the user. I hope that during the

discussion period of the exposure draft and the RICS draft guidance

notes, further efforts will be made to reach a solution to the

various anomalies referred to above -in particular, the

depreciation proposals which I believe negate any benefits of EDI8

so far as property investment companies are concerned.

This shows again how the companies have tried to exercise power

about depreciation standard through another standard (Inflation

Accounting).

A press report (77.3) revealed that 'SSAP 12 is at an
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advanced stage. Having been approved unanimously by members of the

ABC, it not only requires to be passed by the Councils of the ii

member bodies of the ABC. Usually, approval by the Councils of the

members bodies of the ABC is pretty much a matter of course, but

the members of BPF are seeking to change all that: they do not

believe that depreciation should be charged in the accounts of

property investment companies and although the decision to approve

SSAPI2 was made in the light of this opposition from the BPF, their

attitude could well encourage second thoughts. Property companies

may be different, but it would be a pity if the accounting bodies

were to be faint-hearted.'

In the September meeting, the ABC considered the following

matters: (a) a note from Auditin g Practices Committee on the need

for guidance on SSAP12. (b) a re quest from the Scottish Institute

in the need to publish reasons for the need for property investment

companies to depreciate property, and (c) a request from Brixton

Estate Ltd on points of inter pretation in SSAP12. It was agreed

that a paper should be prepared for consideration at the next

meeting Betting down the Committee's views on the need for property

investment companies to depreciate properties.

The ABC, in the October meeting, discussed a secretarial

memorandum on the decision of the Council of the Enalish Institute

to refer back this standard to ABC for consideration of the

position of the property investment companies. It was agreed that

mn amendment should be made to the statina date of the standard so

that for investment properties (i.e. not merel y property investment
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companies) the startin g date would be I January 1979. It was agreed

that the standard with the revised starting date Bhould be sent to

Councils for approval. It was further agreed that a working party

should be set up to review the application of the standard to

investment properties.

In a press comment (77.4) under the title 'Should the Property

companies climb down over SSAP12 , it was pointed out that more

than 100 comments were received on EDI5, almost 25% of them from

property owing/investment interests. Despite these submissions, the

stance taken by the BPF and evidence given by a number of its

leading members, SSAPI2 takes a hard line,	 insisting on

thpreciation of all fixed assets with a finite useful life,

including those of property investment companies. The comment said

that 'Two major property companies have already announced that if

SSAPI2 goes ahead in its present form they will continue with their

piesent accounting policies at the risk of qualification; 	 and it

seems probable that many other members of the Federation would be

willing to follow their lead.'

Asked by Accountancy to summarise the Federation's view, Sir

Eugene Melville (77.5), Director General,	 argued that the

underlying concept of depreciation (that fixed assets have a finite

useful life) was not applicable to a property investment company.

Also, he argued, it was impossible to calculate depreciation of an

investment property as it was difficult to estimate the useful life

of such property.
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Press reports (77.6), (77.7) and (77.8) revealed	 that	 the

draft standard on depreciation was referred back by the English

Institute's Council, at its October meeting, 	 to the ASC. The

Council's unusual step followed strong and continued opposition

from the BPF on the issue of attempting to depreciate buildings

separately from their sites. Such a course, BPF had consistently

maintained, would be impracticable and misleading, and a number of

leading companies had indicated that they were prepared to accept

auditors' qualifications to their accounts rather than attempt to

comply with the standard. A re-think of SSAPI2, the English Council

decided, was preferable to such a head -on clash between auditors

and their property clients- even at the cost of delaying the

general adoption of a uniform standard on depreciation.

A press comment (77.9) argued that 'the ABC listened to the

the views of BPF, considered them carefully, and rejected them

The ASC has so far resisted pressure to provide separate standards

for individual special interest group. But this call to rethink

SSAP 12 could be the thin end of a potentially dangerous wedge: it

could invite pressure from other industries which feel that they

too are different, that they too merit special treatment or even

different standards. The comment concluded that 'Many people are

bound to say: surely it would have been better fox' the accounting

bodies to have set down a clear standard (which the draft SSAPI2

was) on the fundamental principle of depreciation, rather than to

worry about specific, relatively narrow, problem areas; better that

the UK should be seen to comply with international standards, in

which it has played a pioneering role, even if this means
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qualifying some people's accounts, than that it would be seen to

daily.

N.Weetbrook (77.10), Chairman 	 and chief	 executive of

Trafforord Park Estates Ltd, said that 'The annual valuation of

properties proposed in EDI8 would cause an 'unwarranted and

unnecessary expense from the Bhareholders 'point of view', he said.

He considered that it was pointless to depreciate buildings out of

profits, and at the same time show a surplus in revaluatl3n of the

same properties.

The conclusion of this section is that issuing SSAPI2 with

exemption to the property companies (as a visible event at that

time) was preceded and surrounded with invisible interactions and

power relations between the ASC and finance directors (and

directors) of UK companies (particulary the property companies).

These interactions and power relations were accompanied and

facilitated by the wider context of interactions between the ASC

and otherinterested groups.

6.3 ISSUING ED26 IN SEPTEMBER 1980 AND SSAP19 IN NOVEMBER 1981

ED26 'Accounting for Investment Properties' was issued in

September 1980. This suggested the following,

1. Investment properties should not be depreciated but should

be revalued annually on an open market basis and the valuation

incorporated in the accounts.
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2. The valuation need not be made by qualified or independent

valuers but the names of the persona making the valuation 	 should

be disclosed together with 	 the	 bases	 of	 valuation

used by them.

3. Any revalution surplus should be credited to an investment

revaluation account.

In November 1981, the ASC issued SSAPI9 'Accounting for

Investment Properties' on the basis of the proposals contained in

ED26.

The issuing of ED26 in September 1980 and SSAPI9 in November

1981 (as visible events at that time), it is argued and

demonstrated in this section, were preceded and surrounded by

invisible interactions and power relations between the ASC and the

companies' finance directors 	 (and other directors). 	 These

interactions and power relations accompanied and connected,

intentionally or otherwise, by the interactions and power relations

with other interested groups.

These interactions and power relations manifested themselves

in a variety of ways which are depicted in a diagrammatic form in

Figure 6.3 and described below.

In 197, the ASC Consultative Group, in its meeting held on 12

January, discussed -as indicated in Chapter 5- SSAP 12 Accounting

for Depreciation. Mr 3.Pearcy outlined the main points of SSAP12

vhich was publised on 29 December 1977, pointing out that SSAP 12
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provided an exemption for investment properties for one year and

during this time ABC would make a special study of all the problems

of accounting for investment properties. All members of the

Consultative Group were invited to make their views known on this

difficult problem. A report about this meeting was noted in the

February meeting of the ABC.

The RICS issued Guidance Note 31 'Accounting for Depreciation,

in January 191Q to help surveyors and accountants in applying

SSAP12.

It was reported (78.1) that SSAPI2 was issued which retained

the potentially controversial provision for the separate treatment

of freehold land - not normally requiring to be depreciated - and

buildings, .. The ABC gave its unanimous approval to SSAP12 after

careful consideration for the accounting practices of property

investment companies, and had concluded : '..that it would not be

appropriate to reconsider the question of depreciation in relation

to property investment companies without bringing 	 into

consideration all aspect of the application of accounting standards

and generally - accepted accounting practices to such companies.

Further, the review cannot be limited to properties held by

property investment companies, since many of the companies hold

properties purely as investments as distinct from employing them in

their own manufacturning or commercial businesses ...the Royal

Institution of Chartered Surveyors, it appears, has accepted the

practicability of attributing depreciable amounts anticipated where

the expected life exceeds 50 years.'
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Another press report (78.2) announced the issuing of SSAPI2,

reproducing the ASC's statement on SSAP12.

C.Smith (78.3), finance director of Grand Metropolitan, said

that his company decided to ignore the new international

accounting standard on depreciation. He said that he wanted to wait

until the new UK domestic standard came into force before making a

move. 'What we are doing is allocating properties . between site

values and building values and probably we will carry out a total

review of values. In any case we are not convinced of the need to

depreciate freehold property -the element of approrciation I think

probably offests the need for depreciation' he said.

A meeting (as indicated in Chapter 5) was held on 2 February

between the ASC, the Parliamentary & Law Committee and the British

Insurance Association (BIA) -at the request of BIA- to discuss

problems arising from the application to accounting standards to

the financial, standards prepared by insurance companies. In this

meeting, the BIA representatives argued that SSAPI2 Depreciation,

assumed a distinction between fixed and current assets which was

not appropriate in the insurance industry. They said that buildings

were incorporated into the financial statements of insurance

companies on a valuation basis and depreciation under SSAP 12

appeared to them to be unnecessary. The purchase of an office

block was very often an investment decision even if the insurance

company used all or part of the block for its own purposes. In

reply to them, the ASC representatives reported that ASC had set up

a panel of members to consider all the problems of accounting for
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investment properties and the BIA had been invited to submit their

views on this matter.

Mr T.Salter (78.4) commenting on a press comment (77.6) made

the following points. '(1) As a simple man, it seems to me, that

there is a basic confusion in your argument.. Buildings owned by

property companies are trading assests, ..., so why should a

property company depreciate its trading assests ?. (2) If the ASC

used a little more common sense in the first place, instead of

living in an ivory tower glazed with distorting mirrors, they

wouldn't have to back down to anybody. (3) .. It would, I feel,

become the accountancy bodies well to show a little originality in

their thoughts, as professional people, and to tell the detractors

outside, to go hang themselves on the branches of their own folly.

I should add that I have no connection with property companies.'

A press report (78.5) stated that 'the application of SSAPI2

can give rise to a number of practical problems, particularly in

the apportionment of costs or values as between land and buildings.

We reproduce the guidelines issued by the RICS to its members as we

feel they will, be helpful to accountants by providing them with an

understanding of the bases which surveyors are likely to use in

providing information to clients for the purposes of SSAPI2.'

M.Joseph (78.6), in his statement as a chairman of the Norfolk

Capital hotlea group, 	 described the requirements of the

depreciation standard as 'inappropriate.'	 He commented:	 'The

accountancy bodies have postponed application to investment
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properties of their depreciation requirement, and it is hoped that

further thought will be given to other special cases such am

hotels.'	 J.Cleines (78.7), finance director of Allied Breweries,

said he did not believe there was any material depreciation which

was not provided by way of maintenance on the company's pubs, which

were not presently depreciated. He said it is 'extremely unlikely

that any material amount will be provided in subsequent years.'

The ASC held a meeting, on 13 Plarch, with RICS to discuss

problems which had arisen when companies had sought advice from

surveyors on the apportionment of amounts to land and buildings in

situations where a revaluation had been made. In this meeting, the

ASC representatives explained that re presentations had been made to

the ASC by directors of department stores that the amounts

attributed to buildin gs on revaluations by surveryors were proving

to be a substantial proportion of the total value attributed to

land and buildin gs so that the depreciation charge became

unacceptably high. The RICS representative said that the RICS

Guidance Note 31 'Accounting for Depreciation' had only been issued

in January 1978 and that surveryors might not always have fully

appreciated the significance of all sections of the note. It was

agreed that steps should be taken to provide some explanatory

material on the interpretation of the RICS guidance notes so that

they might be more fully understood by accountants and surveryors.

The RICS representatives agreed that they would prepare a paper

which could be published in the 'Estates Gazette' and the

accountancy journals. Consideration would also be given to

including explanatory material in the Nembers Handbooks of
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accountancy bodies at a later date. At the end of the meeting, it

was agreed that meetings would be arranged in the future to discuss

the question of applying SSAP12 to investment properties.

A report of this meeting was noted in the March meeting of

the ABC. Also, the ASC, in this	 meeting, received a progress

report on the work of the panel on depreciation. In this report it

was pointed out that the panel was continuing its work of reviewing

the appropriate treatment of investment properties and investment

property company accounts and invitations had been Bent to

representative bodies to submit their views on these matters and if

necessary a meeting with members of the panel.

At a press conference to discuss the latest accounts of Trust

Houses Forte Ltd, the hotel and catering group, H. Broad director of

finance (78.8) said that 'until the accountacy profession sorts out

the position on depreciation of property, the group will continue

to adhere to the principles it has always applied. No depreciation

is provided on freehold properties, properties held on leases with

50 years and over to run at the balance sheet date.' 	 Mr Broad

said: 'There is a conflict between depreciating properties, on the

one hand, and writing up their values through revaluations, on the

other. Trust Houses Forte intends each year to value one seventh of

its properties; this fraction will include 	 a reasonable

cross-section of properties both in the UK and overseas.' Sir

Charles Forte (78.9), the deputy chairman and chief exective, said

that this plan had been approved by the group's auditors. Broad

continued 'When accountants prepare general rules for everybody,
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they are not always properly appplicab].e to every company. I

believe a more sensible way of dealing with properties for groups

Buch as THF will evolve. Our ob is to produce accounts which are

sensible and meaningful to shareholders; our prime interest is not

to be theoretical accountants'

H.Quitman (78.10), chairman and managing director of Aquis

Securities Ltd, the property company, criticised both the

Institute, for recommending that building held as an investment

should be depreciated, and the Royal Institute of Chartered

surveyors, for being concerned in the division of the value of a

property between the building itself and the land. He argued that

'The ability of these professional bodies to set standards which

are in the main unrealistic in terms of their practical application

to property investment company is truly amazingi' And he added

that 'the company intends to ignore SSAP12, 'accepting the fact

that our accounts may be qualified in relation to this acccounting

standard.' Arthur Young NcClelland Noores in their auditor's report

(78.11) commented: ' No amortisation has been provided for the year

and 31 December 1977 in respect of short leasehold properties

valued during the year. They show the effect on profits and

earnings if such amortisation had been provided.'

The ICAS in a letter, dated 12 June 1978, to the ASC pointed

out that 'they feel that in relation to the application of SSAPI2

to investment properties there is a grave danger of the situation

arising that the accounts of all companies having such properties

will have to be qualified and consider this must be avoided. They
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Bald that 'at present the ABC Bhould maintain its stand that BSAPI2

should also be applicable to investment properties and that the

property companies have not so far provided satisfactory

justification for not doing so. ' And they added 'if, as seems

likely, no agreement can be reached vithing the allotted time, the

requirement to apply SSAPI2 to investment properties should not be

allowed to come into force by default. The accountancy bodies

should therefore act positively by putting back the deadline for

the application of the standard to investment prroperties to a

further specified date: the matter should not be allowed to drift

by the extending the exemption for an unspecified period.

A meeting was held between the ABC and British Insurance

Association to discuss 'SSAP12 and Insurance Companies.' In the

discussion the BIA representatives made the following points: (1)

insurance companies found it difficult to accept that it was

meaningful for them to depreciate properties held as investments,

(2) properties were regularly revalued and the results of the

valuations were incorporated into 	 financial	 statements.

Depreciation would be recognised in the valuation, (3) If an

insurance company did not revalue its properties it would be

appropriate for depreciation to be charged, (4) the case for

special standards for insurance companies should be examined, (5)

A memorandum prepared by the BIA was provided at the meeting in

which they set out how they consider SSAPI2 and 1A94 should be

applied in relation to investment properties owned b y insurance

companies. The ABC representative said that ABC would consider the

points made at the meeting by the British Insurance Association,
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and let them know their views in due course.

The ASC, in its June meeting, received an oral report on the

results of a meeting held on 27 June with the BIA and the Brewers'

Society to discuss the problem of depreciating investment

properties. Also, the committee noted that the BPF has sent to

the committee a paper entitled 'Consultative Paper on Accounts of

Public Property Investment Companies.' (copy circulated 19 June

1978) and that would be discussed in the forthcoming meeting

between members of ASC and a delegation from the BPF. In addition,

the committee noted a letter from the Scottish Institute dated 12

June 1978 concerning SSAPI2.

In editorial article (78.12) in Estates Gazette under the

title 'Framework for property company accounts', it was argued

that, commenting on BPF consultative paper, 'the BPF is manifestly

correct in drawing attention to the anomalies that could arise

from over-enthusiastic attempts to force accounnting systems of

property investment companies into a mould which would ostensibly

provide f or comparability. Equally, hovever, the federation

acknowledges that some degree of standardisation in presentation

is essential to eliminate those grey areas which have blurred the

reliability of property company accounts for so long. The result

-and this is the constructive aspect of the consultative paper- is

a series of detailed guidelines which, if they are followed, could

produce the hoped-for consistency. And this is the key to the

future. If the BPF can provide a logical framework and ensure that

its members work within it, the problem of non-standardisation will
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have been largely solved on the federation's terms.	 The

alternative, a continuing eccentricity, viii only stengthen the

ASC's case for reform.'

The ASC held a meeting, on 7 July 1978, with BPF (represented

by companies and auditors) to discuss their consultative paper on

the accounts of public property investment companies. The BPF

representative said that the BPF's paper had been prepared by a

sub-committee consisting of the managing directors and chief

accountants drawn from the major property companies. The paper had

been approved by the Commercial Property Committee of the BPF and

by the Chairmen and managing directors of five major property

investment companies. Mr Axton (Brixton Estate) drew the attention

of the meeting to a leading article on the Estates Gazette of 1

January 1978 (copy was attached for the July meeting of the ASC)

which he thought gave the views of the industry on accounting for

property investment companies. An ASC representative asked whether

the BPF were essentially concerned that any company with a large

portfolio of properties could be considered to be a property

investment company. Mr Sober (Stoy Hayward) said that the BPF were

essentially concerned with companies which held properties to earn

rental incomes which were negotiated at arm's lenth. Their paper

did not advocate that other companies should be able to adopt the

same accounting principles. In conclusion Mr Axton stressed that

the BPF paper was not produced simply to avoid depreciation but all

aspects of accounting by property investment companies had been

taken into acocount in formulating their recommendations.
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In the statement by Basil Samuel (78.13), Chairman of Great

Portland Estates, in which he devoted almost half of it to an

assessment and critique of the ABC work, he said: 'It is the

directors' present intention that the company will not comply with

SSAPI2 although this will inevitably lead to a qualification in the

report of the company's auditors'. Applying GSA? 12, says Samuel,

'leads to an absurd situation vhereby, if the company's properties

appreciate in value, there would be less revenue from which

dividends could be paid.'

In the ABC consultative Group meeting held on 26 July 1978

discussed. The Building Society Association (BSA) representatives

said that there was disquiet within the Building Societies

Association about the implications of SSAPI2, The ABC Chairman said

that the ABC had set up a panel of members to discuss all the

probfema concerned with SSAP12 and that the Chairman of the Panel

would be willing to arrange a meeting with members of the Building

Societies Association to discuss their points. The Association of

Investment Trust Companies 1epresentatives said that SSAPI2 might

cause problems for charitable trusts which were required to draw up

their financial statements in accordance with the terms laid down

in the Trust Deed. In some instances the Trust Deed may not allow

depreciation to be provided and therefore a qualification would

have to be made in the audit report. The ABC Chairman said that

'.... The Explanatory Foreword to accounting standards explained

the application of accounting standards and it would be advisable

for those responsible for charitable trusts to discuss with their

auditors whether in fact accounting standards necessarily apply to
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their trust.

In the July meeting, the ABC noted reports of meetings held

with the Brewers' Society, the BIA and the BPF. Also,in this

meeting it was agreed that the application date for SSAP12 in

respect of investment properties should be delayed for a further

year until accounting periods starting on or after 1 January, 1980.

A press report (78. 14) said; 'The ABC is to delay the

implementation of its depreciation standard on property investment

companies for another year. The controversial standard which

requires all buildings to be depreciated came into force on 1

January this year but the property investment companies forced a

year's delay, claiming they were a special case, so that the

standard (SBAP12) applies to them a year later then other

companies.' According to the ABC Secretary, Jim Carty (15.78):

'There will be no quick decision on the problems. We have had

Tneetings with the interested parties and the ABC will in due course

be making representations. There may well be a further year's

delay for the property investment companies.'

Another press report (78.16) said: 'Strong representation'

from the BPF have already led the ABC to postpone the application

of SSAPI2 to the holding of properties for investment. BPF has now

published its own discussion paper which has been sent to the ASC,

and which includes a series of guidelines on the presentation of

property investment company accounts designed to provide

shareholders and investment analysts with full information on which
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to judge the position of individual companies and to make

comparisons between companies.' Ron Striger of BPF (78.17) pointed

out that 'we have made out case and are sticking to it.' 'When the

original exposure draft came out we commented on it in strong

terms. Then it was resuscitated in SSAPI2 and we did a lot of

lobbying again', he said.

The ASC held a meeting, on 6 September 1978, 	 with the RICS

Assets Valuation Standards Committe to discuss the problems

arising from SSAP12. It was agreed that in assessing depreciable

amounts on respect of buildings it was not thought appropriate to

reduce the value of the land in its existing use for depreciation

purposes where the buildings on that land suffer to a high degree

from age, obsolescence, poor layout or are used for processes

which have a limited life. It was agreed, also, that where premises

could be used for alternative purposes with only limited

alterations, as in the case of a betting shop, a valuation on an

alternative use basis should be made for depreciation purposes to

eliminate the efffects of the licence. In addition, it was agreed

that the problem of hotels' valuation would be considered by the

ASC and discussed again at a later meeting. Furthermore, the RICS

considered it necessary to require all properties held by a

property investment company to be valued every year. To be

consistent this should include all, development properties. This

meeting was reported to the ASC in its September meeting.

A meeting between the ABC and the Building Society Association

was held on 2 October, to discuss the problems of applying SSAPI2
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to properties held by building societies. The BSA representative

said that there were practical problems in establishing the

depreciable amount of buildings and in general building BOcietieS

did not see the value of introducing depreciation charges into

their financial statements. The Chairman of the ASC Panel on

Depreciation explained that SSAPI2 required depreciation to be

provided on assets with a finite life, and clearly buildings were

subject to deprecitation and provision for this wearing out or

consumption Bhould be provided in financial statements. He drew

the attention of the BSA to the guidance notes prepared by the RICS

on apportioning the value of properties between the building

element and the land element. BSA representatives asked what

action auditors would take if building societies did not provide

for depreciation. They were concerned that many building societies

would not follow the standard and that their audit reports would

therefore be qualified. The ASC representativeB explained that the

ASC could not interfere in the relationship between a building

society and its auditors. The BSA representative explained that the

BSA wanted to give guidance to its members on the interpretation of

SSAP12 and asked if the Chairman of the ASC Panel on Depreciation

would comment upon the proposed guidance note. The Chairman of

the ASC Panel on Depreciation explained that the ASC could not

give official approval to any guidance note on an accounting

standard but he would be happy to discuss with the Chairman of the

ASC the draft of a statement to be issued to the building

societies by the BSA and to give his personal view on any matters

included therein.
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A report of this meeting was noted in the ASC's October

meeting. It was agreed that the proposed circular letter from the

British Society Association giving advice to its members on SSAP12

should be commmented upon on behalf of the committee by the

Chairman of Working Party on Depreciation.

It was reported (78.18) that the 'Property standard has its

dead line extented. The 31 December deadline, after which property

investment companies are expected to comply with SSAP12 and

depreciate their freehold properties, is likely to be extended

until the new year. This is because the ASC will have been unable

to come up with formula to resolve the fears of the property

companies by that date. Deloitte partner S. Wilkins has been talking

to the various pressure groups and will report to the ASC on these

meetings at its November meeting.'

A press report (78.19) pointed out that several leading

accountig firms feared a revolt in industry against the new

accounting standard on depreciation, because of the savage effect

it would have on corporate profits.....This in turn would lead to

many companies ignoring the standard and risking the resultant

audit qualification ....Naturally the auditors were worried about

this development, partly because many secretly sympathized with the

company boards, and partly because they felt it would do the

credibility of accounting standards no good at all if another rule

was largely ignored. Already several finance directors of leading

companies had preliminary discussion with their auditors No one at

that time had decided to defy the standard, but many attempts were
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made which were likely to increase.

A press comment (78.20) said: 'In a few weeks time finance

directors are going to have to start explaining to their boards

that a new accounting standard has been promulgated which will make

a nasty hole right where it hurts, in the bottom line. The Standard

is SSAPI2 accounting for Depreciation. The trouble is that most

companies do not depreciate freehold property, and they never have

done. When challenged they say that the value of the freeholds is

going up year by year, and it therefore seems to fly in the face of

reality to try to write them down. So the stage is set for a

confrontation between elegant theory and hard nosed business

reality.... So it should be an interesting few months. Will

industry bite the bullet and fall into line? Or will it, spurred by

its success in overturning deferred tax, indulge in a mass

opposition to this standard too? And if it does, what will the ASC

do then?'

In the November meeting, the ASC noted the amendment to

SSAPI2 to delay the implementation date of the standard in respect

of investment properties for one year until 1 January 1980.

R.Paterson of Arthur Young NcClelland Noores (78.21), under

the title 'Some problems areas with SSAPI2, 	 argued that	 'the

lion's share of the attention to problems which may arise under

SSAP12 has so far been accorded to the minority groups who seek

recognition of their particular difficulties, notably property

companies, but also those in the insurance and brewing industries.
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This has served to direct attention from some of the more general

issues which viii have a significant impact on most companies and

which do not appear to be adequately addressed by SSAPI2. The

purpose of this article is to redress the balance by highlighting

these grey areas, and exploring the alternative accounting

treatments which appeal to be available in each case.'

P.Sober and P.Darneil (78.22), partners in Stoy Hayward and

were representativeB of BPF in its meeting with the ASC in July

1978, took a detailed look at the recent BPF submission to the ASC.

They argued that annual valuations, clarity of presentation and

comparability of property investment company accounts would do much

to improve their credibility in the eyes of readers for whom this

area of investment had proved difficult in the past. The BPF paper

had already received provisional approval by a large majority of

the quoted member companies of the BPF. They said: 'we look forward

to its eventual adoption by the ABC, and hope that it will prove to

be a useful contribution to improved financial reporting.'

A press report (78.23) revealed that 'Property companies will

not have to comply with the Accounting Standard on Depreciation

(SSAPI2) for yet another year. And it seems likely that the final

version of the standard which should emerge in the first half of

next year will be very different, providing an annual valuation of

properties. The original standard required depreciation on

buildings, and a new book published this week b y the Enlish ICA

proposes a method of calculatin g such depreciation, based on a

study of the problems of property companies.'
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In the December meeting, the ASC noted that the amendement to

SSAPI2 to delay the implementation date of the standard in respect

of investment propreties for one year until i. January 1980, was

approved by the six Councils and promulated with effect from 7

December 1978.

N.G.Westbrook (78.24) (Chairman of Trafford Park Estates Ltd),

in the accounts for the year ended 30 June 1978, took up half his

yearly review to explain why he would not like his company to

provide depreciation on its investment properties. The depreciated

value of properties, he wrote, 'would not show a true picture as in

times of inflation values increase and also values vary with

every change in interest rates'

A survey (78.25) of the accounts of five property companies,

revealed how property companies reacted to SSAP12. These companies

were: Alliance Property Holdings Ltd (auditors Price Waterhouse &

Co), Fairview Estates Ltd (auditors Spicer and Pegler), Estates

Property Investment Company Ltd (auditors Brebner Allen & Trapp),

Imry Property Holdings Ltd (auditors thomson NcLintock & Co), and

the Schroder Property Fund for Pension Funds and Charities

(auditoes Coopers & Lybrand).

It was reported (78.26), (78.27) that 'Implementation of the

accounting standard on depreciation (SSAPI2) in respect of

investment properties has been deferred for a further year. This,

according to ASC, is to enable discussions to continue with

interested parties on the appropriate accounting treatment of
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Investment properties.

In 1979. H.Axton of Brixton Estate (79.1), commenting on 	 a

press report (78.21), said that D,• owing I imagine to space

limitations, my comments to your reporter on depreciation problems

of property investment companies were compressed to such an extent

that the last para. was difficult to follow. The arguement

regarding depreciation in connection with property investment

companies is well set out in the BPF.'

A press report (79.2) said that NFl the furniture retailing

group, might have found a way to avoid depreciating its properties

in spite of the new acccounting standard SSAPI2 The group had

created a separate company, NFl 	 Properties....and as this

subsidiary was a property investment company, it might not have to

apply the depreciation rules. B.C.Fine (79.3), the NFl auditors,

claimed that the depreciation policy had not yet been finalised.

'We are still waiting for the company to explain what it wants to

do, said partner Julian Synett. But he agreed that the properties

might not be depreciated. This view was shared by a partner

(79.4) in one of the leading firms with several property clients.

'I'rovided it is an investment company, the properties are revalued

annually, they are let at fair market rents and they are freehold

or long leasehold, then they may well avoid depreciation,' he said.

But Secretary of the ASC (79.5) disagreed. His view was that the

properties would have to be let to third parties before they would

gain exemption. And even if the companies avoided depreciation at

the subsidiary level, he thought there should be a compensating
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adjustment on consolidation NF1's finance director ELee (79.6)

insisted that they had not thought of the depreciation angle when

planning the reconstruction. 'It all sounds a bit complicatied to

me', he said. 'We haven't finally thrashed out our depreciation

policy. But I think it is universally accepted that it is ludicrous

to depreciate freeholds.'

A press report (79.7) said: 'The brewers' resistance to the

depreciation standard SSAP12 appears to be crumbling.' Apart from

property companies, which have recieved special deferment of the

implementation date twice since the standard was introduced, the

hotel and brewing industry has been most vehement in its

opposition. The latest accounts of Grand Iletropolitan, the hotel,

brewing and entertainments group were published this week. They did

not have to comply with SSAPI2, which was mandatory for years

beginning after 1 January 1978. But the directors' report (79.8)

revealed that it was intended to change depreciation policy to

comply with the standard. G.Smith (79.9), Grand Netropoliton

finance director, pointed out that property depreciation was

closely linked with inflation accounting, especially where a

company holds good properties in prime sites.

The ASC, in its March meeting, considered a report from the

Panel on depreciation on investment properties, property investment

companies and the problems arising from the application of the

standard.

A press report (79.10) said that 'the depreciation standard
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SSAPI2 is coining under increasing fire from all sides of the

profession. A committe under Deloitte's S.Kitchen is still

deliberating on how to apply the standard to property companies

which have already been twice exempted...' E.Silvester (79.11),

group accountant of BOC International, pointed out that 'profession

is saddled with an out of date standard' because SSAP 12 was

developed 'in historical cost times'. The standard was delayed

during the inflation accounting debate, and, Silvester claimed,

eventualily issued without taking any account whatsoever of the

change in approach. Silvester was particularly concerned because

BOC have been engaged in a continuing revaluation exer ise on all

assets since 1974. 'we are blazing a trial', he said, 'by carrying

most of our assets in the books at replacement cost.'

In its April meeting, the ASC noted a report from the Panel

on Depreciation on investment properties, property investment

companies and the prolems arising from the application of the

standard.	 The report provided: (1.) recommendations on the

treatment of investment properties, (2) recommendations on the

accounting practices adopted by property investment properties (in

which it was recommended that the BPF consultative paper on the

accounts of public property investment companies as amended by the

BPF letter dated 8 Augest 1978, should be used as a basis for

recommendations on the accounting practices for property investment

companies), (3) recommendations on the main problems areas in

SSAPI2, (4) responses to interested parties with whom meetings had

been held (BPF, Property LJnint Trusts, BSA, Licensed Premises,

Department Stores, Housing Associations, and Insurance companies).
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The Committee agreed that papers should be revised in the light of

comments made by members at the meeting and discussed again in the

future.

A press report (79.12) said that T.Kenny, Chairman of Dorada,

the motor and engineering group, had this year rebelled against the

accounting standard on depreciation. And the accounts had been duly

qualified by auditors, Delotitte Haskins ans Sells. 	 T.Kenny

(79.13) said: 'It srikes me as being next door to lunacy'. In his

chairman's statement(79.14) he said: 'The accountancy profession

seems to be envious of the spate of government regulations. They

have joined the party and issue statements of standard accounting

practice. One of the latest is for trading companies to depreciate

their freehold properties, We have not followed this recommendation

although it results in a reservation in the auditors' report. 'We

intend to revalue our properties every five years', he continued.

'The next revaluation is in 1979. I am more attracted to a

professional valuer's opinion than that of a committee of

accountants.' 'What do accountants know about valuations?' he

said. 'What's the point of having a standard which forces you to

write down the values of property only to have to write them up

again later.

The directors of Henly Ltd (79.15) 	 asserted that no

depreciation was provided on freehold or long leasehold properties

because they considered that, if sold, these properties would

rsai1iae at least their book values.' The auditors (Coopers &

Lybrand) (79.16) stated that '...no depreciation is provided on
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freehold or long leasehold properties ..... With this exeception,

in our opinion, the accounts give a true and fair view.'

In a press report (79.17) it was revealed that 'the ASC is to

look again at the controversial standard on depreciation which has

run into strong criticism about the difficulties surrounding its

practical application.' Chairman of the ASC Tom Watts (79.18)

said: 'We are reconsidering it and a panel has been appointed to

look at it' But he said: 'there is no expectation that it will be

a major revision'. He said that the principle of depreciation

itself was not in question. Secretary to the ABC .T.Carty (79.19)

said that the panel under S.Wilkins, who was also chairing a

committee considering the specific problems of the standard for the

property companies, had meetings with a number of interested

parties. WilkinB confirmed that they had discussed the application

of the standard and he said 'most people have managed to find a

sensible way of dealing with it'. P.Martin of House of Fraser

(79.20) as an oponnent of depreciation even before SSAP12 was

released, said that it was not so much depreciation that they

objected to but the difficulties which surrounded its application.

A press report (79.21) said the depreciation standard might

soon be changed following the report by an ASC Sub-Committee set up

to look at the exemption for property companies and at practical

difficulties into the application of the standard. Chairman of the

Sub-Committee, according the report, proposed that investment

property should be completely exempt for the provisions of the

depreciation standard.	 S.Wilkins (79.22) said: 'we have been
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Bympathetic to the case made by the inveStment companies and the

views expressed by the bodies'.	 Wilkins' solution was that

'investment properties should be exempt from depreciation provided

that properties are accounted for in the books on a valuation basis

and not a cost basis. And he admitted that this was a bit of 'a

half way house between historical cost and current cost.'

A meeting between members of the Panel on SSAP12 and members

of the Assets Valuation Standards Committee of the RICS was held

on 18 June 1979. The purpose of the meeting was to consider the

problems associated with the valuation of hotels within the

framework of the Guidance Notes and to consider those valuations in

relation to depreciation under SSAP12. The main problem seen by the

RICS was that hotels are valued on a going concern basis using

adjusted trading results as the means of establishing a value.

Hotel - valuations therefore contained an element of goodwill.

Members of the ASC Panel on SSAPI2 considered this approach

acceptable. ASC was asked to confirm this decision.

It shoud be noted that the RICS held a meeting, before they

met with the members of the Panel on SSAPI2 I	with a number of

experts concerned with buying, selling and valuing hotels in order

to try and resolve the problem as to how they can be valued within

the fremevork of the Guidance Note.

B.Lyona (79.23), Chairman of UDS group, said: 'It would be

inappropriate and could be misleading to introduce a charge for

depreciation of properties. 'UDS auditor V.Nerrets (79.24), in him
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audit report, said: 'This departure from Statement of accounting

Practice No.12 does not materially affect the profit for the

year.

The Chairman of Marshall's Universal (79.25), motor

distributer and wholesalers, said: 'It would be unrealistic to

provide depreciation on these assets when there is every indication

that they are appreciating in value.' Marshall's Universal

auditors Allfields (79.26) considered the omission worth a

qualifiction. J.Oliver, Managing director of Marshall's universal

C79.27) explained his company's point of view • He said 'We are a

bit suspicious about dealing with depreciation when it is separated

from inflation accounting.' But it was also 	 intrinsically

unsatisfactory and represented a 'quite nonsensical' solution to

the Accounting Standards Committee's inability to find a suitable

form &f inflation accounting, he said. At present 'it mixes

historical accouting with current cost accouting. It must be one

thing or another' he added. 	 M.Verey (79.28), Chairman of the

Company, said: 'While the costs are not inconsiderable, your

board feels that it povides shareholders with an accurate

indication of the Company's asset base in these times of

fluctuating property values.'

A press report (79.29) revealed that 'the long promised

review of the depreciation standard SSAP 12 is nearing completion'.

It. said that the working party -chaired by Deloittes' S.Wilkins-

had produced a preliminary report which had been discussed in broad

outline. Wilkins (79.30) confirmed that the way was clear since
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the ASC had given the go ahead to the sub-committe to prepare a

draft for further discussion. He said that the new draft

concentrated on the case for complete exemption for the property

companies.

In a memorandum to the DTI, the BPF (79.31) asked for special

exceptions to be made to the general rules governing company

accounting bodies or in legislation .. In the BPF memo there was a

warning against the Fourth Directive which asked that

'depreciation of buildings be set against profit in the profit/loss

accounts of all public companies.'

It was reported (79.32) that SSAPI2's application to property

companies was still in the melting pot.....The BPF would like

property companies to be treated like investment trusts, ... But,

according to the report, even if the ASC acceptd the view that

depreciation was unnecessary and unsuitable for the property

industry, EEC regulations might force the issue. tinder the Fourth

Directive on the harmonisation for European Company law which had

to be implemented by July 1982, all companies barring investment

trusts, must provide for depreciation for assets with a finite

life, including buildingB. The BPF hoped that, if it could

convince the ABC, a joint front of property men and accountants

c:ould persuade the UK Government to argue for exemption.

Adnams & Co Ltd (79.33), the Southwold brewer of traditional

ales, had decided in the year ended 31 December 1978 to depreciate

brewery freehold buildings for the first time, but not the public
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houses which it owns. A note under accounting policies explained:

'The nature of the licensed trade requires the maintenance of

property to a high standard in order to protect that trade.

Maintenance expenditure is charged against profits as incurred and

is such that when applying the requirements of SSAP12, the

aggregate of residual values of freehold licensed properties is,

in the opinion of the directors, at least equal to book amounts.

Accordingly, licensed and other freehold properties are not

depreciated.

The ASC, in its July meeting, noted the report on the meeting

with the RICS Assets Valuation Standards Committee concerning Hotel

Valuations.

Tesco retailing giant (79.34), ignoring	 the accounting

standard on depreciation, argued that since 'the estimated total

residual value of freehold and long leasehold properties is at

least equal to current book value there in no need for additional

depreciation.' But it had sympathy from Price Waterhouse

Technical partner G.Stacey (79.35). He said that 'businessmen who

do not comply because they see no reason to write down an

appreciating asset are on rational ground.' 'The concentration on

value is a basic mistake in the standard.' he said. 	 Martin Gibbs

(79.36) -a member of the ASC- said: 'I would be surprised if

non-compliance of companies leads to a major row'. 	 'And if the

provisions if the EEC fourth directive on depreciation are

eventually embodied in UK company law, that will be the end of the

debate', he suggested.
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C.Black (79.37), Chairman of HF North, commenting on a press

article (Accountancy Age, 15 June 1979) 	 in which there was a

comment on the accounts of the hotel group, HF North, said: 'I

think the following facts, which would have been readily available

if you had referred to me should be brought to the notice of your

readers. 'Whether or not hotel company should provide depreciation

on its buildings which, incidentally, involves a valuation based on

an artificial division of the value of the land from the value of

the building, is certainly a matter on which opposite views can

well exist. I can only make the point that, for more than half a

century past, this company, in commmon with many hotel operating

companies, has not provided depreciation of buildings, and I can

recollect no occasion until this year when the auditors have

suggested that such provision should be made.'

In a press article (79.38), under the title 'Depreciation

rules need further interpretation', it was argued that SAPP12 was

difficult for companies to implement because estimating the value

of property was not easy where the value of other factors had to be

separated out. And there were additional objections on a purely

practical level from companies which were reluctant to carry out

costly annual valuations. Price Waterhouse's technical partner

G.Stacy (79.39) said: 'The standard does not take account of

business realities.'

G.Suckling (79.40), chairman of Abvood Machine Tools, said

that the depreciation rules made a nonsense of property valuation.

The company's accounts had been qualified by auditors Shipley
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Blackburn for non-compliance with the SSAP12. 'There may be a case

for diminishing the power of the companies who try to mislead the

public by putting in an artificially high figure in the accounts.

But to make a rule for everyone makes a nonsense of it', he added.

fl.Lambert (79.41), Chairman of investment property company Lynton

Holdings said: 'Further pressure is now coming from within the EEC

to oblige property companies to provide depreciation.

Award winning aerospace and mining group Dowty (79.42) had

revised its policy on depreciation and so gained a qualification

for its latest annual report from auditors Tansley Witt. Bracher

(79.43), finance director of the company, said that 'Depreciation

rates and lives have been revised because the company came to the

conclusion that we were depreciating too fast.' 'The company has

not complied with SSAPI2 becauBe such treatment would result in

overstatement of profits for future years. It's much easier to do

this way', Bracher Baid. Tansley Witt partner Allan Wyborn (79.44)

said: 'What we did in the auditors' report was point out that they

have departed from the letter of the standard.'

It was reported (79.45) that the major furniture group NFl

joined the growing band of companies which, as a matter of policy,

choose not to comply with the depreciation standard. It paid the

price because the auditors have qualified the accounts. A.Southon

(79.46) Group Chairman, said: 'the standard was not particulary

practical or material' But auditors B.Cohen Fine (79.47) did not

agree, stating, in the audit report, that 'we are unable to

quantify the effect on stated profit of this depreciation from the
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standard.' The Chairman of the company (79.48) disagreed, saying

that Any valuation would be	 'impractical in view of the very

slight difference it would make'. The auditors, he added, had no

basis on which to decide if profits would be materially affected or

not. Chairman Southon was also critical of the difficulties posed

by 'valuing the land and content' which was needed to comply with

the standard. 'Its just not worth it,' he suggested.

Martin Haslam (79.49) said that SSAPI2 on accounting for

depreciation was the 'most stupid of the	 lot'	 (accounting

standards). He added: 'We feel very strongly about it. We don't

think anybody should be forced to depreciate freehold property.

This will lead to commercial nonsense: buildings will have to be

depreciated while the land of which those buildings are constructed

will appreciate freehold property. If somebody wants to depreciate

freehold property we have no objection, but there should be no

compulsion.

Pannell Fitzpatrick & Co (79.50) qualified the accounts of

Young and Co. Brewers Ltd; 'As noted in the accounting practices,

the company has provided for depreciation of industrial buildings

and offices, but has not fully complied with the Standard

Accounting Practice No.12 that the group's freehold Public houses,

off-licences and private houses have not been depreciated . We are

unable to quantify the effect of of this omission. With this

exception, the accounts give under the accounting convention stated

above, and so far as concern members of the company, a true and

fair view of the state of affairs..
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In the October meeting, the ASC discussed the proposal

(prepared by the Panel on Depreciation) to add a section to SSAPI2

dealing with the accounting and disclosure requirements relating to

investment properties. The main points in the additional section

were: (a) an investment property need not be depreciated if it is

carried in the financial statements at a current valuation; (b) an

annual valuation is required; (C) changes in valuations should be

treated as movements on reserves. The report, also, suggested that

consideration should be given to forming an industry Sub-Committee

to prepare a guidance note on the accountancy practices of property

investment companies based on the BPF's submission	 'Consultative

Paper on Accounts of Public Property Investment Companies.' It was

agreed that the proposed additional section should be amended in

the light of comments made by members at the meeting and sent round

for a formal ballot. It was also agreed that a technical release

should be prepared for publication with the additional section to

SSAPI2 explaining the background to the proposals.

The ASC, in its meeting held on 14 November 1979, noted that

the Australian Accounting Research Foundation had issued an

exposure draft entitled 'Accounting for the Revaluation of Tangible

Fixed Assets and Investment in the Context of Historical Cost

Accounting'. It, also, noted 	 a secretariat memorandum on the

problems of accounting for depreciation which had been provided in

the past on revalued assets. It was agreed that it would not be

appropriate in the UK and Ireland but it was agreed that the matter

should be dealt with when SSAPI2 as a whole was revised in the

light of the EEC Fourth Company Law Directive.
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In the ASC meeting, held on 28 November, it was reported that

the proposal to add an additional section to SSAPI2 dealing with

investment properties had been approved by members of the

Committtee by 20 votes in favour to 2 against. The Chairman

reported that the Accounting Standards Review Committee of the

Scottish Institute had reservations about recommending acceptance

of the change. Discussions were in progress on an appropriate

course of action.

CHoke discussed, in two articles (79.51) and (79.52), the

depreciation of property under the historical cost convention, with

particular reference to property investment companies. He sugested

that the accounting problems of property values had been

exaggrated. 'There is, in fact, little doubt that the property

companies' concern over SSAPI2 and the Fourth Directive stems

largely from fear of the effect of a depreciation change on

reported profits and dividends. Certainly some companies have

claimed that the prior year adjustant required on initial

introduction of a depreciation policy could more than extinguish

revenue reserves. However, if a depreciation policy is adopted that

reflects the economic reality of long-lived assets, the effect need

not be disastrous for either profit or reserves. The method

outlined here may be applied by any company owing buildings to

which streams of future cash flow may be attributed.'

It was reported (79.53) that 'a new tighter exemption -for

investment property- from the depreciation standard is foundering

on objections from the Scottish ICA. And it will not become
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effective from 1 January next year as planned...the Scota are

arguing that the revised accounting 	 practice vii]. produce

inconsistencies. The terms of the new exemption are that 'an

investment property which is accounted for on a current value basis

of accounting, should not be subject to periodic charges for

depreciation. But it viii have to be revalued annually at its open

market value'. Professor D.Tweedie (79.54), technical director of

the Institute, said: 'there appear to be two distinct policies

there'. 'On one hand it recommends cost and depreciation and on the

other revaluation' 'We find that rather inconsistent -that is the

major difficulty', he added. Tveedie said: 'We have not reached

our final position and discussions are still going on.' 	 But 'the

general feeling here is that a little more thinking is needed', he

added. Chairman of the ASC, Tom Watts (79.55) said: 'We can take

it for granted that there will continue to be exemption for

investment property. 'The only real arguments whether the standard

should continue to be applied as it is -or whether the tighened up

exemption should be brought in.'

In 1980. a meeting (attended by the ASC Chairman) of the

Accounting Standards Review Panel of the Institute of Chartered

Accountants of Scotland was held on 23 January 1980. 	 In this

meeting the proposed amendment to SSAP12 concerning investment

properties was discussed. The Panel was not in favour of the

proposed amendment to SSAP12 on both practical and theoretical

grounds. The Panel said that 'it would be inappropriate to produce

temporary proposals which could be overturned by the implementation

of the Fourth Directive in 1982.	 The ASC, in its January meeting,
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received an oral report on this meeting. It was agreed that the

proposed amendment to SSAPI2 concerning investment properties

should be discussed at a future meeting of the Committee.

The ICAS I in a letter to the ASC, dated January 24, said:

'..the logic of the proposed addition to SSAPI2 was unsatisfactory.

The aim of Accounting Standards should be to narrow areas of

accounting treatment whereas the addition would cause a

divergence.' The letter suggested two alternatives: (1) the

extension of the current exemption for investment properties. (2)

applying the concept of an investment to investment properties.

Also, The ICAI opposed, in a letter to the ASC, the draft on the

grounds that allowing investment properties to be accounted for

either at cost less depreciation or at a revalued amount would

cause a divergence in accounting treatment rather than narrow the

areas of difference.

The proposed amendement to SSAPI2 had been circulated to the

Property Unit Trust Association (PUTA), the RICS, the BPF, and the

life Offices Association (LOF). The PUTA accepted the proposal but

did not accept that for investment trust companies a net deficit

on property valuations should be changed in the profit and loss

accounts. The Association also suggested that a valuation of a

property need only be made if in the opinion of the directors its

value had changed by more than five per cent. The RICS and the BPF

agreed with the proposal but suggested that the historical cost of

short leaseholds should be depreciated to present an abuse being

made of valuation surpluses. The LOA considered that long term life
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funds should be exempted from the proposed treatment.

A meeting was	 held,	 on	 15 February	 1980,	 between

representatives of the ABC and representatives of the RICS to

discuss the valuation of properties with trading potential.

The RICS's draft Background Paper, which complement their Guidance

Notes, was presented to the meeting and discussed. The paper

concerns properties which are normally sold as fully operational

business units including hotels, public houses, cinemas, theatres,

bingo halls, gaming clubs, petrol filling stations, etc. The ABC

representatives stated that, in their opinion, the proposed

Background Paper would be acceptable to ABC.

A report on this meeting with the RICS was presented in the

February meeting of the ASC. It was agreed that the proposals on

the RICS's background paper were acceptable from an accounting

point of view.

It was reported (80.1) that 'the Scottish ICA's decision to

stand firm against the proposed amendment to depreciation standard

has forced a rethink.' The report revealed news about the meeting

of The Accounting Standard Review Panel of the ICAS, mentioned

above, saying that 'the ABC is having to draw up a new wording to

get over the proposed revised accounting treatment ...'

A press report (80.2) revealed that 'A revised draft has now

been drawn up which takes account of the Scots objections and goes

hefore the ABC on tlarch 26 for approval.'
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In the March meeting of the ASC preliminary consideration was

given to revised proposals for dealing with the proposed amendment

concerning investment properties in SSAPI2 in the light of

reactions from the Irish and Scottish Institutes. It was agreed

that the matter should be considered again at the next meeting.

A press comment (80.3) said that 'in its attempts to

formulate a policy, the ASC is having to develop SSAP12 bearing in

mind the fact that the requirements of the EEC 4th Directive, which

includes the depreciation of all fixed assets, must be enacted in

the UK by 1982. It is therefore unlikely that an exemption from

depreciation could continue unless it could be proved that to

depreciate would not show a true and fair view as far as investment

properties were concerned. ' The comment concluded that 'the

fundamental question is -what is the economic reality of the

holding of investment properties?.. What this all comes down to in

the end is a search for a means of measuring and portraying

economic reality. It could be argued that current accounting and

reporting conventions take only partial account of the performance

of certain enterprises...'

In the April meeting, the ASC noted a letter from the

Professional Standards Comamittee (PSC) dated 5 March 1980

concerning the treatment of surplus on the revaluation of fixed

assets. In this letter, the PSC pointed out that there was no

positive requirement about this treatment in any published standard

or guidance note, asking the ASC to act speedily to remedy this

apparent loophole. It was agreed that it would be premature to
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take action on this point in isolation. It was agreed that a panel

should be established to review all, the problems which had arisen

on SSAPI2.

In a press report (80.4), it was said: 'Shot down by the

Scots on its first apppearance, the ainendement to the depreciation

standard is set to make a return revamped as an exposure draft if

members of ASC agree to it in a vote this week.' In the revised

vt'rsion, the report said, investment property was to be '...an

interest in land and buildings on which construction work has been

completed. Leases of 50 years or less do not count. And neither

does owner occupied property. To clear up the difficulties over

revaluation the ASC has proposed that investment property should

be revalued annually at open market value.' The initial reaction

from the Scots was that the new version '...has gone some way

towards solving the problem.'

It was reported (80.5) that '... The 12 months temporary

exemption given to such property when the standard was introduced

has run out but the ASC has been unable to persuade all the

accountancy bodies that the exclusion should be made permanent.

Compounding the gloom for property companies is the fact that they

are unlikely to get special treatment when negotiationm on the

implementation of the EEC's fourth directive aimed at harmonising

European company law come to a head at the end of the year.' 	 A

Fqiokeaman at the DTI (80.6) Baid that 'it would normally argue for

the UK position -based on Britain's accounting standards and what

is accepted as best practice.' 'Nothing has yet been decided and
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the British Property Federation ham made a very good case for

special treatment,' he said, 'but we would need a great deal of

persuading before we would negotiate for property to be made a

special case.' Jim Carty (80.7), Secretary to the ASC, claimed

that 'Scots objections, to the ABC's exemption, stem from the fact

that they do not understand the concept of a property investment

company. ABC's next meeting on May 28 will consider what should be

done now. ' Chairman Tom Watts (80.8) said that whatever the

decision, an exposure draft containing exemption proposals will be

released. 'Manifestly there are different views and the best thing

to do would be air them, ' he said.

In the May meeting, the ABC noted a secretariat memorandum on

the position of the proposed amendment to SSAP12 concerning

investment properties. It was agreed that a paper should be

circulated to the committee for further considerations.

A meeting was held, on 29 May, between representatives of ABC

and representatives of +Ie Life Offices' Association -at the

request of the later- to discuss ABC's proposed amendment to

SSAPI2 dealing with the accounting treatment of investment

properties. The LOA representatives explained that the LOA

considered that properties held in a life fund were fundamentlly

different in nature from properties held by commercial and

manufacturing companies. In a life fund there was no split between

fixed assets and current assets also assets were held for

investment purposes for the benefit of the fund. They explained

that the LOA did not consider it appropriate to depreciate head
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office buildings which were used for administrative purposes. The

ASC Chairman explained that the ASC set standards for general

application. The standards dealt with general principles and

detailed application was left to particular companies. In setting

out general principles it was difficult for members of the ASC to

see why a head office of an assurance company which was used for

administrative purposes was any different from the head office of a

ma'or industrial or commercial company. The LOA representatives

said that assurance companies could always sell their head office

if it seemed to the company that alternative forms of investment

would provide a better return. The head office was essentially held

as an investment. The ASC Chairman explained that 'ASC's proposed

amendment would accept that there is no need to depreciate

properties held within a life fund which were let to external

users, the only point of difference was offices held in a life fund

which were used for administration purposes.' The LOA

representatives said it would be difficult to treat a mutual fund

differently from a fund within a company which carried on other

business. The ASC Chairman said that the ASC appreciate the point

of view of the LOA and further consideration would be given to this

matter by ASC before any decision was made to proceed with the

exposure draft.

Professor W.T.Baxter (80.9) discussed the problem of

depreciating the building of property companies. He concluded that

'We should not think in terms of two conflicting viewpoints that

must some how ox other be crammed into a single stanadard. Nor

should exemptions be doled out to particular industries. Rather,
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there is one general rule: assets whose values decline during the

ownership period must be depreciated; if assets can be shown not to

decline in real value during that period, they need not be

depreciated. There Is here an obvious risk that a veil meant but

doctrinaire standard will invite evasion and ridicule. 	 The

property companies have a case. But the onus is on them to prove

that the value change in their portofolio is indeed adding to the

'well -of fness' of their shareholders. The latters' long-run loss

could be severe if the figures lack caution and fail to allow for

inflation.

In its meeting on 30 June, the ASC considered the draft of

ED26, the proposed addition to SSAP12 concerning the accounting

treatment of investment properties. It was agreed that the paper

should be revised In the light of comments made by the Department

of Trade on the relationship with the EEC 4th Directive and

circulated as a pre-ballot draft. It was noted that the meeting

with the DTI had been arranged for Tuesday, 1 July 1980. Also, in

this meeting, the Committee noted a report of a meeting with The

Life Offices' Association held on 29 Nay 1980.

A press report (80.10) revealed that 'An exposure draft on

the treatment of depreciation in the accounts of property companies

expected to be released next month.' 	 The draft has been

di .veloped from the original amendment to SSAPI2, the accounting

standard on depreciation which gave 12 months' temporary exemption

to property companies. The exposure draft is likely to be 'fairly

short', according to Professor D. Tveedie (80.11), technical
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director of the Scottish ICA. 'Similarly, the period of exposure

will be short, probably no more than three months in order that

there should be no clash with the date for official implementation

of the EEC fourth directive', he said.

A meeting was held between the ABC Chairman Tom Watts and the

DTI to discuss the final form for the investment property exemption

from the depreciation Btandard, to be included in the fourth

directive legislation. Commenting on this meeting, a press report

(80.12) said that it was a crucial move by the standard setter as

the EEC's fourth directive would affect most British companies'

accounts. Another press report (80.13) said that 'Attempts by the

ASC to sidestep the EEC's fourth directive on depreciation for

investment property appears to have had some success. After the

meeting with the DTI, the ASC Chairman Tom Watts (80.14) said: 'The

response was enormously encouraging. I think we will get something

before long.

It was reported (80.15) that 'the ABC has drawn up a new

exposure draft which will be released shortly -but it has so far

done nothing to clarify the position on inflation accounting. David

Ross (80.16), Secretary to the new inflation accounting steering

group, said that 'there would have been too many difficulties in

trying to come up with an answer for investment property companies

as well.' He pointed to certain idiosyncracies in the structure of

the companies to explain where the difficulties were. But Harry

Aton (80.17) of Brixton Estate, suggesting a new way of dealing

with this problem, said: 'We assumed that if you have annual
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valuations then you have achieved the greater part of current coat

accounting anyway. It is not so important to show the adjustments

to the profit and loss account.' Developing the point he indicated

'What most shareholders are interested in is the capital position

...We feel that it is important for shareholders to understand what

Inflation does and the approach we have adopted goes some way

towards doing that'. Roes, however, commenting on this proposal

said: 'That sort of statement appears to be one way of doing the

deed -but I do not know how practicable it is on a broader scale,

and it is doubtful whether it could successfully be applied to

insurance companies for example.'

A press report (80.18) revealed that 'agreement has been

reached on the technical problems of investment properties (ED26).

All is now set for the publication of ED26. It only rests with the

chairman of the ASC, Tom Watts to put the presses into motion.'

It was reported (80.19), (80.20) that 'A permanent exemption

for investment property from the depreciation standard is now one

step nearer with the release of ED26 Accounting for investment

property. The ASC has beaten the deadline imposed by the imminent

implementation of the EEC's fourth directive - which would have

Rude any exemption at all very doubtful.' Announcing the new

e.xposure draft the ASC Chairman Tom Watts denied (80.21) that the

Committee was merely bowing to pressure from property interests.

'They made a good case and we listened,' he said. Watts admitted

that this is not the end of the saga -SSAP12 will, have to be

further reviewed when the fourth directive makes its mark on UK
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company law.

Commenting on the publication of ED26, a press report (80.22)

said that the exposure draft will not satisfy everybody. Some say

that outside valuers should be brought in every year. Others like

Mr Sydney Mason, Chairman of Hammerson Property and Investment

Trust, hold the view that properties should be revalued only when

)ents are renegotiated. The Stock Conversion and Investment Trust,

run by Mr R.Clark, had a policy of directors revaluing investment

properties at intervals of not more than five years.

3.Carty, ABC Secretary, met representatives of the CCAB

Insurance Companies Sub-Committee on 13 October 1980 to discuss the

npplication of ED26 to insurance companies.

The ABC, in its October meeting, noted that a number of

companies had indicated that although they wished to comply with

the proposals in ED26, it would not be possible for them to

complete valuations of properties for 1980 financial statements.

It was therefore agreed that the Councils of the CCAB bodies should

be asked to extend the exemption for investment properties within

SSAPI2 for a further year.

Keith Crawford (80.23),a property analyst of Greenwells, said

that 'although the exposure draft has rightly recommended annual

revaluation of investment properties, ... they should be carried

out by external firms of professional valuers, and not -as the

exposure draft still permits- by the company itself or its board.'
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Crawford criticised the ASC for failing to consider the disclosure

of other information forming part of the valuation figures. The

standard he said: 'should give guidance on statements detailing the

anticipated rental flows expected	 from rent reviews and

reversions.

Keith Grawford (80.24) made the following comments on ED26:

'(1) The ASC has rightly recommended that investment properties be

revalued annually from now on, and the new figures incorporated in

each balance sheet. However, these valuations should be carried out

by external firms of professional valuers and not (as the exposure

draft still permits) by the company itself or its board, (2) the

ASC has not referred in this exposure draft to other information

provided by some -but not all- quoted companies which amplifies,

and indeed forms, a basis for the valuation figures...Investors are

entitled to more detail on valuation than the ASC recommends.

..,(3) The ASC has excluded the accounting treatment of development

and other unlet properties from this exposure draft. Guidance on

their treatment is required, and (4) the exclusion of investment

property from depreciation charges fails to resolve this particular

controversy once and for all. Property companies still need to

provide against the anticipated cash outflow arising on eventual

renovation of older buildings, no matter how long term that

commitment may be.'

According to R.Mique]. (80.25), Chairman of Bells, the company

had not shown any depreciation on property in its accouts for the
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second year running. And the auditors 'agree with the treatment',

despite their qualification of the accounts. A brief note in the

accounts (80.26) stated: 'No depreciation has been provided on the

part of freehold heritable properties relative to buildings as the

board considers that such buildings currently have a value not less

than that shown in the accounts. ' Bell's finance directors, Geoff

Cooper (80.27) stressed that it was only the freehold heritable

property which is not being depreciated. 'We have revalued the

buildings from time to time and have always found that the existing

values were ahead of book value. There seems little point in

depreciating', he said.

Professor W.T.Baxter (80.28) traced the steps leading to the

recent publication of ED26 Accounting for Investment Properties,

c.xplained the proposals made by the draft and its supporting

statements, and added his own comments. He argued that 'ED26 has

on the whole been well received by the large property companies,

who regard the cost of yearly revaluation as an acceptable price

utir victory elsewhere. Some of the small fry are less happy about

the cost; and other companies are worried by the exclusion of

short-term leases. From the standpoint of accountants, ED26 must

seem an odd mixture of merit and demerit. Its switch to current

value is bold and may lead to welcome reform in other areas. But

its indifference to inflation is deplorable. Unless it is amended

on this point, accountants viii be open to justified attack for

slap-dash thought and feckless finance.'

The Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (80.29) held a
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conference on 3 December. Entitled 'Valuations for Current Cost

Accounting', the conference was concerned with the requirements of

SSAPI6, on current cost accounting, SSAP12 on depreciation, and ED

26 on investment property.

It was announced (80.30) that 	 the exemption of investment

property from SSAP12 was to be extended for another year. An ASC

spokesman (80.31) said 'this is only a stop-gap measure to free

investment property from the standards until a new permanent

exemption can be introduced through ED26.'

A press report (80.32) said that 'the ASC has once more bowed

to the investment property lobby and pronounced that application of

the standard on depreciation, insofar as it affects that sector,

will be deferred for another year...'

In another press report (80.33)it was revealed that 'The CCAB

Councils have accepted an ASC recommendations that the existing

exemption for investment properties in SSAPI2 should be extended

for a further year and that, the longer-term solution contained in

ED26 if approved, should become effective in financial statements

for accounting periods beginning on or after January let. 1981.'

During the period from December 1980 to February 1981, the

written comments on ED26 from companies and others concerned with

the exposure draft. These written submissions could lend support to

the following points.
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Firstl y 1 the acceptance of ED26 b y the property companies and

their re presentatives bodies was su pported, intentionall y or

otherwise, b y the comments of the other interested groups. For

example the following interested groups, in their comments on ED

26, said: 'It (Stoy Hayward & Co. ) supports the principle of annual

revaluations of investment properties in place of depreciation in

the published accounts of public investment property companies. It

believes, however, that it is inappropriate to insist on the

application of the same principle to other companies which own

'investment properites'

(Stoy Hayward & Co.)

'We welcome the proposals in principles as they recognise the

current value approach to accounting which has, in fact, been

adopted by many property companies for a mumber of years.'

(Price Waterhouse & Co.)

'We agree with the principles of the proposals in ED26. In the case

of an investment property, both the current value of the property

and changes in the current value are more important to most users

of financial statements than is the calculation of an annual

depreciation chage. '

(Deloitte Haskins • Sells)

'We write on behalf of various property and investment companies

whose affairs we manage..to give our support to the proposals

vhereby property investment companies should not be forced to show

depreciation of investment properties in their Profit and Loss
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accounts.

(David Lewis & Partners)

'The Stock Exchange accepts the logic of the argument contained in

the ASC's Statement accompaning ED26, and accordingly welcomes the

general approach adopted in the Exposure Draft.'

(The Stock Exchange

Secondly, the acce ptance of ED26 by other interested groups,

in some cases, was built on the assurred acceptability of this

exposure draft b y investment property com panies. For example the

following accounting firms, in their comments on ED2G, said:

'..While we support the general principles of ED26, we do so only

on the implicit assumption that these principles prove acceptable

to the companies that will be affected by them.'

(Josolyne Layton - Bennett & Co.)

'In principle, we consider that the proposed exemption from the

depreciation requirements in SSAPI2 is undesirable.. However, we

recognise that there is support within the ASC and in the business

community for investment properties to be accounted for in the

manner described in ED 26; provided that on balance those

commenting on the exposure draft accept its main provisions, we

would also accept it.

(Coopers & Lybrand)
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Thirdl y, the acceptance of ED26 b y some other interested

groups was accom panied by a defence for considerin g the exemption

in the context of other t ypes of companies. For example the

following accounting firms and their representative bodies said:

'Whilst, in general, we would support its proposals if applied to

portfolio companies, we have reservations as to their applicability

to	 properties held	 by	 trading	 companies	 and	 other

enterprises......We consider that a similar exemption should apply

to life assurance companies and other insurance companies holding

investment properties as investments of their general insurance

funds, if SSAPI2 is revised in line with ED26.'

(Ernst & Whinney)

'The definitions of investment properties contained in the proposed

standard appear not to include the types of properties commonly

owned by housing associations. Thus, the proposed standard requires

these properties to be depreciated, which is contrary to the

Recommended Form of Accounts for housing associations, issued by

the Housing Corporation.

(Thornton Baker)

'In general we are in agreement with the substance of the exposure

draft subject to the following matters which we consider to warrant

either amendment or further explanation....one further point of

specific relevance to insurance companies dealing with both long

term and general business. The long term business is maintained in
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a legally separate fund in which the interest of shareholders in

surpluses is usually insignificant in relation to those of policy

holders. Thus, properties which are classified as investments of

the life fund but which are occupied by the general side of the

business (or vice versa) should still, in our view, be regarded as

investment properties.'

(Peat, Marwick & Co.)

'The general principles of the proposals are acceptable provided

that organisations can be protected from the excessive costs that

may arise from the requirement to have investment properties

revalued annually.'

(The Association of Certified Accountants)

Fourthly, the acceptance of ED26 b y some other interested

groups was conditioned b y reviewing the whole subject of

deoreciation (SSAPI2). For example the following interested groups

said:

'We agree with its (ED26) suggestions that investment properties

should not be depreciated but instead should be revalued annually

at open market value and that that valuation should be

incorporated in the balance sheet....we believe that the ASC should

concentrate on completely revising SSAP12. On this subject, we

shall be forwarding to the ASC some of our criticisms of the

practical application of the standard, but in the context of

issuing ED26 we would make the following points:
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1. We query the value of amending SSAP12 to allow exemption for

investment properties if, in view of the imminent implementation of

the Fourth Directive in the UK, the entire standard will have to be

revised and re-issued within a possible six months of ED 26 being

issued.

2. We believe that SSAPI2 was drafted far too loosely....Companies

such as brewery companies, store groups, and hotel companies have

argued that because their buildings are being maintained to such a

standard that they do not lose any value during use no depreciation

Is necessary. We, therefore, would prefer an addition to SSAP12 to

cover all those cases (which include property companies) where

assets are not held for consumption in the business operations.'

(Thomson McLintock &Co.)

'The Accounting Standards Review Panel of the ICAS is prepared to

accept the thrust of ED26 as an interim measure to deal with the

problem of investment properties. The Panel however, wishes to

stress that it considers that the need to review SSAPI2 in its

entirety is vital and that action should be taken as soon as

possible

(ICAS)

'In conclusion ICAI supported the approach of ED 26. It was,

however, felt that ED26 only dealt with one aspect of a wider

problem, that of accounting for investments generally. 	 ICAI

recommended that ASC should give urgent consideration to this

general area.'

(ICAI)
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Fifthl y, the com panies utilised more than one form of

interactions with the ASC. For example, the CCAB 	 Insurance

Companies Sub-Committee said:

'.. The sub-committee has considered this matter further with a

view to submitting formal representations to the ASC, to confirm

the representations made orally at the meeting on 13 October.'

Also, The Life Offices' Association said:

'When the first draft of the additional note to SSAP12 was

published the Life Associations expressed their concern that the

life revenue account of an insurance company came within the

scope of the proposed standard. We wrote to you on 23 Hay and

there was a meeting with Hr Watts and yourself on 29 May at which

our case for exclusion of life revenue account was put in detail.'

Sixthly, the disciplinary power exercised b y companies, in

some cases, was carrying some non-dici planary power (such as threat

of non comp lying with the standard). For example the following

companies said:

'We therefore urge the ASC to reconsider its decision. If at the

end of the day no exemption is granted in respect of properties

held as assets of insurance companies' long-term business funds,

there must be a real possibility that the great majority of our

members will feel unable to comply with the standard. Clearly this

is a situation which should be avoided.'

(The Life Offices' Association)
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'It would be disasterous for the Institute to come out with a

standard that was not accepted generally by the Property Industry

which could debase the value of Accounting Standards generally and

could, in this particular example, result in large scale reluctance

if not refusal to implement the standards.'

(London & Provincial Shop Centres uHoldingsu Ltd)

'It would be absurd if we were forced to show depreciation of our

investments in our profit and loss accounts and it is obvious that

investment properties must be exempt from depreciation when the

standards are finalised, other wise investment companies will

simply not comply and the accounts will be qualified.

(Lingwood Estates Ltd)

Seventhly, the disci p linary techniques of power exercised by

companies on the ASC were a pplied, firstly on themselves. For

example, the following extracts support this.

'The Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) in preparing this

memorandum has taken account of the comments submitted by District

TACs, copies of which have been forwarded to the ASC. The views

contained in the memorandum were agreed at a meeting of TAC held

on 18 December 1980, at which 32 committee members were present,

attend by Mr K.Robinson (Under-Secretary) as an observer on behalf

of ASC.

'The British Property Federation have made detailed comment on this
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Standard and the views expressed by the British Property Federation

are endorsed by ourselves. This company is represented on the BPF

Accounting Standards Working Party and contributed to the

proposals the Federation had put to yourselves.'

(London & Provincial Shop Centres "Holdings' Ltd)

The British Property Federation of which this Society 19 a member

has asked for comments on ED26.. It should be emphasised that

these comments related largely to the valuation aspects of

property. There are other accounting aspects about which the

Society had made representations through the Life Offices'

Association.

(Clerical Medical & General Life Assurance Society)

Finall y, some companies consulted certain auditors before

making written submissions to the ASC. for example the Committee of

Property Unit Trusts said:

'The management committee has considered your recent addition to

SAP12 and having taken advice from Thomson McLintock & Co., Price

Waterhouse, Ernst & Whinney and Coopers & Lybrand, would like to

take this opportunity to comment as follows...'
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In 1981. the ASC Consultative Group, in its meeting on 25

February 1981, as we indicated in Chapter 5, dicussed ED26

Accounting for Investment Properties. The ASC Chairman gave a brief

summary of the main provisions of ED26 and explained the reasons

why it had been prepared. He then invited comments on the exposure

draft from members of the group.

The Building Societies Association representative explained that

under the Building Socities Act 1962 it was illegal for a society

to purchase a property for the express purpose of letting. He said

that under the definitions given in the exposure draft it would be

quite possible for a building owned quite properly by a building

society to be classified as an investment property in apparent

contravention of the Act. The difficulty would be eased if

properties could be viewed as a whole rather than individually for

the purposes of classification.

The Stock Exchange representative welcomed the proposals in the

exposure draft. But he pointed out that there was no requirement

for properties to be valued professionally or independently. The

Stock Exchange considered that shareholders would benefit from a

requirement that valuers should be suitably qualified and that

there should be periodic independent valuations. The exposure draft

proposed that investment properties need not be depreciated unless

they are held on a lease of less than 20 years. The Stock Exchange

ecommended that the period should be increased to 50 years so that

the distinction was in accord with the generally accepted

definitions of long and short leases.

The Association of	 Investment	 Trust	 Companies	 (AITC)

representantive said that he was pleased to see that many of the
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comments made by the AITC in the past had been $ken .n th

exposure draft.

The Institute of Chartered Secretaries and Adniinstrators

epresentative supported the principle that if a property was held

primarily for its investment potential then it should be accounted

for as an investment. The present definitions in the exposure

draft might be drawn too narrowly to achieve this objective.

The Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors representative,

considered that buildings did not cease to be an investment

property simply because it was occupied by the owning company for

its own purposes.

The National Association of Pention Funds representative considered

that ED 26 should not apply to pension funds, arguing that

property investment probably represented only about 20Y. of the

total of pension fund investments. There was no requirement to use

current value accounting for guts and equities and it was

therefore deemed to be illogical to require its use for

investments. Annual valuations of properties as required by ED26

would be of no practical value to the managers or the members of

pension funds and the cost would be as great as the present cost

of the whole investment operation.

A Department of Trade representative argued that the proposals in

ED 26 relied on the neceassity of giving a true and fair view as a

justification for taking a valuation approach to investment

properties rather than the cost and depreciation solution.	 For

this to be successful it must be made a mandatory rule and not an

option. The wider the definition of an investment property the

more difficult it would be to consider the treatment an acceptable
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departure from the EEC 4th Directive. ED26 required that the names

of the persons making the valuation should be disclosed or,

alternatively, particulars of their qualifications. The Companies

Bill required both to be disclosed.

The British Insurance Association representative explained that BIA

views had not yet submitted its comments but should be doing so

shortly. One problem was that the Companies Bill had now been

published and this exempted insurance companies from compulsorily

depreciating fixed assets.	 SSAP12 which required compulsory

depreciation was 	 in conflict with the exemption in 	 the

Companies Bill and the ASC had always accepted that accouting

standards could not override the legislation. The BIA would be

considering the legal position but this should not be taken to

imply that the BIA would not support amendments to SSAPI2 to

cover the position of investment properties. He said that insurance

companies tended to hold most of their investment properties as

assets of the life fund rather than as assets for the general

business, therefore depreciation might well be an immaterial item

although it might be material for some companies.

In the April meeting, the ABC considered, as we indicated in

the previous Chapter, a request from the BPF for membership of the

Consultative Group. Also, in this meeting, the Committee noted a

report of a meeting between members of the ABC and the Technical

Advisory Committee of the English Institute.

The ABC, in its May meeting, considered a report from the

panel on ED26. It was agreed that: (a) the Document should be
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issued as a separate standard and not as an appendix to SSAP12, (b)

Leases with an unexpired term of less than 20 years should be

depreciated, Cd) Charities should be exempt from the standard and

from SSAP12, Ce) Insurance companies should not be required to

maintain a separate investment property reserve account. It was

further agreed that the proposed standard should be amended in the

light of comments made at the meeting and be sent to members of the

ASC as a ballot draft together with consequential amendments which

would need to be made to SSAP12.

In a press report (81.1) it was revealed that 'The ASC was

asked earlier this week to approve the revised version of exposure

draft 26 which sets out the new rules and to put it to a ballot of

members. The ASC was pushed into action with a degree of urgency

because the existing accounting rules for investment property,

which exempts it from depreciation, will be removed by the EEC's

fourth directive and is due to run out soon any way. The ASC's new

accounting treatment gets around the restrictions imposed by the

directive as implemented through the companies number two bill.'

D.florpeth of the ASC (81.2) confirmed that the committee would be

asked to approve release of the revised proposals as a separate

itindard SSAPI9 and not as recommended in ED26, as an addition to

to SSAP12 accounting for depreciation. The ASC Secretary Jim Carty

(81.3) said, 'There is no change of substance between the revised

text and the original exposure draft despite the mixed reception

which greeted ED26 during its exposure period.' Professor D. Tweedie

(81.4), technical director at the ScottiBh ICA, commenting on ED26,

;.Ii4i that it holds on to its view that 'a lot of the problems
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remain'. 'All the ASC is doing is plugging a gap, ' he added.

The ASC I in its July meeting, noted that a ballot of ASC

members had resulted in the approval of the proposed accounting

standards on investment properties for submission to CCAB Councils.

A press report (81.5) revealed that the vay had been cleared

for early release of new accounting rules for investment property

in the UK's first standard to be published in 1981. 	 The ASC had

given a combined nod of approval to the exposure draft 26 proposals

which effectively maintain the exemption of property companies from

the depreciation standard. The report Baid that the new rules,

scheduled to be issued as SSAPI9 by October, only needed the final

go ahead from the CCAB. This allowed the property companies to beat

the EEC fourth directive deadline which would had forced them to

depreciate along the SSAPI2 line. But, according to the report, the

early rebels (the Scots and Irish ICAs) have only reluctantly

agreed to fall into line. The Scots in particular were adamant that

the standard would only be an interim measure to get round the

fourth directive's requirement for property companies to be treated

like all others. Their agreement had been gained on the back if a

promise of an early all-round review of the depreciation standard.'

Henry Lunt (81.6) examined the positions of depreciation of

investment properties following comments on ED26.

• The ASC Chairman,	 in the October meeting of the ASC,

reported that the Technical Advisory Committee of the ICAEW had
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expressed concern that, in practice, SSAP19 'Accounting for

Investment Properties' would require small property companies to

incur burdensome valuation costs, although their representatives

accepted that the standard itself was silent on the issue of the

quality of valuations. To alleviate this concern, a modification

to the wording of Paragraph 6 of the Explanatory Note to the

standard had been proposed. The Committee considered and approved

the revised wording. It was agreed that the Chairman would consult

with the Chairman of the Technical Advisory Committee to ensure

that the Committee could now support the Standard.

A press report (81.7) argued that The fierce dispute over

investment property which opened up a rift between the accountancy

bodies and threatened the new goverment an EEC- backed reporting

framework, was finally settled this week with the release of a new

accounting standard. SSAPI9 Accounting for investment property, was

the standard setters'last word on the subject and gave formal

exemption from the depreciation rules. It beared a striking

resemblance to ED26 and the principles were unchanged......the

threat of 'Argyll- style' legal actions by the Department of Trade

against companies with investment property who fail to depreciate

in accordance with the Companies Act, also receded this week.' A

spokesman for the DTI (81.8) said that after talks with the ASC and

the BPF, 'there are no problems as far we are concerned'. ASC

chairman Tom Watts (81.9) said the new standard only marked the

beginning of a programme for developing an accounting treatment

for 'value companies' as a whole.
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In another press report (81.10), it was pointed out that the

new standard (SSAPI9) accounting for investment properties defined

an investment property as an interest in land or buildings which

was held for its investment potential, but not as one owned and

occupied by a company for its own purposes. 	 . . . Without the

standard, investment properties would have to be depreciated

annually under the terms of the 1981 Companies Act.

A.Adams (81.11) (the finance director at the Peachey Property

corporation with £60 Nillion invested in property), commenting on

SSAPI9, said: 'We are in line with it nov •' 'Peachey has revalued

its property portfolio in each of the last four years. It doesn't

work out expensive if you do it on a regular basis, ' said Adams,

confirming his company's practice to show a revalued balance sheet

each year. Also in line with the new standard, Adams said,	 'the

Peachey profit and loss account only includes net rental income,

trading profits and realised surpluses on property sales. • But,

said Adams, 'the whole question of CCA with investment property

companies, and in general. 'value based' companies, is difficult.'

P.Sober (81.12) (partner at Stoy Hayward and Chairman of the

BPF's own accounting standards committee), commenting on SSAPI9,

said: 'A full CCA approach would run into gearing problems but we

have taken a step in that direction.' 'The new standard prescribes

a form of accounts that give an overriding true and fair view',

said Sober. 'It's now established that the true and fair view

overrides any requirement to depreciate asBests', he said.
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I.C.Adam (81.13) discussed the practical implications of

SSAPI9, concluding that the underlying concept of SSAPI9 was that

current value accounting was the appropriate method of reporting

investment properties in financial statements. The standard was

the culmination of extensive discussions between the property

industry and the accounting profession and it should result in a

greater degree of consistency and comparability between financial

statements.

The conclusion of this section is that ED26 was issued in

September 1980, followed by SSAPI9 in November 1981. Both gave the

property companies permanent exemption from depreciation

requirements of SSAPI2. This permanent exemption as a visible event

at that time, was connected, in one way or another, with the

invisible interactions and power relations between the ASC and

Companies about such exemption during the period from 1978 to 1981.

These interactions and power relations have their effect upon

the visible event (the permanent exemption by ED26 and SSAPI9) as a

result of the following.

Firstly, these interactions and power relations manifested

themselves in a number of different ways such as published

articles, formal and informal meetings with the ASC, talks to the

press by officials, press reports and comments, published annual

reports and audit reports, compaigns against the standard by some

companies, meetings between the finance directors and auditors, and

conferences held by other institutions.
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Secondly, more than one way of interaction was utilised by

Particular persona or groups (interactors) such as, (1) written

comment followed by a meeting, (2) a meeting followed by a

memorandum, and (3) a letter, followed by a meeting ,then by an

article.

Thirdly, these interactions and power relations between the

ASC and companies, were accompanied by interactions with other

interested gorups. These groups supported, intentionally or

otherwise, the companies claim for the exemption from the

requirements of SSAP12 (e.g some auditors (see (78.21), (78.22),

(79.4), (79.35), (79.39),and (79.49)], the press (see (79.38)], and

other bodies (see the ICAS's letters to the ASC dated June 1978 and

23 January 1980]).

Fourthly, these interactions about this permanent exemption,

was, also, facilitated by the ASC's move towards greater openness

about its work at that period U978-1981). This openess, as

indicated in the previous Chapter, came in 1979 through, for

instance, the issue of the Watts report. This report recommended:

(a) involving the Consultative Group of the ASC more closely in the

debates on specific standards, (b) issuing technical release with

each ED and SSAP, and Cc) much more openness with the press. Such

openness, at the more general level, was reflected in the

depreciation standard at the specific level. As an example of case

(a) the Consultative Group, in its meeting held on 11 February

191, discussed ED26 in greater detail. As an example of case (b)

technical releases accompanied the issuing of ED 26 and SSAPI9. And
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an example of case Cc) is that the openness with the press was

translated into intensive interations and power relations, at the

general level, during this period (1979 - 1981) (see elements 1979,

1980, 1981 in Figure 5.3]. This in turn, was reflected in a form

of intensive interaction at the specific level (the Depreciation

Standard) during this period (see and compare Figure 6.3 with the

1979, 1980,1981 elements in Figure 5.3].

6.4 ISSUING THE DISCUSSION PAPER 'A REVIEW OF SSAPI2' 	 IN

DECEMBER 1982 AND SOl IN SEPTEMBER 1984.

In December 1982, the ABC published the Discussion paper 'A

Review of SSAPI2- Accounting for Depreciation'. This paper

addressed the main areas of difficulty arising in the application

of SSAPI2 and SSAPI6 (Current Cost Accounting) in relation to

depreciation provisions. It put forward ten conclusions on which

comments were specifically invited in addition to any others on

SSAPI2 generally.

In September 1984 the ABC issued a Statement of Intent (Sol)

on the revision of SSAP12. It proposed that modified historical

c:ost accounting should be allowed, and encouraged, and that the

aicounting treatment of balance sheet and profit and loss account

items should be consistent. Also, it banned the charging of

supplementary depreciation without a corresponding revaluation of

the assets concerned.

The Discussion Paper and Sol as visible events at that time,
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it is argued in this section, were preceded and surrounded by the

following interactions and power relations (which are presented

diagrammatically in Fighure 6.4).

In 1982. the CCAB (82.1) issued, in Hatch, guidance to

housing associations and their auditors on accounting for

depreciation and housing association grant in respect of housing

properties. The guidance became necessary following the ASC's

statement, accompanying SSAP19, that such properties were unlikely

to fall within the definition of investment	 properties,

consequently, SSAPI2 must be applied

The ASC, in its June meeting, considered a draft discussion

paper which deals with the various problem areas of SSAP12

'Accounting for Depreciation'. During a wide-ranging discussion of

the issues behind the paper, the Committee asked the working party

to consider making some detailed amendements after which the paper

would be submitted to the Technical Committee of the CCAB for a

pre-publication review.

A press report (82.2) revealed that the ASC was carting out a

major review of SSAPI2 on depreciation, after wide spread refusal

of companies to comply with the provisions relating to depreciation

of buildings. The ASC stressed that the review was a general one

vhich was also looking at the impact of the Companies Act 1981,

current cost accounting and the effects of revaluation on historic

cost accounts, but said it was aware of the resistance to SSAP12 in

many companies.
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The directors' report of Valor PLC (82.3), who had repeatedly

had their accounts qualified by auditors Arthur Young flcClelland

floore of Briminghaiu for refusing to provide for depreciation on

building, said:	 'This requirement is unnecessarily onerous,

meaningless and even misleading, . ...' 	 After initial conflict vith

Arthur Young, the matter was reported to be no longer a subject for

discussion between Valor and its auditors, although it might come

under review in the future. A spokesman for the ASC (82.4) said

that refusal to comply with SSAPI2 was most common in the brewing

industry,	 where public houses were undergoing	 constant

refurbishment, and in other companies involving the use of public

buildings.

In the October meeting of the ASC, it was reported that the

committe had approved, by ballot, the publication of the discussion

paper 'A review of SSAPI2-Accounting for Depreciation ' subject to

some comments on detail.

A press report (82.5) indicated that practical problems

encountered in the application of SSAPI2 'Accounting for

Depreciation' were to be reviewed in a new discussion paper.

Problems relating to the use of depreciation as a back-door way of

accounting for inflation, and difficulties in calculating profit

and loss on the sale of an asset, were two examples. According to

this report,	 the working party, under the chairmanship of

3. Bowman, senior partner at Price Waterhouse, suggested that at

least two practices should be expressly prohibited. They were the

practice of charging supplementary depreciation in historic cost
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accounts without incorporating them into the accounts, and the

practice of writing back to the profit and loss account

depreciation charged in respect of an asset when that asset was

revalued.

It was reported (82.6) that I.Davison, Chairman of the ASC,

and J.Bowinan, the Chairman of the working party to review the

depreciation standard, had clashed over the importance of a review

of the depreciation standard SSAPI2. Bowman (82.7) argued that

(SSAPI2) was still relevant 'There are enough difficulties and

problems in the present standard for a rethink to be both

necessary and important,' he said. But Davison (82.8) argued that

much of the importance of SSAPI2 had been swallowed up inside the

current cost accounting issue. He said that the review was unlikely

to alter the list of priorities facing the ASC, which had placed a

rewrite of the depreciation standard a long way down its list. 'Of

course, I could be wrong', Davison said. 'There might be a storm

of interested comment, which would make us totally re-evaluate the

importance of SSAPI2. But somehow I don't think this will be the

case.' But Bowman argued that depreciation was among the most

important issues facing UK industry. 'In a recession such as we

have at the moment, the biggest problem accountants face is that

there is a great deal of spare capacity in UK industry. Because of

this people are unwilling to change the full replcement cost

depreciation since that would knock too big a hole in their

profits. We urgently need some ruling in this area', he said. The

review recommends that the principle behind depreciation should

remain the same in all accounts. Bowman pointed out that, far from
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being undercut by the CCA standard, SSAPI2 dealt with both

historical cost and CCA depreciation.

The Discussion Paper was published on 15 December 1982 and the

comment period was to expire on 3OJune 1983.

In 1983. a press report (83.1) said that the ASC discussion

paper on depreciation set out some known problem areas which have

arisen when applying SSAPI2 in practice and, 	 where appropriate,

expressed the working party's opinions thereon. It invited

commentators to expresses their views on the matters raised and

asked two further questions: '(1) are there any other matters

causing concern regarding depreciation that you wish to bring to

ASC's attention?, (2) Do you consider that SSAP12 should be

revised?'

Another press report (83.2) said that a discussion paper on

depreciation had been issued by the ABC. It addressed some of the

anomalies currently arising in the application of SSAPI2 and SBAP16

(CCA) in relation to depreciation provisions.

K.Sherwood (83.3), a national technical partner with Chalmers,

Impey & Co, and a London member of the Institute's Council,

discussed the various problems arising from the introduction of the

Companies Act 1981 concerning depreciation, and the impact which

they are likely to have on the development of accounting practice.

He concluded that, (1) estimated residual values taken into

account for the purposes of calculating rates of depreciation
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should be updated regularly, (2) while there was a specific

requirement in law to write back provisions for diminuation on

value and exceptional depreciation if they were no longer

required, there was no such requirement to write back systematic

depreciation, (3) asset valuation should be incorporated into

accounts by substituting value for cost.

P.Stilling (83.4), a national director of accounting and

auditing with Touche Ross, discusBed the treatment of surpluses

and deficits arising on the revaluation of fixed assets in the

light of the Companies Act 1981, and SSAPI9, and the fourth EEC

directive.

A press comment (83.5) discussed the issues of the discussion

paper 'A review of SSAPI2, Accounting for Depreciation', saying

that perhaps one of the most dangerous sections of the document was

that on special types of asset. 'Certain assets do not depreciate;

BUch assets clearly do not need to be the subject of a depreciation

charge in the accounts.'

The ICAEW (83.6) published a new Accountants Digest which

considered the provision to be made in the accounts for

depreciation. The digest's authors, I. Campbell and C.Swinaon of

Binder Hamlyn, considered the professional requirements in the

light of SSAPs 12, 16 and 20, and the provisions of the 1981

Companies Act.

T.Cooke (83.7) discussed some of the major issues raised in
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discussion paper on depreciation issued by the ASC, arguing that it

was curious that the review committee did not seem to have

addressed itself to the depreciation of freehold property, since

this was the area which was most frequently resisted in practice.

There was also no discussion in the review document on the

treatment of investment properties, an area where some

clarification would have been helpful. Concluding his argument, he

said that 'depreciation is an issue which is important to

industry. The review committee has raised some interesting points,

which needed clarification. However, the suggestions made in the

document are not radical enoungh to warrant a change in the list of

priorities facing the ASC.'

In the November meeting, the ASC approved for publication two

statements (press releases) setting out the Committee's policy with

regard to the reviews of SSAP6 'Extraordinary Items and Prior Y.A.'

and SSAPI2 'Accounting for Depreciation', subject to a minor

amendment in each case. The press release on SSAPI2 said: 'The

Discussion Paper on SSAPI2 aroused less comments but, nonetheless,

sufficient points were raised to warrant the development of a

revised standard. However, as depreciation is so closely linked to

inflation accounting, the Planning Sub-Commmitee recommends that

the work is deferred until the exposure draft on reporting the

effects of changing prices is published.'

H.Sopher (83.8), a member of Spicer and Pegler's insurance

audit group, argued that while SSAPI2 addressed itself to the

fundamental problem of depreciation by focusing on the
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calculations, it did not explicitly consider the definition and

identification of fixed assets and the components of cost.' He

concluded that 'the issues emerging from the ASC review indicate

the need to get back to basic concepts... Once underlying

principles are set out, practical application becomes simple. To

this end, further research into financial reporting objectives is

to be welcomed.'

In addition to the interactions and power relations mentioned

above, the ASC received, during the period from Febrauary to July

1983, the written submissions from 70 organisations and

individuals. In general, commentators supported the proposal in

the discussion paper A Review of SSAPI2'. Most commentators,

it should be noted, emphasised the interaction between SSAPI2 and

SSAPJ,6. The following extracts from the written submissions of

different groups lend support to this point.

Companies and their representatives bodies

'..Our preference would be for a standard which dealt

comprehensively with the principles involved, in a context wider

than that of depreciation alone. It would appear that it would not

be possible to do this until the issues concerning SSAPIG have been

resolved, and we therefore believe it would be preferable to defer

taking action on SSAPI2 for the time being. If the ASC however

regards some action of SSAPI2 as urgent, we would recommend the

issue of some form of temporary guidance note, followed in due

course by a more thorough-going amendment of the standard itself.'

(The POC Group)
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'Until the way in which inflation should be reflected in accounts

has been resolved, which cannot be before the review of SSAP 16 is

completed, it is premature to advocate 'current cost principles'

as the preferred basis for asset revaluations, as proposed in point

1.3 of the foreword...'

(Imperial Chemical Industries PLC)

'There are no other matters to which we would draw your attention,

but a revision of SSAPI2 might clarify some of the points covered

above. Perhaps such a revision should be coupled with a revision of

SSAPI2?'

CCookson Group PLC)

'A revision of SSAP12 is seen as useful rather than desirable, but

it vquld be inappropriate to do so before resolution of the

discussion on SSAPI6'

(flidlands Industry Group of Finance directors)

Accounting Firms

'.. When considering revisions to SSAPI2 the ASC will no doubt take

into account the review of SSAPIG and likely future requirements on

the effects of changing prices.'

(Peat, Narvick,Nitchell & Co.)

'In our opinion, any revision of SSAPI2 should be deferred until

full consideration has been given to the review of SSAPI6'

(Edward Noore & Sons)
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Other representatives bodies

'..We would suggest that consideration of responses to the views

you have put forward are linked with on-going consideration of

SSAPI6 generally.'

(The Institute of Cost and Nanagement Accountants)

'..We suggest the ASC postpones the revision of SSAPI2 until the

position of current cost accounting has been dealt with'

(The Association of Certified Accountants)

'We do not think that the revision of SSAPI2 can be considered in a

sufficiently wide context until it has been decided what kind of

accounting is to be provided in the aftermath of SSAP16....Any

revision of SSAPI2 should be deferred until the ASC agree on a

revised system for inflation accounting to replace SSAPI6.'

(The Stock Exchange)

Also, these written submisions, in some cases, were built on

and sometimes accom panied b the detailed contents of 'published

articles' or the ICAEW' g 'Survey of Published Accounts'. The

following extracts support this.

'... The undersigned wrote an article for 'Accountanc y ' which was

published in September 1980. Although this article could not be

said to represent official ASC policy at the time, it was agreed

before publication by a number of ASC specialists in the BUbject.

A copy of the article is enclosed for it may help to expand on some

of the argument set below.'	 (Nay & Baker Ltd)
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'I enclose my comments on A Review of SSAPI2' These comprise:

1. A summary of my conclusions.

2. An article that provides the reasoning and argument underlying

the conclusions.'

(Professor 3. Grinyer)

'..Appendix B contains a more detailed submission on matters

causing concern, including a copy of a draft article which

'Accountancy has accepted for publication during 1983.'

(Chalmers, Impey & Co.)

' Greater analysis of the ICAEW 'Survey of Published Accounts,

reveals Ci) that the practice of revaluing fixed assets is not

increasing, (ii) that non-property revaluations are almost

invariably of a minor nature, and (iii) a substantial number of

property revaluations can be accounted for by the fact that

overseas subsidiaries are often required to revalue fixed assets

annually as a statutory requirement....'	 (ICAS)

Furthermore, these written submissions -in some cases- were

built on discussions at the local level between auditors, companies

and academics. The following extracts support this point.

'The Association appointed a Working Party, predominantly composed

of members in commerce, to consider the the ASC Discussion Paper

reviewing SSAPI2. The Working Party was chaired be Professor C.

Nobes.'

(The Association of Certified Accountants)
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'The Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) in preparing this

memorandum have taken account of comments submitted by 19 District

TACa, copies of which have been forwarded to the ASC. The views

contained in this memorandum were agreed at a meeting of TAC held

on 12 Hay 1983 at which 33 committee members were present, attended

by Mr J.Bowman (Chairman ASC Working Party) and K. Robinson

(Secretary of the ASC).'

(TAC of the ICAEW)

As requested by you during the TAC discussions, I give below my

comments on question 8 of the discussion paper'

(Letter, dated 9th March, 1983 from Hr 6. Hall of Pilkington to Hr G.

Rider of the Liverpool Society of Chartered Accountants)

In 1984. press reports (84.1), (84.2) on the ASC's Discussion

Paper reviewing SSAPI2 on depreciation, said that while there was

general agreement that a revision of the standard was appropriate,

many commentators drew attention to inflation cost accounting. It

had therefore been decided that work on the exposure draft to

revise SSAPI2 should await the outcome of the review of SSAPI6.

P.Stilling (84.3), a national director of accounting and

auditing with Touche Ross, argued that it seemed appropriate to

discuss some of the problems of SSAPI2 as the ASC had brought the

matter under the spotlight again by issuing a discussion paper.

He argued that there were at least three distinct areas which

created a lack of consistency in the treatment of depreciation.
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These were: (1) the treatment of a decision to change the estimate

of an asset's useful economic life, (2) the position of fully

depreciated assets, and (3) the practice amongst some companies to

adopt different asset lives in the current-cost accounts to those

used in the historical cost accounts.

Professor H.Edey (83.4), commenting on P.Stilling's article,

said: '..I query the statement that no asset should be fully

depreciated before the end of its economic life. I think this

depends upon the meaning we attach to 'economic life'. An asset

can be giving useful service after its capital value is zero or

negligible. This can arise when the operating cost of the asset is

equal to the sum of the operating cost and capital service

(depreciation plus return on investment cost) of a replcement that

will give the same service, or when the old asset will not be

replaced but its operating cost is just covered by its revenue

contribution. In such cases there is no economic depreciation cost

on the old asset (unless it has a salvage value which is

deteriorating).. Further depreciation may also be inappropriate

where the asset has positive value but this has ceased to fall,

because the value derives from its ultimate sale as junk.'

It was reported (84.5) that 'A new plan to boost company

earnings and inflate balance sheet figures is to be reviewed by

the Accounting Standards Committee. The plan, devised by Deloitte

Haskins and Sells, takes the revaluation element of a depreciation

charge straight to a company's reserves.' Natthew Patient (84.6),

Deloittes'technjcaj. expert, defended the scheme as falling within
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the companies act and SSAPI2 rules on acounting for depreciation.

Patient said: 'We are saying there is a third accounting

convention. It has great attractiOnB in terms of simplicity.' The

Stock Exchange and the ASC had, Patient said, been told of this

accounting practice which would enable companies to revalue

properties on their balance sheet but restict the depreciation

charge in the profit and loss account to that on the previous

historic cost of the asset. SSAPI2, as currently worded, did not

state where depreciation should be debited. Patient said: 'We are

not advocating it; we are allowing it.' He argued that where

revaluationa were spasmodic the amount and trend of earnings per

share were artificially affected.

3.Bowman (84.7),	 Chairman of the working party on

Depreciation, said that he was 'a bit unhappy' about the treatment

devised by Woolworth auditors Deloitte Haskins and Sells. Bowman's

main objection concerned inconsistency between the stores groups's

balance sheet and its profit and loss account. Under Deloittes'

treatment the balance sheet had been beefed up by a revaluation of

property interests while the profit and loss account remains on an

entirely historical cost basis. flatthev Patient, defended the

treatment as 'allowable' under SSAPI2. The standard did not state

where depreciation should be debited, he argued.

R.Glendinning (84.8) discussed the problems that arose in

connection with depreciation, concluding that 'what should be

stressed is that depreciation should not be regarded to be the

result of conformity with some simple law (like straight line). In
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principle, the value of each individual asset should be

considered annually for accounting purposes in the light of the

changes in its operating cost and in extent of utilisation, but

this would be a considerable task that could hardly be

contemplated. As a practical matter, however, accountants should

endeavour to avoid the mere observance of conventional approaches

lest that leads them to overlook the posibility of asset

over-valuation.'

A press report (84.9) revealed that Coopers & L.ybrand had

given British Telecom the go-ahead to make two major changes in its

accounting policies and to depart from SSAPI2, Accounting for

Depreciation. The changes were to prepare the corporation for its

likely flotation at the end 1984. Chairman Sir G.Jefferson (84.10)

said that the ending of BT's nationalised industry monopoly would

bring about a 'fundamental change in the nature of the business'

and justified the departure from normal accounting practice. 'He

would never make a treatment like that unless he had our full

support', said P.Benson of Coopers (84.11).

LPatient (84.12), partner of Deloittte Haskins & Sells,

pointed out that Deloitte Haskins & Sells had indicated to clients

that it might be appropriate in certain instances to charge

depreciation on revalued fixed assets partly to reserves. In such

instances the profit and loss account could be presented in pure

historical cost terms, while only the balance sheet was affected by

the revaluation. He indicated 'This new basis was at presnt

unconventional, but nonetheless acceptable. It would allow the
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depreciation on fixed assets to split, with the part on historical

cost being charged to the profit and loss account, and the part on

the revaluation excess being charged directly to revaluation

reserve...... Such treatment would remove some concern about SSAPI2

among companies which neither saw the need to depress earnings by

depreciating property when it was rising in value nor saw the

sense in artificially separating buildings from land. It would also

have the benefit of closing the earnings gap which was arbitrarily

created by the different treatment of some property assets under

BSAPI2 and others under SSAPI9 (Accounting for Investment

Properties).

flatthew Patient's article (84.12) provoked the following

comments. K.Sherwood (84.13), said: 'Natthew Patient's argument

that it is permissible to revalue fixed assets within the balance

sheet, but not to charge depreciation on the revaluation surplus

against profits, is, at the very least, questionable....In

addition, I find it difficult to reconcile N. Patient's approach

with the 'consistency' concept set out in SSAP2.' He provided some

suggestions. K.Wild (84.14), of Touche Ross, said: 'I remain

unconvinced by the arguments put forward by Matthew Patient. In my

view the treatment he advocates does not solve any of the problems

caused by mixing historical costs and current costs; it merely side

steps some of them. It can be nothing but confusing for a reader

of the accounts to be told that fixed assets are valued in

different ways for balance sheet and profit and loss account

purposes.' C.Ellennor (84.15), PE II student with Goodman Jones,

said: 'Surely both SSAPI2 'Accounting for Depreciation', and the
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ASC's discussion paper, 'A Reviev of SSAPI2 ', prohibit the

treatment described by Matthew Patient.' Professor LEdey (84.16)

said that it '... has been suggested that where fixed assets are

revalued upward, there are advantages in splitting the depreciation

charge, so that only the historical cost part is debited to the

profit and loss.. • Does the treatment suggested accord well with

the view that the profit and loss account should do its best to

indicate business performance?.. Nor is it only a matter of

performance measurement. Historical coat depreciation is not

appropriate f or such exercises as setting prices in government

contracts...'

The ASC, in its September meeting, approved a Statement of

Intent on Depreciation.

It was reported (84.17) that the Stock Exchange Quotations

Department review of the year ended 31 March 1984 revealed that

the accounting standards with which companies moat frequently fail

to comply continued to be SSAP12, 'Accounting for Depreciation'.

and SSAPI6, 'Current cost Accounting'. The Quotations Department

noted 44 qualifications in auditors' reports for failure to

depreciate freehold buildings (previous year 62). The most common

reason given for not providing depreciation was that the market

value of the property was at least equal to its book value. Th!.

Quotations Department. following accepted practice, discussed such

non-complaince with the companies concerned throuoh their brokers,

and in some cases referred to the accountancy bodies . Written

assurances as to future com pliance were sought from companies.
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It was reported (84.18) that 'Approval has been given, at the

September meeting of CCAB/ASC, to the issue of Statement of Intent

(Sol) on the revison of SSAP 12 'Accounting for Depreciation'. The

So! outlined the Working Party's proposals to be contained in a

future Exposure Draft.

A press artcile (84.19), commenting on the So! on the review

of SSAPI2, argued that the statement was on the whole favourable.

It not only Bought to address the amalgam of SSAPI2 and the 1981

Companies Act but said that the proposed standard 'will also deal

with matters not specifically covered by the legal requirements'.

The main points of the statement were presented in the article.

A press report (84.20) revealed that 'Deloitte Haskins and

Sells were on course for a clash with the ASC over the Statement of

Intent on Depreciation which was released after the first meeting

on the new look ASCI Ironically the statement was the brainchild of

Jeffery Bowman, UK senior partner of the firm with which Deloittes

aim to merge, Price Waterhouse. The statement was the latest

landmark in a study by a working party, headed by Bowman, into a

review of SSAP12. Although it is generally a tidying-up exercise,

aimed at establishing a consistent approach to SSAPI2, Deloittes

were certain to contest the ASC's bid to stamp out, among others,

the novel approach to depreciation the fir, introduced in

Woolworth's accounts earlier this year....The Statement of Intent

proposed that this approach should not be used.' Bowman (84.21)

maid: 'The review should end these practices.'
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It was reported (84.22) that Woolworth Holdings 1983/1984

accounts continued to arouse controversy. Though intereSt had been

expressed by come companies in following the company's unusual

treatment of depreciation, the method seemed to be finding little

favour. R.Brandt (84.23), Thornton Baker's audit partner, said that

'Woolworth's treatment is out of line with the view taken by the

profession, but it's difficult to say whether it's contrary to the

Companies Acts. It's not a practice to be encouraged though,

because it goes against the accounting approach which says that all

current matters should be dealt with in the P&L account. This is

going back to reserve accounting.' Ken Wild (84.24), of Touche

Ross argued that 'it is confusing to any non-specialist reader to

be told an asset has one value for P&L account and a different one

for the balance sheet.' Another technical partner (84.25)

commented that 'we don't like what they're doing -it may not

contravene the law but it's against the spirit of it.' Ray Hinton

(84.26) of Arthur Andersen considered that 	 'even if Deloitte's

are broadly within the law they are not playing the game as it is

intended.' But G.Nulcahy (84.27), who, was originally with British

Sugar, but now managing director of the Woolworth stores part of

the group, had firm opinions on the group's depreciation policy. He

stated, from the commercial point of view, that '...a vital part

of the company's strategy to show the performance of the retailing

side of the business, unenhanced by any property benefits arising

from unrealistic rents or asset sales. ...Under the former system,

said Hr Ilulcahy, 'the retailing side thought they were doing better

than they were because they were not paying a market rate on their

properties, while the board thought it could get the profits up
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every so often by selling a few extra properties.' But, according

to Hr Hulcahy, the usual. method of depreciating the revalued amount

would have produced a 'ridiculous situation'aa far as the P&L.

account was concerned.

N.Patient (84.28), replying to these comments, said that 'Ken

Wild, from Touche Ross, quite rightly highlighted the difficulty in

interpreting para 32, Sch 8, Companies Act 1948, and vent on to

advance the argument that that paragraph prohibits such a method. I

respect his views, but have received those of leading counsel, who

has advised us that the paragraphs concerned do permit such a

method. Another argument advanced was by Chistine Ellenor, who

rightly drew attention to the discussion paper, 'A Review of

SSAPI2'. However, that is only a discussion paper, the arguments in

which may or may not be accepted. I cannot find any specific

prohibition against the proposed method in SSAP12 itself. Both Ken

Sherwood, and Professor H. Edey rightly pointed out the anomalies

that such a method could cause, but failed to point out similar

anomalies in the existing methods. ....Surely, it is better to get

down to the bedrock, ie pure historical coat. If then we wish to

ahow the impact of revaluing assets on the profits we can do it by

reporting profits adjusted for inflation in a form such as CCA.

That requires the numbers to be updated annually, and will give

riae to some consistency where there is none at the moment. This

will achieve the performance measurement quite rightly needed by

H. Edey, and avoid the nonsenses correctly pointed out by Ken

Sherwood.'
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It was reported (84.29) that 'The new Chairman of the ASC

Peter Godfrey appealed to accountants to send in responses to the

ASC documents after the Committee received only 70 comments from

7000 copies of the draft Sol on accounting for depreciation, which

had been sent out to interested parties. The standard of replies in

general, the Chairman (84.30) said, was a 'poor response'. In

addition, he suggested '...our work would be made better if we

could get a higher standard of input from those who are interested

in the subject'. One area, according the report, on which the 70

commentators did disagree was the treatment of profits or 1085cc on

the sale of an asset which has been revalued. But an ASC decision

on this contentious point had been shelved until 'the committee

gets round to issuing a document on extraordinary items'.

A press article (84.31) discussed the problems of the

depreciation standard with respect to non-depreciation of

buildings, revalued assets, and revaluation reserve, providing

some extracts from the accounting policies of Allied-Lyons,

British Telecom, Davy Corporation, and Woolworth Holdings. It

concluded that 'It will be interesting to see what the ASC will

cay on this matter when they get round to producing an Exposure

Draft of a revised SSAPI2.'

It was reported (84.32), '....in a recently issued Statement

of Intent (Sol), the ASC had set out its proposals for the revision

of SSAPI2... The Sol took account of comments received on a

discussion paper on the subject, issued in December 1982.

Recognising the interaction between depreciation and current cost
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accounting, further work on the revision of SSAPI2 was delayed,

pending the outcome of the revised SSAPI6.' The report provided a

summary of the main points of the SOl.

In the December meeting, the ASC considered a researchreport

entitles 'The Reporting of Profits, and the Concept of Realisation'

by Professor B. V. Carberg and Mr C.Noke. The Committee welcomed the

report, discussed the issues it raised and noted its

recommendations. It was agreed that the report would be a uBef ul.

starting point for the working party which is to be set up shortly

to review all accounting standards in the light of the Companies

Acts 1980 and 1981.

Professor C.Nobea (84.33) was asked by Deloittes technical

partner Matthew Patient to produce a report on the problems of

depreciation in the context of historical cost accounting. This was

because 'he knew what my views already were,' Nobes said. His

luonograph (Depreciation Problems in the Context of Historic Cost

Accounting) came down in favour of split depreciation. He argued

that 'there is no legal or technical reason why split depreciation

cannot be allowed as long as 'ad hoc balance sheet revaluation of

fixed assets is allowed.' He stated that this 'remarkably

dis-organised' approach to revaluation threw up a number of

illogicalities.

The conclusion from this section is that the issuing of the

Discussion Paper on Depreciation in December 1982, as a visible

event at that time,	 was preceded by interactionB and power
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relations about the perceived problems in SSAP12. Involved in

such network of interactions and power relations, the issuing of

SSAPI6 in April 1980 (which introduced CCA); which led, in turn, to

a reconsideration by companies of their depreciation policies

(including their estimate of asset lives), as did the issuing of

the Companies Act 1981 (which introduced various rules relating to

the depreciation standard).

This Discussion Paper itself reflected the open policy adopted

by the ABC at that time, as we indicated in the previous chapter,

about the process of setting accounting standards. This openness is

expressed clearly in the following two questions at the end of

the Discussion Paper:

'(1) are there an y other matters causin g concern regarding

depreciation that you wish to bring to ABC's attention?. (2) Do you

consider that SSAPI2 should be revised?'

The interactions and power relations about this paper

preceded the issuing of the Sal on Depreciation in September 1984.

These interactions and power relations manifested themselves in a

number of different ways such as published articles, press reports

and comments, publications of news about non-compliance with

SSAPI2 by the Stock Exchange Department, and clash between auditors

and companies. In addition, the written comments on the Discussion

Paper received during the the period from February to July 1983. In

these written comments, most commentators supported the proposal in

the discussion paper and emphasised the interaction between SSAPI2
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and SSAPI6. This led the ASC to dely the revision of SSAPI2 until

the issuing of ED35 on a revised SSAPI6.

These interactions and pover relations during the period from

1981 to September 1984, rendered the issuing of the Sot on

Depreciation visible in September 1984.

6.5 ISSUING ED37 IN APRIL 1985 AND SSAP12 (REVISED) IN JANUARY

1987.

In April 1985 the ASC issued ED37 incorporating the proposals

contained in the Sot. The exposure draft contained the folloving

ajor changes to SSAPI2.

1. The depreciation charge in the profit and loss account must be

based on the 'carrying amount' of the corresponding asset in the

Balance Sheet, thus prohibiting the charging of that element of

depreciation relating to any revaluation surplus, direct to the

revaluation reserve.

2. The writing back to the profit and loss account of depreciation

already charged, prior to the revaluation of the asset, is

prohibited, except to the extent that it relates to a reversal

of the provision for permanent diminution in value.

3. An enterprise is likely to have a few fully depreciated assets

still in use. Where the omission of depreciation on such assets

would result in a failure to give a true and fair view these

aBseta should be reinstated and this amount credited directly to

reserves.
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4. The definition of residual value is included to make it clear

that the effects of inflation should not be taken into account

unless the asset is revalued.

5. It is recognised that in very restricted circumstances it may

not be appropriate to judge depreciation on an asset vhich is

regularly maintained to such a standard that the estimated

residual value is equal to or greater than its net book value.

In January 1987, the ASC published a revised SSAPI2 based, in

general, on the principle of ED37. The revised version of SSAPI2

clarifies many of the provisions of the original standard and deals

vith issues (such as split depreciation and supplementary

depreciation) which were not previously addressed.

The principal differeces between ED37 and the revised standard are:

- the standard, unlike ED37, does not contain specific provisions

regarding the depreciation of assets which are 	 maintained to

a high standard;

- the standard does not require the reinstatement of fully

depreciated assets still ineconomic use;

- where asset lives are revised and the adjustment to accumulated

depreciation would have a material result on future results if

epread, the revised standard requires the adjustment to be

recognised in the period in which the revision takes place.

Usually, however, recognition over the remaining life of the

asset should not have a material effect on the results. ED37

required all adjustments to be recognised over the remaining

useful life of the asset.
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The interactions and power relations preceded and surrounded

ED 37 and SSAPI2 (Revised) manifested themselves in a variety of

ways which are depicted in a diagrmmetic form in Figure 6.5 and

described as follows.

In 1985. the ASC, in its January meeting, noted the written

gubmission from the ICAS's Accounting Standard Committee on 'the

Statement of Intent on the review of SSAPI2 -Accounting for

Depreciation'.

In the February meeting, the ASC considered a propsed

exposure draft (ED37) of a revised SSAP12 'Accounting for

Depreciation'. Subject to some minor amendments, the exposure

draft was approved for publication on 28 Narch. A comment deadline

of 30 September was approved. At the same meeting, it was noted

that, an SSAPI2 dealt only with accounting for depreciation, a

possible topic for future study would be 'Accounting for fixed

assets.'

Professor C.Nobea (85.1) criticised the Sol on Depreciation

for allowing and encouraging revaluations in historic cost

financial statements. He argued that 'the present state of affairs

on valuation in the UK is chaotic... There is a wide range of

problems concerned with depreciation and disposals for which there

are few hard and fast rules. Because of all this, companies can

choose from a wide range of figures for net assets and for

profit. The result is confusion for	 the inexpert reader of

financial statements and lack of comparability even for the
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expert.' He suggested that 'A practical solution might be to ban

revaluations from HCA financial statements and to make audited

information on some current-value basis (with rules for its

calculation) compulsory in the notes to the financial statements of

all public companies. This retains such advantages of historic cost

as there may be and it provides current values for analysis of

financial statements. The forthcoming revisions of SSAP 6, SSAP12

and SSAPI6 repreBent a splendid opportunity for us to sort this

out.'

Professor C.Nobes (85.2), under the title 'Depreciation: can a

new standard clear the way?', argued that split depreciation was

legal, and that it was probably not contrary to the letter of

SSAPI2. He refered to his monograph in which he investigated the

arguments about split depreciation in greater detail.

It was reported (85.3) that Woolworth Holdings, which created

a controversial plan to cut its depreciation charge, had altered

last year's figures to restate extraordinary items after the

standard setters' reform... Woolworth's company secretary Nigel

Whitaker (85.4) said: 'Last year we treated property disposals as

extraordinary items but as a result of an exposure draft, we have

treated them as exceptional. We have identified various bands of

profit. The ASC's exposure draft aimed to tighten the distinction

between exceptional and extraordinary items, which had come into

disrepute.

A press report (85.5) announced that the ASC now approved and
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issued for comment ED37, its proposed revision of SSAP12,

'Accounting for Depreciation'. The exposure draft followed a

Statement of Intent issued late last year, and few changes had

been made to the proposals contained in that document.

In another press report (85.6), it was said that the ASC had

issued for comment ED37 'Accounting for Depreciation', '...a

proposed standard to replace SSAPI2, currently in force. The

purpose of the revision was twofold: to put an end to certain

controversial practices which have been developed in the respect of

depreciation, and to clarify the way in which depreciation was

calculated and charged.'

It was reported (85.7) that 'ED37's proposals, if promulgated

as a standard, are unlikely to result in any sigificant changes in

the way in which most enterprises account for depreciation: the

revision is intended as a clarification of the provisions in SSAP

12 and a codification of best practice.'

Under the title 'ASC under fire over new depreciation

standard', a press report (85.8) said: 'Indeed experts predict that

the new standard (Revised SSAPI2) will lead to companies flouting

its requirements and -possibly more seriously- still getting clear

reports from their auditors. The problem arises because the

standard says that the full amount, of any permanent fall in the

value, of an asset must be charged to the profit and loss account

-vhether or not the asset had previoulsly been revalued. So this

could lead to charges going through the profit and loss account,
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depressing profits while revaluation surpluses on the same assets

are lying in reserves.' Ken Wild (85.9), technical partner at

Touche Ross, said: 'this is fine provided the cause of the fall is

different from the cause of the increase in value -due, say, to a

change in technology.' 'But if it is simply a reversal of the

increase the deficit should go Btraight to the revaluation

reserve', he said. Susan Baker (85.10), ASC secretary of the

depreciation standard working party, said: 'It depends whether the

reversal is treated as a permanent dimunition in value or as

revaluation.' 'Only the former is covered by the standard. But a

decision as to how it should be treated will, she said, depend on

the outcome of the asset-revaluation working party's machinations.'

'Mo deadline for a report has been set although it does have high

priority' she said. Matthew Patient (85.11), Deloitte Haskins and

Sells techincaj. partner, said that this made the standard a

'nonsense'. He agreed that simple reversals should go straight to

reserves but claimed that the proposed standard currently

prohibited that. 'Not only could the standard produce false

results in companies accounts, it could also deter them from doing

revaluations', he said. He argued that the ASC should postpone

the release of the revised standard until the asset revaluation

working party had reported. 'It is all part of the same problem,

how to account for revalutions. So in the meantime the ASC

shouldn't come out with half-baked ideas. It is wrong to go on with

a revised SSAP before all the problems have been dealt with', Mr

Patient indicated.

Professor LGrinyer (85.12) under the title 'ED37 - a House
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Built on Sand?' argued that the lack of a clearly articulated

theory of accounting produces statements which are often

inconsistent and incoherent-like ED37. He suggested that the

problems of the draft would, of course, disappear if practitioners

could find a clear theoretical foundation in earlier standards,

from which the basic assumptions that underlied ED37 could be

implied. Regrettably such a foundation did not exist; indeed its

absence was probably the most important shortcoming in the whole

accounting standards programme.

Professor H.Edey (85.13) commented on ED37, arguing that

'economic considerations had been ignored in ED37.' He wrote: 'The

exposure draft states that the assessment of residual value at the

end of an asset's life should be based on prices ruling at the time

of acquisition or revaluation (para 12). It is no doubt right to

exclude here the effects of possible future inflation. But it seems

vrong to ignore expected changes in relative prices... One can

a'so query the exposure draft's treatment of changes in an asset's

expected life..... A more fundamental and no doubt controversial

question arises in connection with the assessment of 'recoverable

amount' (parse 13 and 19)..

Professor Baxter (85.14), commenting on Professor C.Nobes

Booklet 'Depreciatiom Problems in the Context of Historic cost

Accounting', said that his opening paragraph stated that 'the

profession has chosen (for better or worse) to retain historic cost

as the primary system of accounting'. He therefore sited his

dicussion within that system (and indeed seemed himself to favour
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it). This tethered the argument to a somewhat sterile area; the

rules of historical cost stemmed, after all, from clerical

convenience rather than principle, and lack the logic needed for

solving new problems. Good advocacy was here wanted on an

'unworthy client'.

LPearcy (85.15), a Deputy Chief Accountant of XCI and a

former member of the ASC, commenting on ED37, argued that ED37 was

a definite improvement on SSAPI2. Some doubtful points had been

clarified and rigidities removed whilst retaining the main thrust

of SSAPI2, which has worked well. However, there were still some

relatively minor problems which demanded another look before the

proposals should be converted into a stanatand. But the proposals

in ED36 about revalued assets did require some hard thinking by the

ASC.

The ASC, in its December meeting, received a report from the

Working Party on Accounting for Depreciation. It was agreed that

the Working Party should prepare a revised standard based, in

general, on the principle of ED37. The Chairman of the working

party undertook to consider in finalising the revised standard,

various points raised by members of the Committee.

In addition to the interactions and power relations mentioned

above, the ASC received (during the period from Hay to October

1985) the written comments from 89 organisations and individuals.

Some extracts from these written comments lend support to the

following points.
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Cl) There wag interaction between ED37 and other EDs and SSAPB

'Whatever goes into the final standard must give recognition to the

debate on SSAPI6 bearing in mind that the ED deals with several

pointB relevant to CCA.'

(British RailwayB Board)

It (ED37) is not consistent with ED36, which proposes that the

profit and loss account should reflect the difference between the

sale proceeds and the depreciated original cost on disposal of an

asset.'

(Steetley PLC)

'This paragraph (para 1-7) effectively makes agreement on ED35 a

prerequiBite for the reconsideration of SSAPI2. Does the rejection

of ED35 and the continuing confusion over the future of current

cost accounting therefore make ED37 ill-conceived and mistimed?'

(South Western Accountancy Tuition Limited)

'In our response to ED36, given the importance of revaluation

surpluses to both statements, ye suggested that ED36 and ED37

should be developed and issued in parallel, and we now repeat that

recommendation.'

CUnilever PLC)

'.. Thus , if an asset is 'realised ' by consumption ED37 states

that the related revaluation surplus must not be transferred to
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profit, but if it is realised by Sale ED36 states that the related

revaluation surplus must be transferred to profit. This

inconsistent.'

(3.D.Blake, Lecturer in Financial Accounting)

(2) There were interactions between com panies themselves

'As only a small number of commercial bodies generally comment on

these issues, we are sending a copy of this letter and enclosures

to a number of other public companies and interested parties in the

hope that they may add their observations on the subject.'

(Max Levinsohn of Dominion International Group plc)

'With reference to the above exposure draft (ED37), we would write

in broad support of the comments made by Mr Max Levinsohn,

Chairman of Dominion International Group plc, made to you in his

letter of 30 August 1985....A g stated in Mr Levinsohn's Letter, 'if

companies are permitted to revalue assets at vill and if the

incremental depreciation arising from these accounting adjustments

is charged against profits, it becomes very difficult to make

comparisons between companies or to judge individual reported

results.'

(Mercantile House Holdings PLC)

'Hr Levinsohn, the Chairman of Dominion International Group PLC,

haa passed to the Chairman of our company, a copy of his letter of

30th August 1985 with his comments on the above exposure draft...I

have some sympathy with the comments made by Hr Levinsohn and would

like to submit for your consideration my own views as follows...'
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'... A copy of the comments on ED37 from Nr LLevinsohn at Dominion

International Group PLC was recently passed to me. Since I believe

his comments to be a little off beam, I felt bound to respond to

him directly. Copies of his comments and my response are enclosed.'

(Guinness PLC)

'..I read with interest the copy of your submission, I believe that

ED37 is not so inflexible as you appear to believe. I have

attempted to illustrate this view below by reference to your own

company.

(Letter from Guinness PLC to N. Lewinsohn of Dominion International.

Group PLC)

(3) Some of these written submissions 	 were built on

the argument of academic articles

'I am dissatiBfied with the proposed statement of standard

accounting practice for depreciation. Professor Grinyer in his

article in the July edition of Accountanc y explains the failure of

ED37 to provide a sufficiently clear operational guide to the

fundamental elements of accounting for depreciation and its lack of

an adequate theoretical basis for its recommendations. I do not

propose to restate these arguments but instead rather aim to raise

two practical problems which any company implementing the proposed

depreciation procedures would have to consider...'

(Pfizer Limited)

'The theoretical weaknesses in ED37 are described in Professor

Edey's article in The Accountant of 24 July 1985. I can do no
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better than to draw this excellent article to your attention and

to say that, for my own modest part, I endorse every point the

Profeesor makes.'

(N.J.Graham, Chartered Accountant works for Goverent)

'I enclose a copy of my article in Acountancy on ED37, which

expresses some of my observations concerning the exposure.'

(Professor 3. Grinyer)

(4) Some of these written comments were built on discussions

at the local levels

'The Chartered Association of Certified Accountants set up a

vorking party under the Chairmanship of Professor C.Nobes to

consider the ASC exposure draft, 'Accounting for Depreciation'.

(The Charered Association of Certified Acountants)

'The TAC view has been ascertained after receiving submissions from

local District TACs and after a debate of the national TAC

committee. The TAC would like to express their thanks to Hr Jeffery

Bowman and Hiss Susan Baker, chairman and secretary to the ASC

vorking party responsible for revising SSAPI2, for their attendance

at and contribution to the TAC debate on 18 July 1985.

(Technical Advisory Committe of ICAEW)

In 1986. J.Pearcy (86.1), Deputy Chief Accountant of ICI and a

former member of the ASC, reported on the results of some work he

had done on the relationship between discounted caBh flow

projections and charges for depreciation.
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In the February meeting, the ASC considered the text of a

revised SSAPI2. Various minor wording amendments were agreed. As

there were insufficient members present to allow the document to be

approved, it was agreed that the text should be approved by a

postal ballot. The need for a separate project on fixed assets and

revaluations was referred to. It was agreed that the Planning

Sub-Committee would ConBider, at its next meeting, what priority

should be given to such a project.

The ASC, in its March meeting, noted that a project on fixed

assets/revaluationa had been added to the work programme, and that

the Planning Sub-Committe had agreed that it should be the next

project to be commenced.

In a press report (86.2), it was said that companies which

flout the new depreciation standard could soon find themseleves

breaking the law with the publication last week of a consultative

document by the DTI. The document could bring company law in line

with the revised SSAPI2. A major change in the new standard is the

outlawing of the controversial practice of 'split depreciation.'

According to the report, the DTI was calling for consultation on

this issue because of 'differences of opinion among companies, and

in the accountancy and legal profession.' Both the DTI and the ASC

denied that the ASC had asked for legal backing for the standard.

P.Holgate (86.3), secretary to the ABC, said: 'The consultative

document and the revised SSAPI2 are in line with each other. But we

have not made a request for backing.' He said: 'the question of

split depreciation has been clear in Europe for sometime. In 1981.
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the UK law did not interpret it very clearly.' A spokesman for the

DTI (86.4) said: 'the ASC wrote to UB a long time ago before SSAPI2

was revised. We do not view that we are giving them legal backing.

But our thinking has been running in tandem. We have issued this

consultative document to get our point of view on record and to see

if there is a substantial volume of opinion in favour.'

It was reported (86.5) that 'there is some suspicion over the

DTI's latest move to stop what is regarded as an abuse of the 1981

Companies Act. Many people think it is just trying to shore up the

work of the ASC's newly- approved revision of SSAPI2 on

depreciation with its consultative paper outlawing 'split

depreciation' and the write-off of goodwill (or indeed anything

other than asset write-downs) against revaluation reserves.' Bob

Willott (86.6) of Spicer and Pegler, former ICAEW technical

director, regarded the DTI's thrust as entirely misconceived. 'It

is based on the false assumption that the EEC Fourth Directive was

in favour of producing P&L accounts which mixed up historical cost

accouts with revaluations. I think the Fourth Directive implies

the opposite', he said. Willott supported the line of Deloittes in

Woolvorths' 1983 accounts, splitting the depreciation of revalued

assets into two components- the historical cost and the revalued

elements, and charging the latter, not to the profit and loss

account but directly to revaluation reserves.

The ASC, in its Nay meeting, noted that the revised text of

SSAPI2 'Accounting for Depreciation' had been sent to CCAB Councils

and to date approved by four out of the six. However, the English
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Institute's Technical Committee had concluded that it could not

recommend the standard to its council. The Chairman explained that

the Planning Sub-Committee would consider this matter in early June

and re.ort to the ASC in more detail on 25 June.

A press report (86.7) revealed that 'A row is brewing between

the ASC and Deloitte Haskins and sells over the revised

depreciation standard due to be issued this autumn. The standard

has been sent to the accountancy bodies for approval, having been

passed by the ASC.' In a letter to the ASC, M.Patient (86.8),

technical partner of Deloitte Haskins and Sells, spelled out his
S

complaints about the standard, claimed that the Btandard -SSAPI2-

dealt with only some of the problems of revalued assets leaving

others to be dealt with by a working party set up to consider the

subject. So the ASC was going at the matter with 'half-baked

ideas'. Patient said: 'companies are forced to take the 'good

news' of an upward revaluation to reserves while charging the bad

news to profits.' A reply from the ASC (86.9), maintained that the

standard only covered a permanent dimunition in value, not simply

a downwards revaluation. However, it had not decided how a

downwards revaluation should be treated and explained that this

depended on the decision of the revaluation working party.

A press report (86.10) revealed that the ASC had forwarded a

revised version of SSAPI2, Accounting for Depreciation, to the

Consultative Committee of Accountancy Bodies for approval. The

report indicated the differences between ED37 and the revised

SSAPI2.
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In the June meeting, the ASC Chairman reported the latest

position with regard to the consideration by the CCAB Councils of

the revised SSAPI2 'Accounting for Depreciation.' The revised

standard had been approved to date by four councils but the ICAEW's

Technical Committee had decided that they could not recommend it to

their Council. Three re presentatives of the ABC had met

representatives of the ICAEW and a greed that amendments should be

made. These amendments were to be considered by the Technical

Committee in early July and by the ASC on 30 July. Following this,

the amended version would need to be re-submitted to the six

councils. The Committee confirmed that work should continue on

The Review of SSAPI2 'Accounting for Depreciation'.

The ABC, in the July meeting, considered two amendments to

the text of the revised SSAPI2. The amendment to paragraph 20, as

set out in the agenda papers, was approved. An amendment to

paragraph 18 was also approved. The amendment differed from the

version in the agenda papers to the extent that two sentences of

explanation concerning the reference to SSAP6 where added to

paragraph 18 of the standard. It was noted that the amendment would

be circulated to the CCAB Councils.

In the September meeting of the ABC, the Chairman -in respect

of the draft SSAPI2 (Revised)- approved by the Committee, reported

that the effective date of the draft standard had been amended to I

October 1986.

Salisbury-based brewer Gibbs flew (86.11) stated, in its
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accounts for the year ended 31 March 1986: 'Freehold land and

non-industrial buildings including licensed premises are not

depreciated as the maintenance cost charged against profits

includes an element of partial reinstatement which, in the opinion

of the directors, makes good any depreciation required by SSAP12.

Whitbread (86.12) in its report for the year ended 1 March 1986,

explained that: 'the nature of the licensed trade requires that in

order tb protect that trade, freehold licensed premises are

maintanined in Buch a state of repair that the aggregate of their

residual values is at least equal to their book amounts. In the

opinion of the directors, any depreciation of these properties

vould not be material.' Chisvick brewer Fuller, Simith & Turner

(86.13) made a similar statement in its accounts for the 52 weeks

ended 28 march 1986: 'the nature of the licensed trade requires

that freehold licenBed premises are maintained in much a state of

repair that their aggregate values are not less than the total book

values.' Ilarston Thompson & Evershed (86.14), in its report for

the year ended 31 march 1986, stated: 'It is the company's policy

to maintain public houses to a high standard of repair. In the view

of the directors such properties do not normally fall out of use

because the high level of maintenance expenditure obviates major

deteriorationa. Current experience indicates that in those

exceptional circumstances where public houses are disposed of they

normally realise at least book value.' 'Depreciation, which in the

opinion of the directors is not material, is therefore not provided

in public houses except for leasehold premises, where the unexpired

terms of the leases are 100 years or less, which are amortised over

the terms of the leases.
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It was reported (86.15) that the Stock Exchange Quotations

Department review of the year ended 31 March 1986, concerning

compliance with accounting standards, found that, as before,

SSAPI2, Accounting for Depreciation, and SSAPIO, Funds Flow

Statements, were the most frequent subjects of qualified audit

reports. SSAPI9, Accounting for Investment Properties, had given

rise to a number of qualifications because companies had not

obtained a professional valuation of the properties in accordance

with the standard.

In the November meeting of the ASC, the Chairman reported that

the draft SSAP12 (Revised) had been approved by five of the CCAB

Councills and that the sixth, the ICAS, had raised several matters

which were currently under consideration.

P.Holgate (86.16), a manager in the technical department of

Deloitte Haskina and Sells, argued that the revision of SSAPI2 on

accounting for depreciation had prompted the ASC to get its teeth

into the revaluation of fixed assests. He said that 'Although the

revised SSAPI2 deals with certain aspects of revaluations, such as

the requirement to charge the entire depreciation on a revalued

asset in the profit and loss account, the revised standard does not

attempt to deal comprehensively with the problems posed by the

revaluation of fixed assets. To deal with these broader issues,

the ASC has set up a new working party on accounting for fixed

assets and revaluations..... A song the issues the working party

could deal with were: (1) the cost of fixed assets, (2) policies

for revaluations,and (3) the detailed mechanics of revaluations and
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the use of the revaluation reserve.'

In 1987. It was reported (87.1) that a revised standard on

depreciation has been issued by the ASC. The nev version prohibited

the use of split depreciation and supplementary depreciation. The

ASC Chairman Michael Renshall (87.2) said: 'The revised version of

SSAPI2 Accounting for Depreciation clarifies many of the

provisions of the original standard deals with issues such as

split depreciation and supplementary depreciation which were not

previously addressed.'

P.Holgate (87.3), a manger in the technical department of

Deloitte Haskins and Sells, discussed the requirements of the

revised SSAP12, highlighting variations from the original standard.

Commenting on this article, M.Haskes (87.4) wrote: 'We have an

asset accounting software package (AIMS) which complies with the

requirements of appropriate accounting standards (SSAPI2 revised,

.....) P.Holgate's survey of the revised SSAPI2 .. did, however,

identify one aspect of the standard for which the appropriate

accounting treatment is unclear. This relates to the ability to

base the residual value of an asset at prices prevailing at the

date of revaluation...I would be grateful if someone could clarify

this situation in order that we can confirm that our software

handlea all requirements correctly.'

It was reported (87.5) that the ASC has published a revised

VerSion of SSAPI2, Accounting for Depreciation. The finalised

document it was suggested 'which is based largely on ED37 should
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not result in any major changes in the way in which companies

account for depreciation'.

A press report C87.6) said that 'The sorry tale of SSAP12

continues -with the ASC's seal of approval still drying, the long

awaited revised version of Accounting for Depreciation has already

run into controversy, even before its publication date. ' It said

that the proposal was, it was hoped, tight enough to stop an

increasing number of companies which were not charging depreciation

on buildings in particular on pubs and hotels. But the ASC decided

it was dropped from the finalised SSAP -only to be reinstanted in

the accompanying Crevised) technical release.' One large firm

technical partner (87.7) said 'The ASC's apparent inability to

make its mind up has caused dismay. This can only lead to a further

crisis of confidence in the standard setting process.' Graham Stacy

of Price Waterhouse (87.8) said: 'Persuading businessmen they have

got to depreciate buildings is an irrelevancy to them.' 'Whatever

the academic argument in favour, the profession has lost some

standing with businessmen because they have been nitpicking at

depreciation of buildings'he added. Natthev Patient of Deloitte

Haskins & Sells (87.9) said that 'I don't believe it warranted

issuing because it is such a weak and watery document.'

In a press aricle (87.10) it was argued that 'last week's

publication of Financial Reporting 1986-87: A Survey of UK

Reporting Practice ..shows up again the loopholes and gaps between

theory and practice in statements of standard accounting practice.

Depreciation and revaluations of fixed assets is the first subject
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for the chopping block, ... What gives the survey great weight is

the fact that the conclusions that are reached are not simply the

armchair views of the authors. The survey is based on, and

incorporates, the financial reports of 300 industrial

and commercial companies.'

It was reported (87.11) that a technical release had been

issued by CCAB/ASC on the revised version of SSAPI2. The report

reproduced part of the text of this technical release.

It was reported (87.12) that because some commentators on ED37

expressed concern that this proposal might represent a loophole by

permitting non-depreciation of many types of property, in addition

to investment properties and freehold land, the ASC dropped it from

the revised SSAPI2. However, in the technical release accompanying

the standard, the ASC recognises that there could be circumstances

in which it might not be appropriate to charge depreciation, such

as where the estimated residual value was equal to or greater than

its net book value, or its estimated economic life was either

infinite or such that any depreciation charge would be

insignificant.

P.Ebling (87.13) a member of the ASC secretariat highlighted

some important areas dealt with in the new revised SSAPI2. These

vere the depreciation of revalued assets, the depreciation of

buildings and revisions to asset lives.

Professor D.Egginton (87.14) examined some evidence on company
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practice and questioned whether SSAPI2 vent far enough. He

concluded that 'In an ideal world companies would reviev asset

lives as part of their overall investment planning, taking into

consideration changes in demand and technology which affect the

lives of their existing assets. The evidence suggests that such an

approacch is the exception rather than the rule. It therefore

becomes particularly important that accounting standards and the

attentions of auditors should ensure that the needs of users of

accounts are satisfied...

R.flunson (87.15) (Partner and a inemberof the ABC and of the

Institute's Technical Committee), commenting on SSAP12 (Revised),

argued that 'There has been extensive debate in the profession and

the business community as to whether it is ever acceptable not to

depreciate fixed assets which nevertheless wear out. The problem

has usually concerned property assets.' After discussing five areas

of dificulties, he concluded that '..All. I ask at this stage is

that organisations which do not charge depreciation on assets which

might be expected to wear out clearly explain in their accounts the

rationale for the policy they have adopted.'

The conclusion from this section is that ED37 was issued in

April 1985 and SSAPI2 (Revised) was issued in January 1987.

Both prohibited the use of split depreciation and supplementary

depreciation. These visible events were preceded and surrounded by

interactions and power relations during the period from September

1984 to 1987.
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ED37 was preceded by interactions about SoI which took the

form of tallce to the press by auditors, companies' directors and

ASC representatives. The issuing of Sol prior to the issuing ED37,

it should be noted, reflected the effect of the wider context of

interaction at the more general level (discussed in the previous

chapter) on the interactions at the specific level (Depreciation

Standard). This is because the the review of the process of

setting accounting standard in July 1983 recommended issuing a Sol

prior to issuing ED.

SSAP12 (Revised) was preceded by interactions and power

relations which led to some differences between ED37 and SSAP12

(Revised). These interactions and power relations manifested

themselves in a number of different ways such as press reports and

comments, talks to the press by officials, letters to the ASC,

meeting , publishing annual reports of some companies, 	 and

published articles.

In addition to these interactions, the written comments on

ED 37 were received during the period from Hay to October 1985.

These written comments lend support to the the following points:

(1) there was interaction between ED37 and other EDS and SSAPs, (2)

there were interactions among the companies themselves, (3) mome of

these written comments were built on the argument of academic

articles, and (4) some of these written comments were built on

diacussiona at the the local level.
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6.6 CONCLUDING COMMENTS

The analysis introduced in the previous sections, shows the

manner by which interactions and power relations are exercised in

the process of setting depreciation standard. This power, it can

be argued building on Section 5.5, has diaci plinaj y, relationaL

and positive aspects.

It is disciplinary becauBe it is exercised through

disciplinary apparatuses/techniques. These techniques, as we have

seen in the previous sections, were: published articles in the

financial press, letters to the press, press conferences, talks to

the press by officials, formal and informal meetings between the

ASC and finance directors and other persons concerned with

financial reporting, press comments, press news about the progress

of the standard, conferences, issuing consultative documents (i.e

Discussion Paper, Sol, and ED) issuing publications about the

Btandard such as 'Survey of Published Accounts', and 'Accountants

Digest', written submissions to the ASC and publication of some of

them in the financial press, and publishing the annual reports of

some companies and audit reports.

These disciplinary techniques rendered the views of companies

and standard setters (about the standard) visible and governable.

This visibility increased, as indicated in the previous chapter

(Section 5.5), by the ASC's movement towards the o pen policy

about its work. It is, also, magnified through the professional and

financial press.	 As we have seen in section 6. 2 most interactions
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and power relations about this standard were mediated through the

press (see element 1979, 1980, 1981 in Figure 6.2).

The prevailing of these disciplinary techniques, it should be

noted, does not deny completely the existence of non-disciplinary

techiques. As demonstrated in section 6.3 (extracts from written

submissions on ED26), these disciplinary techniqueB, in some cases,

were accompanied by some non -disciplinary ones (such as threat of

non compliance with the standard).

Power exercised in the Betting of depreciation standard is

relational in a sense that it is exercised from a variety of

points rather than, as the previous studies -discussed in Chapter

4- suggested, something that companies have and the ASC lacks.

This power, as demonstrated in the previous sections, is a complex

strategy Bpread throughout the network of interactions. It is, as

Foucault stressed, a multiplicity of often minor processes, of

different origin and scattered location, which overlap, repeat or

imitate one another, support one another, distinguish themselves

from one another.

This concern with power as relational helps us, as discussed

in Section 5.5, to explain our rejection of reducing all power

(exercised about the depreciation standard) to class domination

(Property companies domination), as the previous studies -discussed

in Chapter 4- suggested. All these studies would maintain that the

exemption from the depreciation standard (given in ED26 and SSAPI9)

was the result of the lobbing behaviour of BPF. This is
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misleading. As demonstrated in this Chapter (Sections 6.2 and 6.3)

such exemption to property companies vas connected with a network

of power relations in which property companies and other interested

groups were involved. These interested groups (other companies,

auditors, academics, and other regulators) supported, intentionally

or otherwise, the case of property companies. This does not deny

that property companies represented themselves as a class in the

interactions about the depreciation standard. But this class

(represented by BPF) required firstly a dynamic exercising of

power primarily on its own members. Thus the techniques of power

exercised in setting the depreciation standard initially applied

on individuals companies by BPF (such as, issuing guidance notes,

written submissions, meeting, etc.).

Power exercised in the setting of depreciation standard is

positive, in a sense that it produced knowledge through which

much more understanding about the nature of the depreciation

problems was gained for all involved in the interactions about the

standard. This knowledge led to the changes following the issuing

of first exposure draft (ED 15) in January 1975. These changes, in

turn, led to the acceptability of the standard. This

acceptability has a positive effects for both sides (i.e the

companies and the ASC).

The previous sections,	 also,	 demonstrated that the

interactions and power relations about the depreciation standard

(at the specific level) to be fully understood, need to be placed

within the wider context of interactions and power relations about
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the process of Betting accounting standards on the more general

level. As shown in Section 6. 1 the lack of interactions about the

depreciation standard during the period (1969 - 1974), in

comparison with the following periods, is linked to the lack of

interactions (at the more general level). On the other hand, as

shown in Section 6.3, the intensive interactions and power

relations during the period (1978-1981) was connected to the open

policy adopted by the ASC at the more general level. Also,

introducing new consultative documents (i.e Discussion Paper, Sol)

prior to issuing an exposure draft, in the revised standard setting

process in July 1983 (at the more general level) was applied on the

depreciation standard. As ye have seen in Section 6. 4 the ASC

issued a Discussion Paper and Sol prior to issuing ED37.

Furthermore, the previous sections demonstrated, again in

contrast to the previous studies, that the interactors in the

setting of the depreciation standard utilised more than one way of

interactions such as a written comment followed by a meeting; a

aeeting followed by a memoradum; and a letter followed by a meeting

then by an article. In other words they repeat the interaction in a

different way. This, in turn, demonstrated that the interactions

about this standard was not only manifested through the written

submissions, as the previous studies suggested. Rather a variety of

ways were involved. And in certain stages of the history of the

standard, the written submission as a way of interaction did not

exist. As shown in Figure 6.3, after issuing SSAPI2 in December

1977 through to issuing ED 26 in September 1980, intensive

interactions and power relations manifested themselves in a variety
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of ways which excluded written submissions. These ways of

interactions and power relations were connected, as demonstrated in

Section 6.3, with the issuing of ED26 with the permanent exemption

for the investment properties.

The failure of the previous studies to capature this complex

and dynamic interactions, it can be argued, iB due to adopting a

scientific approach with its concern with the visible and static

interactions in the form of written Bubmissions. Following this

approach, all these studies examined only the written submissions

following the isBue of EDs. But, this study, by adopting, a

dynamic and complex Foucauldian approrch succeeded, to a greater

extent, in capturing these invisible interaction in all stages on

the history of the standard. This includes before and after issuing

the EDs, SSAPs and even the Discussion paper and Sol, demonstrating

that at certain stages of the standard particular forms of

interactions prevailed. As we have seen interms of the

interactions for 1978 in Figure 6.3, meetin qg were the prevailing

way of interaction, but in 1979, and 1980 (again in Figure 6.3),

the prevailing form of interaction was press reports and comments

and talks with the press. However, in 1981 (form Figure 6.3 again)

the written submission was the prevailing form of interaction.

This change was possibly due to the acceptability of ED26 by the

companies and others. In the stages of the reviewing of the

standard from 1982 to 1987, the prevailing form of interaction was

the written submissions. This was possibly because of the issuing

of additional consultative documents at these stages (i.e the

Discussion Paper and Sol) 	 and also due to resolving many of the
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problems associated with SSAPI2 since issuing ED26 in September

1980.

6.7 CONCLUSION

In this chapter we have tried -utilising Foucauldian

genealogical analysis, and the material available in the

professional and financial press and the ASC documents- to trace

the micro-powers (techniques of power) exercised in the setting

of depreciation standard during the last twenty years (1969 -1988).

This enbles us to demonstrate and lend support to the following

points.

Firstly, the issuing of the first exposure draft on

depreciation (EDI5) in January 1975 and the consequent changes

though to 1988, as visible events during this period, were preceded

and surrounded with invisible interactions and power relations

between the ASC and companies' finance directors (and other

directors) and other interested parties.

Secondly, the role of UK companies' finance directors (and

other directors) in the setting of the depreciation standard was

not just a reactive role in terms of written submissions to the

ASC, but also, and may be more importantly, it was an interactive

role in which different forms of interactions were involved. This,

in turn, demonstrates that interactions and power relations were

exercised at all stages of the history of the standard. They were
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exercised not only after issuing EDs, as the previous studies

suggested, but also before and after issuing the Discussion paper,

Sol, EDB and SSAPs. In addition, it is illustrated that in certain

stages of the history of the standard, BOSC forms of interactions

were prevailed.

Thirdly, this role of UK companies' finance directors (and

other directors) in the setting of the depreciation standard, can

only be fully understood within the wider context of interactions

and power relations between the ASC and all persons and groups

involved in this process.

Fourthly, the interactions and power relations at the specific

level (eg. the depreciation standard), to be fully understood, need

to be placed with the wider context of interactions and power

relations about the process of setting accounting standard at the

more general level.

Fifthly, and finally, power exercised about the depreciation

standard has disciplinary, relational, and positive aspects.
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CHAPTER 7

INTERACTIONS AND POWER RELATIONS ABOUT

The LEASING STANDARD (SSAP 21)

7.0 INTRODUCTION

The previous chapter discussed the interactions and power

relations surrounding the depreciation standard where there was

more than one ED, SSAP, and other documents (i.e discussion paper,

Sol). This chapter will discuss the historical development of the

leasing standard where, as shown in Figure 7.0, there was only one

ED (ED29, October 1981) and one SSAP (SSAP 21, July 1984).

Although this gives the appearance of simplicity for the leasing

standard, it is, in fact, very complex in the sense that the topic

of leasing has been considered by the ASC since 1974, but the

exposure draft was published (after 7 years) in October 1981. Thim

exposure draft was followed, (after 3 years) by the standard (SSAP

21) in July 1984.

Considering the complexity of this standard, and based on the

analysis of the wider context of interactions and power relations

concerning the process of setting accounting standards discussed in

chapter 5, this chapter has two inter-connected purposes.

Firstly, to argue and demonstrate -based on the material

available in the financial press and the ASC documents-, that the
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issuing of the leasing exposure draft (ED29) in October 1981, and

the following standard (SSAP2I) in July 1984, as visible events

during this period, were preceded, surrounded, and succeeded with

invisible interactions and power relations between the ASC and

finance directors (and other directors) of the companies. These

interactions and power relations were accompanied and supported by

interactions and power relations between the ASC and other

interested groups.

This will, and in contrast to the previous studies discussed

in Chapter 4, both illustrate and lend support to the following

points: (1) the role of UK companies finance directors (and other

directors) in setting the leasing standard is not just a reactive

role in terms of written comments to the ASC, but also, and may be

more importantly, it is an interactive role in which different

ways of interactions are involved; (2) this role of UK companies'

finance directors (and other directors) in the process of setting

leasing standard, can be fully understood within the wider context

of interactions and power relations concerning the standard

setting process on the more general level.

Secondly, and building on the above first purpose and the

analysis of section 5.5, to demonstrate that power exercised about

the leasing standard has disciplinary, relational, and positive

aspects.

The design and content of this Chapter is summarized in Figure

7.0. Sections 7.1 and 7.2 (each section is concerned with each
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event depicted ) address the first purpose. Section 7.3 is devoted

to the second purpose.

7.1 ISSUING ED29 IN OCTOBER 1981

ED29 'Accounting for Leases and H.P.C.' was published in

October 1981. Its main proposal. was that finance leases should be

capitalised in the accounts of the lessee, and it also contained

provisions for accounting by lessors (such as prohibiting grossing

up of regional development grants).

This exposure draft, as a visible event at that time, it will

be argued and demonstrated in this section, was preceded and

surrounded by invisible interactions and power relations -during

the period from 1971 to 1981- between the ASC and organisations and

persons concerned with financial. reporting.

These interactions and power relations manifested themselves

in a variety of ways which are depicted in diagrammatic form in

Figure 7. 1 and described as follows.

In 1971, the ASC, in its meeting held on 14 April 1971, noted

the contents of a letter from the Secretary of the Institute of

Chartered Accountants in Ireland requesting the Steering Committee

to place the subject of leasing on its work programme. It was

agreed that the Technical. Committee should be asked to advise and

the secretariat was asked to inform the Irish Institute of the work
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so far carried out on this topic.

In 1972, E.Gillet (72.1) of Bovmaker Ltd, under the title

'Leasing - in perspective' discussed leasing in relatinship to

other sources of finance, arguing that equipment leasing is an

advantageous method of medium-term finance. Commenting on this

article, F. Nillbank (72.2), under the title 'Leasing - an

accountant's view' said that 'What is really surprising is that Mr

Gillett did not produce a Btraight DCF evaluation of the project

under leasing and compare the return with that of a straight

purchase.

In 1973, A.Landes (73.1) of Lex Vehicle Leasing Ltd., under

the title 'Vehicle leasing and contract hire', argued that

'Contract Hire in this country (UK) is comparatively new- but it

has huge growth potential.... To appreciate the reasons for the

change of policy the real advantages of this facility must be

understood.'

In 1974, D. Gibson (74.1), a member of the Permanent

Commission on Standardisation of the European Federation of

Financial Analysts' Societies, aruged that financial analysts are

becoming increasingly disturbed by the hidden gearing and ratio

distortions arising out of the growth of lease financing.' He

concluded that 'It is only with much greater information that the

UK analyst will be enabled to highlight satisfactorily the impact

of leasing on any given company's financial posture and also make

valid structural comparisons between companies relying heavily on
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lease financing vith those who have yet to vet their feet in this

controversial, financing technique.

The Equipment LeaBing Association (ELA), in a memorandum on

accounting for leases in November 1974, asked the ASC to set out

the investment period method as a standard for lessors.

In December 1974, a Sub- Committee was appointed vith the

following terms of reference: 'to prepare one or more draft

Statements of Standard Accounting Practice on Accounting for Leases

and Hire Purchase Transactions'.

The membership vas as follows:-

P.Rutteman (Chairman -Arthur Young NcClelland Noores & Co.

tLC.Elliot - Joaolyne-Bennett & Co.

3.Harrison -Thomson NcLintock & Co

D. Hegarty - Business and Accounting Tutors Ltd.

G.Jenkins -Nercantile LeaBing Co. Ltd

H.Rypma -Rank Xerox Ltd

Professor 3. SamuelB -University of Birmingham

)LSergeant -Hodgson, Harris & Co.

R.Young -Lombard North Central Ltd

In 1975, a press report (75.1) said 'Members of the ASC

denied this week that pressure was being put on them to recommend

the investment period method as most appropriate for equipment

leame accounting.' A challenge to the investment period method,

the report said, came in a report on equipment leasing circulated

privately by stock brokers greene & Co. Simon Knott (75.2), of
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Greene & Co., criticised submissions to the ASC working party from

the Equipment Leasing Association and major accountancy firms

which posed investment period accounting. The method, Knott wrote,

is 'based on the fallacy that tax considerations can be taken into

accounting in determing return.' It had also 'created management

problems' in areas of return on employed capital, asset management,

risk management and interest fluctuation clauses', Knott said.

P.Rutteman (75.3), the chairman of the working party on leasing,

denied pressure was being put on the ASC. He said: 'We are

discussing the matter with several other accounting firms but no

pressure is being put on the Institute.' A spokeman for the ASC

(75.4) said it was taking evidence from more than one interested

party before releasing an exposure draft which could appear in six

months.

A press report (75.5) revealed that a sub-committee of the ASC

was considering the problem of accounting for leases in the

accounts of lessor and lessee companies. Among other things, the

Sub-Committee would be considering a recommendation by the ELA that

lessors should in future use for financial leases the 'investment

period' method of accounting. The report explained 'investment

period' method and its effects on the companies' accounts.

A press report (75.6) said that 'The ELA faces a head-on clash

with the ASC over its exposure draft on accounting for leasing.'

The report said that the ELA's Nemorandum to the ASC recommended

the investment period method of accounting by lessors. But the ASC

considered that the Association's method did not take sufficient
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account of any leases that might run into bad debt. The

Association (75.7) pointed out in its annual report that it

nomintated two members of the working party and : 'The Association

was content to leave the working party to consider the memorandum

on its merits, in the knowledge that the Association's two nominees

would be well capable of explaining it in such detail as might be

required.' It said that 'Some interest was attracted when the

memorandum became known, and some commentators expressed criticism

-that the method is insufficiently conservative and makes

inadequate provision for default. In the view of the Association

these criticisms are not sound. Any desirable method of accounting

should be neither conservative nor over-stanting, but accurate.'

In 1976, a preliminary report on accounting for leases was

noted in the March meeting of the ASC. It was agreed that detailed

papers on lessor and lessee accounting would be sent to the

technical committee of the member bodies during April. Also, it

was agreed that before a standard could be published, it would be

desirable to have discussions with the Inland Revenue.

R.Chadder (76.1) of Peat, Marwick, Mitchell, discussed how the

leasing topic has monopolised thinking in the US for the better

part of 20 years, and how the various systems worked.

The Sub-Committee on Accounting for leasing completed its work

in April 1976. It held 18 meetings.

Copies of the papers prepared by the Sub-Committee have been

submitted to the Technical Committees of the CCAB bodies for
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comments.

During the time when the pa pers were being prepared the Committee

of London Clearin g Bankers and the Equipment Leasing Association

were studying the sublect. The Sub-Committee was kept in touch

with the views of these other bodies as members of the

Sub-Committee also served on the committees of the CLCB and the

ELA.

Speaking at the ELA's annual dinner, Hr 6.Dodsworth (76.2),

chairman of the ELA, said that 'Leasing now accounts for nearly 10

percent of all capital investment in plant and machinery in the UK.

This, he said, must be compared with a figure closer to 25 percent

in the US, but in Britian the leasing industry was enjoying a

faster rate of growth.

A press report (76.3) said that the American Financial

Accounting Standards Board had issued for public comment a revised

draft of a proposed standard on accounting for leases. This

modified in several important respects the provisions of its first

exposure draft (issued in August 1975). The report revealed that

'In this country, work continues on two proposed statements of

Standards Accounting Practice on Leasing. It is likely that the

new standard will distinguish between leases which are 'capital

leases' and those which are 'operating leases'. It will, be

probably be necessary for 'capital leases' to be recorded in the

balance sheet of a lessee company both as an asset and as an

obligation to pay future rentals; whereas leases which are not

capital leases, ie operating leases, will not be capitalised.'
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ELA submitted a memorandum, dated 3 November 1976. on the

intened draft ex posure draft on accountin g for leases and hire

purchase. It said: 'That document was supplied to US in confidence.

We appreciate the privilege of commenting on it, but because it was

supplied to us in confidence it has been seen only by the

Management Committee and the Taxation & Accountancy Sub-committee

of the Association. We believe that their views are fully

representative of our membership as a whole, but we do make the

point that we have not consulted our members generally. we should

like to be able to do so as soon as confidential restrictions may

be lifted.' The ELA said:

'Our observation are in three parts. First, we comment on one major

issue where we have not found ourselves able to agree with the

draft exposure draft -the pro posal that the leased asset should be

ca pitalised in the balance sheet of the lessee. Then we comment on

some other points of general. application. Finally, we comment on

points of detail...

The ICAS, in its comment, dated 8 November 1976, on the draft

papers, said that 'these comments insofar as they express

opposition to the method of accounting proposed for capital leases

and the inclusion of leased assets in the balance sheets of lessee

companies, represent the views of the ICAS.'

D. Hegarty, a member of the working party committee on leasing

standard, discussed with Mr D. Rove, a member of the Irish Technical

committee of the ICAI, the draft exposure draft on accounting for

leases.
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In 1977, T.Clark (77.1), of Lloyds leasing and Vice-Chairman

of the ELA, aruged that 'Following its recent rapid growth, leasing

has become a generally accepted method of financing the acquisition

of capital equipment. However, there has not as yet emerged any one

generally acceptable method of accountin g for a financial lease in

the books of either the lessor or the lessee.'

G.Jenkins (77.2), of Mercantile Credit Company and a member of

the ASC working party on leasing, discussed how the user of

equipment leasing would be able to ascertain the most advantageous

tax position that could be created.

J.Carty (77.3), a member of the staff of the Technical

Directorate of the ICAEW, under the title 'Accounting for Finance

Leases-The Investment Period Method', pointed out that 'In recent

years the investment period method (1PM) has been developed as a

means of accounting for finance leases...'	 He argued that '1PM

does not introduce new principles into accounting as it is an

approximation of the actuarial method which is of long standing.

It has the merit of relating results to cash flows rather than to

some arbitrary apportionment and brings management accounting and

external reporting on to the same approach.'

P.Rutteman (77.4), Chairman of the ASC working party on

leasing, under the title 'Lease Accounting for Lessees- To

Capitalize or Not?' discussed the arugments for and against

capitlization, concluding that 'There is, of course, a natural

reluctance to change accepted practice, but here it seems that
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substance should prevail over the form. The substnace of a finance

lease is the purchase of an asset by instalments and the accounting

should reflect this. The lack of ability to obtain legal title is

surely just a matter of form.'

T.Smith (77.5) UK General Manager, Security Pacific

International Leasing (Europe) Inc., discussed the substantial

advantages of industrial leasing for the user, the manufacturer,

and also for those in the intermediary field of plant hire.

D.Hill (77.6) of Hainbros bank, under the title 'When it Pays

to Lease', discussed the advantages of leasing from the lessor's

point of view. He concluded that evalution of new investment

should never ignore leasing - which had established itself as a

major medium-term investment in commercial and industrial projects

vhich were ungently needed to improve Britain's productive capacity

for the promised upturn in trade.

The British Institute of Management (77.7) had issued a

report entitled 'The Lease-Buy Decision' which covered the use of

hire purchase and leasing in 202 UK companies for three main types

of vechicles, machinery, and office equipment. The report also

discussed the tax implications, the relative cost of leasing, the

budgetary aspects of leasing, and other non-financial aspects which

a company should consider. The report aimed to provide a practical

introduction to the subject and help companies to understand the

advantages and disadvantages of alternative methods of financing.

The contents included a useful 'summary for busy executives' and
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definitions of technical terms.

The ELA (77.8) produced a booklet on equipment leasing. 	 This

booklet contained chapters on the advantages of leasing, leasing

terms, 'what is leased', and definitions. The booklet also

contained an outline of the development of leasing in the UK and a

chapter on the Association itself.

The Technical Advisory Committee of the ICAEW submitted, on

21 April 1977, its views on the two draft proposed SSAPs on

accounting for Leases and Hire Purchase Transactions, which had

been prepared by a drafting Sub-Committee. It had taken account of

views expressed by members of the Institute through the main

Technical Advisory Committee and the District Technical Advisory

Committees of the English Institute, and of a report submitted by

the drafting sub-committee. Considerable resistance to the

principle of capitalisation of leases and to the proposed

accounting treatment was expressed by members when considering the

sub-committee's draft papers. It recommendad, among other things,

that the two papers should be combined into one exposure draft and

the draft should not cover leased land and buildings.

In the May meeting of the ASC, preliminary discussions were

held on two papers prepared by a drafting sub-committee. General

support was expressed for the proposals in the papers. It was

agreed that:-

(a) before a standard was issued on this subject the taxation

position would need to be clarified with the Inland
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Revenue;

(b) ASC should hold meetings with representatives of lessor

and lessee companies before an exposure draft was issued

to discuss the main principles in the papers;

Cc) it was possible that the papers could be simplified in

format by placing some of the explanatory material in

appendices;

Cd) the precautions in the lessor paper concerning losses in

the course of contracts may need to be Btrenthened.

It was agreed that discussion would continue at the next meeting.

The ASC, in its June meeting, considered a draft exposure

draft on accounting for leases by lessee companies. It, also,

received a report on progress made on the draft exposure draft on

accounting by lessor companies.

In the November meeting of the ASC, discussion continued on

the draft papers on leasing. It was a greed that meetings would be

held with financial directors of lessee and lessor companies to

test their reactions to the proposals before any decision was taken

on the question of issuina the papers as exposure drafts.

In 1978, a press report (78.1) revealed that 'the ASC will be

trying to produce a final draft on leasing this month when it meets

around 35 finance men from leasing companies and another 35 from

lessors.	 The first meeting, on 9 February, will be with

representatives of the major banks and leasing companies. And on
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22 February, the ASC viii meet leading industrial and commercial

companies involved as lessees.' The report said that the one

major problem area left on leasing was on sale and leaseback

agreements. And the ASC would include hire purchase and credit sale

agreements in the draft, which might cause some surprise to some of

the companies involved.

Another press report (78.2) said that '...Further meetings

are in prospect between the ASC and industry representatives to

discuss the treatment of leased assets in lessees' accounts. This

is an area at present with no specific disclosure requirements.'

ELA in a letter, dated 3 march 1978, to the ABC argued that

the accounting treatment prescribed in SSAP4 was not adequate, and

asked for some modifications. It said that '...Grossing up of grant

income has already been adopted in the accounts of certain major

lessors with the full agreement of their auditors, while other

lessors have met resistance to this approcach. We now seek a change

in the current accounting standard to recognise that if grants are

not grossed up and assets not shown gross in the balance sheet in a

lessor's accounts the accounts of leasing companies will not

accurately reflect the true nature of leasing transactions. In

reply to this letter, P. Rutteman, chairman of the working party on

leasing, said (in a letter dated 17 March, 1978): 'You may recall

we discussed briefly in our working party meetings the question of

Negative Leases' to which he (C.Jenkins, of ELA) refers and our

views were divided. C.Jenkins told us that Mercantile Credit uses

the approach suggested in the ELA letter for the very reasons
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explained there in but I was not convinced and I believe other

members of the committee also felt it is not entirely correct.

...In summary, therefore, I do not think an exception should be

made for lessors in respect of SSAP4 because it results in a

distortion of the tax charge actually suffered by the lessor.

The Society of Investment Analysts (78.3) said that 'the rapid

growth of leasing has left the accounting profession 'in

disarray'. 'As a result of the lack of any applicable accounting

standard, the Society said, companies using leased assets may use

widely different accounting methods and may not disclose enough

information to give a reasonable idea of the assets the y control or

the cost of these assets.'	 Commenting on this a press report

(78.4) said that 'Investment analysts tend to favour the level of

disclosure required in the USA under FASB statement 13 which, 	 for

instance, generally requireB that a capital lease should be

accounted for as a tranBfer of ownership of property. 	 This means

that the lessee will acquire an asset and incur a liability. In

the UK, the ELA takes a very different view, fearing that the

position of the lessor would be undermined by the US assumption

that he has made a sale of the assets to the lessee.'

In the Narch meeting of the ASC, re ports of the meetin gs held

with representatives of lessee and lessor companies in February

1978 were noted. A discussion was held on the future course of

action on the proposed exposure draft prepared by a sub-committee.

It was agreed that:-

(a) separate exposure drafts be prepared on the lessee and
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lessor aspects of the subject;

(b) if possible the two exposure drafts should be published at

the same time, unless this would give rise to a delay in

the publication date;

Cc) the distinction between a finance lease and an operating lease

should be based on the concept of 'substance over form';

Cd) the exposure draft should include a clear definition of a

finarace lease and there should be a rebuttable presumption

that leases falling within the definition were financial

leases;

Ce) consideration should be given to taking legal advice on

the question of whether the future finance charges which

would be included in the lessee's balace sheet would rank

as borrowing for the purposes of calculating borrowing

limits for debenture deeds;

(f) enquiries should be made about the problems of the

definition of borrowing limits amongst trustees and

financial directors;

(g) consideration should be given to providing transitional

arrangements for existing leases;

Ch) the disclosure requirements for lessees should be made as

similar as possible to those for existing borrowings i.e

capital element plus interest rates;

Ci) the draft text of the lessee exposure draft should be

considered again at the next meeting;

(j) futher consideration must be given to building in

safeguards to the lessor exposure draft where the

investment period method of accounting is to be used;
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(k) bad debts must be dealt with in the lessor exposure draft;

(1) in the explanatory section adequate hurdles must be set up

to justify the use of the investment period method along

the lines adopted in SSAP9.

It was agreed that a sub-committee should be set up consisting of

Messrs P. Rutteman, R. Young, P. Gibbs and Professor H. Edey to give

further consideration to the lessor paper.

In the June meeting of the ASC, a draft exposure draft on

lessee accounting was discussed. It was agreed that the paper

should be revised in the light of comments made by members and

circulated as a voting draft.

A press report (78.5) revealed that the ASC held a meeting

with financial directors and the senior officials of lessor

companies on 9 February 1978, and another meeting with those of

major lessee companies. Most of the representatives of lessor

companies, according to the report, were companies in the leasing

industry heavily involved with the ELA. There was clearly a desire

on the part of lessor companies to retain the method currently

recommended by the ELA: the investment period method.

The ASC. on 7 A pril 1978, wrote to approximately fifty major

companies, seeking their views as to how their borrowin g powers

would be affected b y the ca pitalisation of lease commitments. The

majorty of replies received indicated that no malor problems would

result. The following are extracts from some of these replies.
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'..What is being proposed yjil bring no problems to soundly

financed companies.

CROC International. Ltd, 17 April., 1978)

'.. the proposed treatment would not put the company in breach of

any previous agreements and would not in present circumstances

cause problems to the company in raising funds.'

(BPB Industries Ltd, 18 April, 1978)

'..We would like to say that we endorse the proposals which are

contained in your attachments; you will notice from the enclosed

copy of our latest published accounts that our own practice

anticipates general acceptance of your proposed principles.'

(British L.eyland Ltd)

'..it therefore follows that such an exposure draft would not put

our company in breach of previous agreements.'

(Cavoods holdings Ltd, 2 June, 1978)

'..As a Company we have already opted to capitalise such leasing

transactions and have found no adverse effect . .....'

(United Biscuits (UK) Ltd, 18 April, 1978)

'..Provided that there is general acceptance of the principles of

the proposed exposure draft within the City institutions, we are

confident that our particular circumstances should not present any

difficulties....

(J.Bibby & Sons Ltd, 11 Nay, 1978)
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In the June meeting of the ASC, a draft exposure draft on

lessee accounting was discussed. It was agreed that the paper

should be revised in the the light of comments made by members and

circulated as a voting draft.

A press report (78.6) revealed that 'Discussions are

continuing on two possible exposure drafts on leasing. If these are

approved, they will probably go out in the autumn.

Another press report (78.7) revealed that 'The accountacy

bodies' rule- making body (ASC) has decided to seek the views of

the Inland Revenue before bringing out an exposure draft on

leasing. Normally the ASC produces its draft of a new standard and

tax matters are sorted out during the exposure period, but tax

treatment is such an essential part of the leasing business that

all sides want the Revenue's views before anything is published.'

A press report (78.8) said that 'The ELA is getting fed up

waiting for the exposure draft on accounting for leasing. ' The

Association's annual report (78.9) pointed out in more restained

terms that it 'still awaits the publication of an exposure draft

and that it hopes one will be published shortly.' L.Christmas,

of the ELA said: 'We're frustrated by this. In particular, the

Association wants a draft which sets down the investment period

method of accounting as a standard for lessors.' 	 'We've been

vaiting for over two years now so that our members can use it and

have it accepted by the public' he said. 	 Jim carty (78.11),

secretary of the ASC, said that they had been working very hard on
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the draft. 'We hope to publish it in October, November time', he

said.

In a press report (78.12), it was revealed that 	 'the ELA,

under its new chairman T.Clark, has come out firmly against the

exposure draft on accounting for leasing now being prepared by the

ASC.' The report said that 'The draft which is due to go before

the ASC within the next few months is expected to call for lessee

companies to capitalise material leased items in their balance

sheets. The ELA considers this treatment misleading and wants the

lease commitments shown only in the notes to the accounts. ....'

R.Berg (78.13), of Peat, flarvick, Nitchell & Co., under the

title 'Some problems of tax relief on equipment leasing', discussed

how leasing was both a cause and an effect of the massive erosion

of the corporate tax base.

It was reported (78.14) that 'In the near future the ASC is

likely to issue two EDs on Leasing-one dealing with lessor, and

other with the lessee. Surprisingly, they are expected to cover in

addition credit sales and hire purchase. These have long been

subjects to controversy both inside and outside the profession....'

A press report (78.15) said that 'The UK leasing industry is

likely to be upset by the forthcoming exposure draft on accounting

for leases, scheduled for publication in the next two months. The

ASC is likely to insist that leases be capitalaized...' 'Leasing

pressure groups are naturally reluctant to accept anything which
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they feel. would prejudice the growth of the industry, and a

sustained compaign against the draft is therefore a distinct

possibility.

It was reported (78.16) that '.. No draft has yet been issued

by the ASC but leading accountants involved in the standard Betting

process have dropped some broad hints recently that the ultimate

exposure draft will recommend the capitalisation of leases in the

accounts of the lessor. This would mean the end of leases as a

source of off balance sheet finance and would closely follow the

latest American pronouncement FAS13. ' But B. Nunro of Williams and

Glyn leasing (78.17) said that 'we favour full di•sclosure in the

accounts, but this should be by way of a comprehensive note.'

'This is the view of most industrial users' he said. 'Nor do I

think it right that we should slavishly follow the US practice', he

added. 'We are in the common market and should be much more open

to European influence. Leaseurope, the umbrella body for the

industry stated quite clearly last year that it was against the

capitalisation of leases', ifunro said.

A press comment (78.18) discussed the long awaited exposure

draft on accounting for leasing in the light of FASI3 and the

international standard on leasing. The report said that the main

problem facing the IASC seemed to be the legislative background in

many of its member countries. On lessee accounting, for example, it

was generally accepted that there was a need for discloBure of

information about leasing contracts taken out by companies. 'It

would be an easy option,' said Rutteman (78.19), 'to disclose the
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extent of leasing agreements in a note to the accounts and that is

not what is not wanted' 'Another problem is the interaction of

any standard on leasing with other standards in member countries.

It is impossible to produce a standard in a vacuum,' said Rutteman.

3.West (78.20), a director of Williams and Glyn's Leasing

Company Ltd, commenting on the press comment (78.18) and on

Ruttema& (78.19) said that 'I am unhappy over the bias of the

leading article on the question of whether or not lessees should

capitalise leased assets in their balance sheets. In particular you

quoted P. Rutteman, senior technical partner at Arther Young

McLellands Moore, without mentioning the fact that he is chairman

to the working party of the Accounting Standard Committee looking

into accounting for leasing and chairman of the International

Accounting Standards Committee considering the same subject. I

should like to repeat P.Rutteman's opinion. 'It would be an easy

option to disclose the extent of leasing arrangements in a note to

the accounts by note and this is not what is wanted'. One wonders

whether it is appropriate for the chairman of these two committees

to make such a categorical statement. Moreover, there are very many

people throughout the UK who feel that in taking every opportunity

to publicise his views on lease capitalisation, Rutteman appears to

be adopting steamrollering tactics to ensure that his opinion

prevails. Let inc draw your attention to the following groups who

I know are opposed to capitalisaton by lessees: (1) The group of

Scottish finance directors has made a public statement opposed to

capitalisation, (2) similarly, the ELA has made a public statement

opposed to capitalisation, (3) The debenture and loan stock
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sub-committee of the Association of corporate trustees is opposed

to capitalisation, (4) Several district technical advisory

committees of the ICAEW have opposed the capitalisation

argument....' In replying to .LWests' article, P.Rutteman

(78.21), said 'I read John West's article..vith interest. In that

article he takes me to task for saying that it would be an easy

option to disclose the extent of leasing arrangements in a note to

the accounts, but that is not what is vanted. The quotation was

taken from an interview discussing the case for and against

capitalisation of leased assets by the lessee. In that context, I

was suggesting that ASC had decided in favour of capitalisation -it

was merely an expression of what I see as the trend in accounting

thought and practice as regards lease accounting, not only in the

UK but also in some other European countries, the USA and Canada.'

'The reference in the headline to the ASC's steamrollering tactics

is I think a little unfair, in that in developing this exposure

draft the ASC ham probably gone further than it has before in

seeking comment from interested parties in the preparation process'

said Rutteman. 'In my view both the supplement on leasing (78.18)

and John West's article (78.19) were useful contributions to the

debate on the issues involved, and I am sure that both points of

view on capitalimation of leases by lessees should be fully

discussed before the ASC published an exposure draft on this

subject', he said.

In 1979, B.Picking (79.1), a partner of Arthur Andersen, under

the title ' The reality of Leasing ', discussed the problems which

were created by the most commonly used method of project financing.
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A press report (79.2) revealed that 'It is likely that the

leasing exposure draft will split the problem in two and propose

separate standards, one for the lessor and one for the lessee.

P.Rutteman (79.3), chairman of the ASC's working party, confirmed

that 'the ASC will be asked to support the capitalisation of assets

in the lessee's books.' P.Wyman of Deloittes (79.4) said that this

capitalisation of assets in the lessee's books could prompt the

Inland Revenue to change the tax position on leases, which

currently gives the capital allowances to the lessor....but

D. Wainman (79. 5), a partner in Whinney Nurray, denied that this was

likely. He supported the capitalistion principle, because, he

said, 'it recognises the substance, if not the legal form' of the

transaction.

A press report (79.6) said that 'The European investment

community seems increasingly impatient with the inability of UK

accountants and the leasing industry to agree an accounting

standard.' A spokesman of the Society of Investment Analysts

(79.7) said that 'the accounting profession is in disarray...

vith the recent rapid growth in leasing current accounting

procedures were unsatisfactory.' 'companies using leased assets may

use widely different accounting methods, and may not disclose

enough information to give a reasonable idea of the assets they

control or the cost of these asset', he said.

In the July meeting of the ASC, an introduction to the state

of development on the leasing paper (prepared by the working

party) was given by P. Rutteman. Members of the Committee were asked
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to study the paper for the September meeting.

In a press report (79.8), it was revealed that 'The long

awaited statement on lease accounting is one step nearer after an

Accounting Standards Committee meeting earlier this week where the

findings of the reporting sub-committee were discussed ...'

Chairman of the sub-committee set up to look at the topic,

P.Rutteman (79.9) said the meeting was called 'to discuss the main

principles.' 'it is very difficult to give an adequate and accurate

account of the economic consequences of leasing without

capitalisation'. But A.NcDonald (79.10) -deputy secretary of the

ELA- said: 'We are firmly in favour of some form of disclosure,

but we think that the best way to do it is through a note to the

accounts'. He was disappointed that the ASC had taken so long to

do anything about lease accounting - 'they have been at it for

years', he said. But the ASC secretary J.Carty (79.11) had

promised that an exposure draft should be produced by September.

In a press article (79.12), it was argued that 'the scope of

the leasing business is immense after a period of considerable

growth. But the wind of change is sweeping through the industry

and, particularly since the budget, there has been a certain amount

of gloom about the future. The first big change came in the budget

with the withdrawal of the IOOX first year capital allowances from

the car leasing companies. And the second change -being considered

by the Accounting Standards Committee to capitalise leased assets,

in their accounts.'
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J.Franks and S.Hodges (79.13) (of London Business School), in

a report appearing in the latest issue of the National

Westminster Bank's quarterly review, argued that	 'the major

proportion of financial leasing is tax leasing. The leasing

industry should not be entirely happy with this state of affairs.'

They suggested that the government 'should consider whether the

current system of taxable allowances is an effective one for

encouraging industry.

S.Heath (79.14) discussed, in an article, the views of the

ASC and ELA on the proposed expoure draft on accounting for

leases, concluding that 'It remains to be seen once the exposure

draft has been made public just what will be the reaction of the

majority of accountants in industry whose co-operation will be

needed to make the standard work.' Commenting on this article,

.LDamer (79.15), Director -Secretary of ELA, said that 'The

detailed reasons why the ELA opposes the capitalisation of leased

assets in the balance sheets of lessees are well stated in the

article by Sean Heath (17 August).... The article, however, gives

the impression that the ELA is conducting a campaign against

capitalisation. This is simply not true. The way in which leased

assets are dealt with in the accounts of lessees is a matter

primarily for the accountancy profession, lessees and for others

concerned with the assessment of company accounts. Nevertheless, it

is right that we should state our views publicly on this matter.

They are, in fact, also widely supported by lessees and by many

members of the accountancy profession.'
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A press report (79.16) revealed that 'An exposure draft on

leasing is to be considered by the ASC on 13 September, and if it

is approved, we may expect it to be published in November.'

In the September meeting of the ASC, discussion continued on a

proposed exposure draft on accounting for leases. It was agreed

that finance leases should be capitalised in the financial

statements of lessee companies. It was a greed that guidance notes

should be pre pared to explain the requirements of the exposure

draft and that the proposed exposure draft and guidance note should

be considered again at a later meeting.

A press report (79.17) revealed that 'the ASC will attempt to

finalise the exposure draft on lease accounting by the end of this

month... The draft has come down on the side of capitalising leases

in line with the recommendation from the working party..'

The ASC, in its October meeting, noted correspondence with

the Inland Revenue on the tax effets of leasing in which the Inland

Revenue made assurances that there would not be any change in the

tax treatment of laws as a result of issuing a standard on

leasing. It noted that legal advice was being taken to see whether

obligations in capitalised leases would be considered to be

borrowings under the CompanieB Acts and debenture trust deeds.

A press report (79.18) said that following the assurance from

the Inland Revenue that there would not be any changes in the tax

treatment of laws as a result of issuing a standard on leasing, the
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ASC could be expected to forge ahead on the exposure draft.

Rutteman (79.19) said: 'It is likely to be very different from the

disastrous' US leasing Btandard.'	 'We have learned from the

American experience. Our statement is closer to the Canadian

standard, avoiding the rigidity of the US rules', he added.

Another press report (79.20), under the title	 'Lessee

accounting to be floated as FAS13 sinks,' revealed that 'Firm

guidance on lessee accounting is due out before the end of the

year. And the exposure draft, already drawn up but awaiting final

approval by the ASC I has, as expected, come down firmly on the

side of capitalising leased assets.' The report said: 'But on the

eve of the UK's attempt to put the debate on a new footing,

important lessons might be learned from the failure of the US to

devise a satisfactory standard...' But J.Carty (79.21), Secretary

of the ASCI criticised the FASB approach for its emphasis on

detailed rules rather than principles. He said: 'If you put the

emphasis on the letter of the guidelines then people are bound to

look for loopholes. ' 'We are aiming for a very short standard

vhich deals with major principles, plus a set of guidelines. The US

approach in contrast has been to say 'we must define everything'

Catty added.

The ICAEW (79.22) organised a conference on 16 November, to

discuss the proposals of the Exposure Draft on Leases.

J.Glynn (79.23), under the title 'Accounting for Leases - The

Case for Capitlisation, 'argued for capitaliBation of leases in the
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lessees' accounts. He pointed out that 'The UK accounting

profession decided to consider the question of accounting for

leases in 1973. However, the expected exposure draft has yet to be

issued... Not the least of reasons for the delay has been the

objections to the rumoured proposals from the leasing industry,

notably the ELA.

C.Rickwood (79.24) under the title 'Accounting for Leases 2-

Some Problems of Standardisation', pointed out that consistency and

comparability are dominant among the arguments concerning the

reporting effects of lease capitalisation. He argued that the tax

structure in the UK inevitabl y introduced a number of complexities

into the treatment, and any recommendation for lease capitalisation

would need to take this into account.

A.NacDonald (79.25), Deputy -Secretary of the ELA, under the

title 'A Distinct Financial Facility Requiring Its Own Accounting

Standard, argued that 'Though leasing of plant and equipment has

been around for quite some time, it is onl y recently that it has

qrown to economic importance. It is not surprising that now for the

first time there is felt to be a need. in the UK as elsewhere, for

a standard of accounting for this facility.' Commenting on

J.Glynn's C79.23) and on C.Rickwood's (79.24) articles, he said

that the article of Mr J.Glynn referred to delay in publishing an

exposure draft, and suggested that this delay was due to the ELA.

But the ELA was as enthusiastic as anybody else for the publication

of an accounting standard; the question was rather one of getting

that standard right.	 MacDonald said: 'In the earlier part of Hr
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Glynn's article there were a number of assertions about the nature

of a lease. If these assertions are accepted, then the arguments

later for capitalisation flow with some logic; but to accept the

assertions seems to beg the very question that is in dispute. It

seems to the ELA -and to others- that a lease is neither a loan

against security, nor a deferred sale in disguise...There are also

problems of capitalisation related to establishing the capitalised

value for the leases asset. The calculations are complex. They were

examined to some extent in the Mr C. Rickvood's article and the only

further point to be made is that in making the calculations there

are options, what becomes of comparability, which is surely the

object of developing an agreed accounting standard? A note will be

required...' MacDonald concluded 'It is not suggested here that

all problems can be avoided by avoiding capitalisation. ..But it is

felt those problems will be better faced by accounting for a lease

as what it is ..a lease.'

Under the title 'Accounting for Leases- the lessor's problem',

I.Lawson (79.26), of Touche Ross & Co., discussed how lessors

should allocate profit at accounting periods covered by their

leases. He concluded 'A leasing standard must impose one

satisfactory and comparable method of accounting for leases in the

accounts of lessors, and only where another method gives a result

vhich is not materially different should it be allowed. If the ASC

can produce an Exposure Draft based on an actuarial approach that

will lead to such a standard, I will be only too pleased to wish it

well.'
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In the November meeting of the ASC, the proposed exposure

draft and accompanying guidance notes were discussed. It was agreed

that members should be invited to submit written comments on the

exposure draft and guidance notes to the secretariat by 30 November

1979. The texts of both documents viii be revised in the light of

comments made by members and submitted for approval as a voting

draft.

A press report (79.27) revealed that 'The ASC is nearing the

end of its deliberations on a leasing standard It has tentatively

decided to issue an exposure draft requiring lessees to capitalise

finance leases. A draft (together with draft guidance notes) was

debated by ABC last veek.' The press report discusBed the contents

of this exposure draft.

In 1980, the ICAEW (80.1) organised a conference on 31

January 1980, to discuss 'Accounting for Leases'. Reporting on

this conference, a press report (80. 2) said that '..Complexity of

the problems and the strength of feeling on all sides, prompted

D. Young, chairing the conference to draw the analogy with

Rhodesia. And he described the man who has to sort it out,

P.Rutteman, chairman of the ABC working party, as the 'Joshua Nkomo

of leasing'. The report said: 'The key issues are: capitalisation

of leases in lessees' accounts, distinction between operating and

financial leases, and the treatment of lease income in lessors'

accounts.' The press report revealed the views, expressed in the

discussion, of P. Rutteman, chairman of the ABC working party,

M.Gibbs, of stockbrokers Philips and Drew, T.Clark, chairman of the
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ELA, R.Langrty of Shell, and N.Stuart, deputy managing director of

International computers.

A special press report on leasing (80.3) said that 'after a

long struggle, caused in part by the huge amounts of money

involved, the ASC is approaching the final stages of issuing an

exposure draft on leasing.' The report revealed the ASC thinking

on lease accounting and lessee accounting by quoting extracts from

the draft guidance notes under consideration at that time.

T.Clark (80.4), chairman of the EL.A, under the title 'Neeting

the 'grassroots resistance', 	 gave his views on the latest

proposals form the ASC on accounting for financial leasing. His

argument was against capitalisation of leases.

A press report (80.5) revealed that the exposure draft on

leasing would appear some time in the summer. The distinction

beween 'finance' (or capital ) and 'operating' leases will be

drawn , the former to be capitalised in the lessee's books. The

draft standard would give examples to facilitate the categorisation

of different types of leases.

It was reported (80.6) that 'The exposure draft on leases may

be anticipated in September ..as this journal goes to press the

latest, and we hope, the final draft will go before the ASC for

approval.

A press report (80.7) revealed that	 '..Also due for
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publication this autumn is an Exposure Draft distinguishing between

'finance' and 'operating' Leases, the former to be capitalised in

company accounts...'

Under the title 'Leasing: a key to 	 raising capital',

D.Johnston (80.8) discusBed the advantages of leasing.

A press report (80.9) announcing the publication of the

International Accounting Standard on Leasing, said that the

standard was prepared by a working party chaired by P. Ruttman, who

also headed the UK accounting committee's group on the subject. The

UK draft together with detailed guidelines, should be published

around the end of the year and would take substantially the same

line as the international draft. The international draft proposed

that lessees should capitalise finance leases.

In 1981, a press report (81.1) said that 'The ASC anticipates

publication of ED29 'Accounting for Leasing', in April..The ELA and

others have protested that the proposed distinction in accounting

treatment between capital leases and others is too complicated to

operate. The ASC is therefore preparing a section in the ED which

vill propose a simple straightline basis for the allocation of

costs to accounting periods.'

A press report (81.2 ) said that 'An exposure draft on leasing

can be expected by June. It will endorse the capitalisation of

leases approach favoured in all previous discussions.' 	 'The

exposure draft will be a refinement of the existing approach and it
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will contain a section, for the special guidance of the small

practitioner' the report said.

Another press report (81.3) said: 'The draft, ED29, is

approaching its final stages and is expected to be made public

before August....' The report said that suggestions that the draft

had been deliberatly held u p to avoid it beina introduced in the

same financial year as SSAPI6 had been described by ASC chairman T.

Watts (81.4) as 'fair comment'. 'Of course it's a political

decision when to go. ' said Watts. 'We have acknowledged that many

small companies may not be enchanted by the proposals. But we

think it's time to open up the question and let the profession have

an honest debate. We think it's a good proposal', he said.

The press report (81.3), also, said: 'A warning that the

forthcoming exposure draft on accounting for leases may spark a

grassroots revolt similar to the one which smashed EDI8, the

inflation accounting draft, has been sounded by the Equipment

Leasing Association.' The ELA'B assistant secretary, C.Ferrier

(81.5), said that of all the submissions and opinions he had

received on the draft, he had yet to see one which was in favour.

'The latest proposals have had only a limited circulation', said

Ferrier. 'Though there may be a majority on the ASC in favour,

it's a fair guess that there are a great many in practice who feel

it is too complex and too theoretical and will want nothing to do

with it.' he added. Watts (81.6) said: 'We have prepared the

exposure draft to be issued with a full section of guidance notes,

and we are ready to hear everyone's view. If our proposals are shot
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down in flames then that's a part of the exposure draft process.'

In a press report (81.7), it was revealed that '..The ASC's

draft, 'Accounting for Leases', formerly anticipated in the autumn

of 1980 as ED28, will emerge very shortly as ED29. The delays and

the extent of re-writing have become notorious...'

A report (by the chairman of the ASC) was circulated to the

members of the ASC for the September meeting.	 The report said

that although the ballot draft of ED29 was acce pted by a majority

of the members of the ASC, three senior members (John Grenside,

David Hobson and Sir Douglas Nor peth) expresed such major

reservations that it was necessary to consider the draft again at

the ASC meeting on 16 September.

The reservations were concerned generally with the saleability of

the pro posals rather than technical issues; and in particular with

the undesirable economic consequences which some fear might result

in the overthrow and withdrawal of the proposals.

The chairman's report said that after discussion with the senior

members concerned, it was suggested that: (1) the main exposure

draft itself should remain unchanged, (2) the preface should be

expanded to raise specifically the points mentioned in the report

and explicitly to invite submissions on these points. These

suggestions should be considered in the ASC meeting held on 16

september.

Attached with the chairman's report was a redraft of the preface

for consideration.
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It should be noted that in this preface of the draft standard,

the connection between the emergence of that standard and the wider

social context was recognised by the ASC.

As the preface of the draft said: 'The subject of accounting for

leases has grown in importance over the past five years as

companies have financed the use of a greater proportion of their

fixed assets through lease agreements. The growth in leasing has

been very significant both in monetary and in real terms

...Accounting standards are concerned with items which have a

material impact on financial statements. So lonu as leasing

remained a minor activit y the need for an accountin g standard did

not arise. It is the growth in importance of leasing as a source

of finance for industry and commerce that has made it necessar y to

consider the im plications for financial reportinq.

In a press report (81.8), it was revealed that 'Even before

the end of the ballot of members of the ASC, the clock was turned

back on the forthcoming exposure draft on accounting of leases.

Instead of publishing the documents, the ASC will debate the matter

at its next meeting on 16 September An attempt will then be made to

reach agreement on a revised draft.' A spokesman for the ASC

(81.9) said that the present draft, when issued for ballot,

resulted in a substantial number of objections. 'We do not like

publishing anything unless we have substantial support', he added.

T.Watts (81.10), chairman of the ASC, said that recent criticism

stemmed from the 'economic effects' of the proposed draft....' 'I

believe the ASC must take these points into account- we must

register these objections when we issue the document', he said.
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'It's not the technical beaut y of the thing that's in dis pute at

all - what is in dis pute is its economic effect' Watts added.

The ASC, in its September meeting, noted the chairman's

report.

Professor W.Baxter (81.11), under the title 'Accounting for

leases - a critical preview' summarised the the ASC's Draft

Standard 29 in its most recent version. Bearing in mind also the

IASC's proposed international standard and the Standard No 13 of

the US Financial Accounting Standard Board (FASB), he put forward

various criticisms of the ASC's proposals from the standpoints of

both lessee and lessor. Re concluded that 'On the whole, lessors

seem satisfied with ED29. But they engage in many different types

of leasing and use many variations of the staple methods.

Accordingly they argue for more time to try out methods during

this development stage. A rigid standard seems more likely to

stifle than to help long-run progress.'

It was reported (81.12) that 'The long-awited exposure draft

on leasing, due to be published next Friday as ED29, breaks new

ground for the accounting standards programme. For the first time,

an ASC pro posal will include an invitation to all interested

parties to comment on the possible economic consequences of the

accounting chan ges recommmended by the standard-setters.' 	 ASC

chairman (81.13) said: 'But we want specific comments on the

economic consequences of putting lease financing on the face of the

balance sheet.' A spokesman for the ABC (81.14) said:	 'All we've
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had so far are unspecific grievances, such as fears that

on-balance sheet financing viii curb investment in plant or that

changes in accounting treatment viii. lead to changes in the tax

treatment of leasing. What we're saying is we need to see specific

ob3ections.' Asked, by the press, how significant this was, the

spokesman said 'it was a si gn that the ASC had realised its work

could go beyond the boundaries of accounting techniques into the

economic sphere.

In the October meeting of the ASC, it was noted that ED29

'Accounting for Leases and H.P.C.' had been published.

A press report (81.15) said that 'The long-standing opposition

of the leasing industry to the terms of the proposed accounting

standard of leasing was this week shoving signs of softening.

According to a spokesman for the ASC (81.16), discussions held

with leaders of the Equi pment Leasing Association on the eve of

publication of the leasin g exposure draft, ED29, found several

areas of agreement. At the same time, the ASC spokesman claimed the

lessors were showin g increasing signs of disunity over the

capital.jsation of assets in the balance sheet. 	 The spokesman

said: 'some lessors have told us capitalisation is not a crucial

issue for them.' 'A lot of the original opposition to it was based

on the fear that it would lose them customers, but most of them now

accept this is not likely', he said. 'What they are very keen on

amending is the exposure draft's treatment of regional development

grants. The lessors say this treatment makes their P and I..

accounts look very strange. The problem areas are not major points
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and we're making progress toward an agreement', the spokesman said.

Senior ELA official A.NacDonald (81.17) said that the

Association would make a public announcement of their views about

the proposed exposure draft on accounting for leasing at the end

of November.

A press report (81.18) said that 'After cix years' soul

searching and determined pressure from the leasing industry the ASC

has finally come out and said it: financial leases must be

capitalised in the accounts. P.Rutteman (81.19), Chairman of the

ASC working party, said that financial lease gave companies 'in

essence the full rights of enjoyment for the life of the asset'.

Not capitalising then in balance sheet was wrong, he said, and most

unhelpful to analysts and readers of financial statements

'Therefore assets acquired on finance leases should be treated as

hire purchase with assets and liabilities stated?' G.Smith

(81.20), of Royal Bank of Scotland Leasing, said that since title

belonged to the leBsor 'capitalisation would not present a true and

fair view.' L.Christmas (81.21), chairman of the ELA, said that it

was well known that they strongly objected to capitalisation- of

course they were worried about losing their capital allowances.

The press report revealed that 'the leasing industry is not

undivided. Noted authority in leasing and former ELA chairman Nr

T.Smith is in favour of ca pitalisation as were the two leasing

representatives on the ASC Sub -Committee. Nessr G. Jenkins of

Mercantile Leasin g and R. Youna of Lombard North Central.'	 The

chairman of the Society of Investment Analysts,	 K.Percy (81.22),
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of Phillips and Drew, said that he is 'very much in sympathy and

hope that it goes through without too much messing around.'

fl.Gibbs (81.23), also of Phillips Drew, said that	 capitalising

finance leases was more realistic, but it might have a marginal

adverse effect.

In a press comment (81.24), it was said that with the

publication of their exposure draft 'Accounting for Leases' (ED29),

the ASC have come out with their most important programme since

ED24 on current cost accounting....' The press comment, supporting

the capitalisation of finance leasees, said: 'It cannot be healthy

to submerge vital information on the liquidity and gearing of a

company in the footnotes, as at present....

Announcing the publication of ED29 'Accounting for Leases', a

press report (81.25) said that the methods of accounting put

forward in the ASC's exposure draft were based on the

consideration of substance over form, whereby transactions or other

events should be accounted for and presented in accordance with

their financial reality rather than their legal form.

Another press report (81.26) announcing the publication of

ED29, argued that '..While admitting that there is nothing new or

contentious about the proposals on hire purchase, the draft

suggests that the proposals on leasing are new and contentious,

although given the six years that ED29 has been in preparation the

suggestions are not that novel.'
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In a press comment (81.27), on the publication of ED29, it

was argued that 'After no less than six years hard labour, the ASC

has given birth to its exposure draft on accounting for leasing.

Such a length of time does not necessarily mean it has produced a

mouse, but the issues the draft raises are really rather familiar

by now to any businesss which has plunged into leasing...'

W.Winter (81.28) said: 'Concerning the recent exposure draft

on leasing, ED29, and the relevant editorial matter in your issue

of 23 October (81.12), the current treatment in the respective

balance sheets, surely, is that the lessor capitalises the tangible

asset in which he has retained legal title and the lessee

capitalises the goodwill in the benefit of the financial lease to

which he has acquired legal title, both assets having precisely the

same valuation at the outset of the agreement. This overcomes the

problem of lessees purporting to have title in the same asset as

the lessors when the treatment in the accounts is similar to that

accorded to assets financed by hire purchase.'

In a press report (81.29) it was said that 'In a move which

widens the already-massive rift between the UK leasing industry and

the accountancy profession, the Equipment Leasing Association this

week called on the Accounting Standards Committee to withdraw draft

leaBing standard. ED29.' In another press report (81.30), it was

Baid that 'The ELA has delivered a bitter attack on accountants'

proposed treatment of leases and hire purchase tranactions. The

AsBociation claimed that plans by the ASC, which issues guidelines

to the profession, are a threat to future capital investment. The
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Association wants a temporary withdrawal of the proposals to allow

more time for discussion of certain aspects. The Association

(81.31) declared 'ED29 neither highlights these matters as

discussion issues nor offers guidance on them and we believe that

such a failure removes much of its authority.'	 'Such unrealistic

accounting rules would wipe out the pre-tax profits on many major

and profitable contracts' the ELA said. 	 'Government measures to

stimulate investment would be thwarted because lessors would be

unwilling to take on development grant related business' the ELA

added.	 But P.Rutteman (81.32) argued that the devel r oment grants

issue was more a question of accounting for tax-free grants than

for leases. He did not accept that the draft ignored points raised

by the ELA. 'They have been very much involved all + rough'

Rutteman said. 'If after six years they don't feel the draft is

ready, I would be glad to know when they think it would be' he

said. ASC under-secretary P.Holgate (81.33) commenting on the ELA's

call for the withdrawal of the draft, said: 'they have missed the

point. It is an exposure draft, not a standard; we have allowed a

six-month period for discussion of these sort of points. The idea

of withdrawal is peculiar.

Parliamentary	Under-Secretary	of State at the DTI,

Nr.J.Wakeham (81.34), speaking at a reception for the 20,000

meinbesr of the Institute of Cost and Planagement Accountants,

supported the views that issuin g ED29 would not lead to chan ge in

tax treatment. He said 'There is no particular reason to anticipate

such a change in response to changes in accountancy practice.

There are many existing areas, ' he added, 'Where tax practice does
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not follow accountancy practice. 'The new exposure draft could only

be seen as an improvement on a system which presently allowed 'off

balance sheet presentation and failed fully to disclose assets and

gearing' Hr Wakeham said.

L.Christmaa (81.35), Chairman of the ELA, discussing the

benefits of leasing, said that 'The leasing industry is unhappy

about several aspects of ED29- not least the proposal that the

lessor's assets should be shown on the balance sheets of lessees -

'capitalisation' by lessees.' He argued that 'Lessors are as keen

as any one to see greater disclosure of lease commitments- but the

ELA's proposal is that these should be disclosed by way of note to

the accounts. This would be suitable for all types of leases,

whereas the ASC'a proposal applies only to some.'

!l.NacBryde (81.36) of Hoare Govett, discussed how ED29 would

help the users of the accounts of lessees. He concluded that

'Overall the ED's proposals are welcome. Lessee accounts will be

more easily usable at last and those of lessors little changed. It

is hoped that the need to explain the terms used by lessors will be

realised by the ASC or the lessors themselves.'

A press comment (81.37) argued that 'The ELA will have to be

move persuasive if it is to win big adjustments to the ASC'B

exposure draft on leasing.....' 'As for the ASC, it's exposure

draft on leasing specifically invited firm evidence that its

proposals would have detrimental economic effects. There is

nothing substantive in the ELA's submissions to answer this
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challenge' the press comment said.

On 2 December 1981 the Chairman and the Secretary of the ASC

visited the FASB. The object of the visit was to communicate with

both staff and FASB board members on the current matters being

considered by the ASC and the FASB. One of the main matters

arising from the discusBions was the leasing topic. The project

manager responsible for leasing explained that, in both the USA

and Canada, as a result of the publication of a standard requiring

the capitalisation of finance leases on the lessee's balance

sheet, many organisations have changed the nature of the

agreements. As a result more risks resided legally with the lessor

and thuB the lease did not fall within the definition of a finance

lease. He predicted a similar response in the UK.

The ASC Consultative Group, in its meeting held on 16 December

1981, discussed (among other things) ED29 'Accounting for Leases

and Hire Purchase Contracts' Nr P. Rutteman introduced the

discussion by referring to the growth in leasing as a source of

finance. He expained that moat of the assets which were being

financed by finance leases were not currently shown on the balance

sheets of the lessees. He said that The chief objective of ED29

therefore was to require capitalisation of both assesta and the

obligation to pay future instalments in the case of finance leases.

He acknowledged that ASC was aware of three main objections to this

proposals: (a) economic consequence; (b) the definition of

borrowing powers; and Cc) the possible implications regarding tax

allowances.
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Hr J.G.Powell from RICS suggested that land and buildings

should be excluded from the standard on leasing. Hr Rutteman said

that land and buildings would rarely fall within the definition of

finance leases. In almost all cases they would be operating

leases. It was suggested that the standard should state this

specifically.

Mr A. Jennings of The Bank of England asked whether there

should be a requirement for the lessor and the lessee to agree on a

symmetrical accounting treatment for any lease which is entered

into. Hr Rutteman pointed out that there would be occasional

examples in practice where the accounting treatment were not

symmetrical; these however would be rare. It was noted that there

would be some practical difficulty in enforcing such a requirement.

Miss E. Llewellyn Smith of the Department of Trade reported the

initial reactions of the Department of Trade as follows:-

(a) Difficulties could arise if the concept of substance over

form introduced in this exposure draft were to become a general

accounting concept.

(b) If the effect of the standard were to be a reduction in

the extent of leasing resulting in a lower level of

capital investment, this would cause concern.

Cc) They hoped that the exposure period of ED29 will overlap

with the publication of the Inland Revenue Green Paper on

Corporate Taxation, as seems likely.

Hr 6. Drysdale of The Institute of Chartered Secretaries and

Administators, noted that ED29 could have a serious effect on the
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accounts of shipping companies. The chairman said that he hoped

that the shipping industry would use the exposure period to

consider the document and submit its comments to the ASC.

Hr S. Thornhill of The Committee of London Clearing Bankers

asked for the definition of 'small' companies to be clarified in

the standard.

Hr D. Horns of the Accepting Houses committee noted that ED29

contained little discussion of the accounting treatment of tax, in

particular deferred tax, in the accounts of lessors. He proposed

that a separate statement on deferred tax be issued for leasing

companies covering the consequences of a major change in the rate

of corporation tax or tax allowances.

This Consultative meeting was noted in the December meeting

of the ASC.

In a press article (81.38), it was argued that 'Last week's

attack by the leasing industry on the accounting profession's

proposals for rules on presenting leases in the accounts of both

lessors and lessees was hardly unexpected. But the force of the

attack-calling for withdrawal of the draft standard, exposure draft

29, rather than just amendement to it -has caught some off-guard.'

The article said that in man y ways the response, prepared by the

ELA. was a confusin g document. It was difficult to avoid the

feeling it had been prepared as a rationle for a decision made lona

ago to relect the draft standard. Yet it raised valid points of
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detail, and some aeneral issues of considerable importance.

A press report (81.39) said that despite ix years of prior

deliberation with the ASC, the ELA had demanded its withdrawal and

more time to explore far reaching issues. The ASCI the re port said,

specifically called for evidence that its proposals would have

adverse economic effect, which the ELA had not yet tried to

produce.

The conclusion from this section is that there was a

discourse, as illuartated in this section, about the growth of

leasing as a source of finance and the advantages of such source of

finance. ThiB discourse as shown in Figure 7.1, manifested itself

in the form of published articles (see (72.1), (73.1) (76.1),

(76.2), (77.2), (77.5), (77.6), and (80.8)], reports published by

other institutions (see (77.7) and (77.8)], and statements by the

ELA (see (76.2)]. This discourse sometimes called explicitly for

publication of an accounting standard on leasing (see (74.1)

(77.1) (77.3)]. Involved in this discourse were leasing companies,

users, auditors, financial press, profession and other

representative bodies.

The outcome of these interactions and power relations was the

issuing of ED29 which recommended the capitalisation of leaBes in

the accounts of lessees. This treatment iB similar to the views of

the ASC and different from the views of ELA, although the leasing

industry involved in the network of power relations with the ASC,
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objected to such treatment (see ELA's letter -dated 3 November

1970, (79.10), (79.25), and (80.4). 	 Such outcome, it can be

argued, was facilitated by the support, intentionally or

otherwise, by other persona and groups involved in the network of

power relations (see for example (78.4), (79.5), and (79.23)]. It

was also supported by the disciplinary techniques utilised by the

ASC.

These disciplinary techniques were as follows-

The Sub-Committee which	 undertook the original study

comprised members drawn from finance companies, and

manufacturers lessor, and lessee company, and academic and

accountants in public practice.

Elarly versions of the exposure draft were circulated for

comments to the technical committees of the accountancy

bodies, to trade organisations and companies concerned with

leasing. Nembers of the ASC held discussions of these

proposals with Finance directors of major companies 	 engaged

in leasing both as lessors and lessees.

- the text of the proposed standard and accompaning guidance

notes were made available for use at conferences and

courses (such as (79.22) and (80.1)1.

In addition, these interactions and power relations were

facilitated by the ASC'a move towards greater openness about its

work at the period from 1978 to 1981. This openness, as indicated

in chapter 5, was translated into intensive interactions and power

relations, at the general level, during this preriod (1978-1981)
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(see elementB 1978, 1979, 1980 and 1981 in Figure 5.3]. This, in

turn, was reflected in a form of intensive interaction at the

Bpecific level (leasing standard) during this period (see and

compare 1978, 1979, 1980,and 1981 in Figure 5.3 and in Figure 7.1].

7.2 ISSUING SSAP2I IN JULY 1984

In July 1984, SSAP21 'Accounting for Leases and H.P.C.' was

issued. It recommended capitalisation of finance leases in the

accounts of lessees (as suggested by ED29), but it (and in contrast

to ED29) allowed grossing up of regional development grants. The

implementation date of this standard for lessors finance companies

was the first of July 1984, but for lessees and hires was the

first of July 1987.

This standard, as a visible event at that time, it will be

argued and demonstrated in this section, was preceded, Burrounded,

and succeeded by invisible interactions and power relations between

the ASC and finance directors (and other directors). 	 These

interactions and power relations were accompanied and facilitated

(and sometimes complicated), intentionally or otherwise, by the

interactions and power relations with the other interested groups

(i.e auditors, academics, usere and other represtative bodies).

These interactions and power relations manifested themselves

in a variety of ways which are presented digrammatically in Figure

7.2 and described below.
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The written comments, on ED 29, were receieved (during the

period from October 1981 to March 1982) from companies and others

concerned with the exposure draft. The ELA, Housing ABsociation,

and the British Vehicle Rental & Leasing Association rejected in

their comments the capitalisation of leases and the prohibition

concerning the grossing up of regional development grants as

suggested by the exposure draft. The ELA stated that 'The proposal

that lessors should not be permitted to gross up Regional

Development Grants is unacceptable..We continue to oppose the

capitalisation of leases in the accounts of the lessee and to

maintain that the information that is perceived to be necessarily

declared can be adequately -indeed better- disclosed by way of a

note...' The comment from the Finance Houses Association was that

'On the technical question whether or not Regional Development

Grants should be shown grossed-up or not, we favour grossing-

up...We continue to support those who oppose the capitalisation of

finance leases in the accounts of the lessee....' BritiBh Vehicle

Rental & Leasing Association expresBed its view stating that 'We

find the proposed standard to be unacceptable for two basic

reasons. First, we reject without reservation the ASC's contention

that finance leases should be capitalised in the accounts of

lessees. Second, the proposed standard iB far too complex and

vould be excessively costly to implement..' But the comments from

the Committee of London Clearing Bankers (CLCB) were undecided on

both issues (capitalisation and groBsing-up). The CLCB stated that

'The Clearing Banks, in a Memorandum dated March 1978, a letter

dated 29 the June, 1978 and again in a submission dated May 1980

have stated that in their opinion leased assets should not be
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capitalised in the books of the lessee but that the lessee's full

commitments under leasing contracts should be disclosed in a

comprehensive note. A majority (Barclays and National Westminster

dissenting) still believe that the ASC has not adequately

recognised the unique nature of a lease as therefore remain

unconvinced by the arguments given in ED29 that substance should

take precedence over form and that legal ownership can be ignored.'

The clearing Banks are divided on the treatment of Regional

Development Grants (RDG's). The view of the majority (Lloyds and

Nidland dissenting) is that the exposure draft is correct in

stating that RDG's should not be grossed up....' (The Committee

of London Clearing Bankers).

The rejection of capitalisation of leases by these bodies was

accompanied (to some extent), intentionally or otherwise, by the

comments from some companies and others concerned with the exposure

draft. The following extracts from the written submissions of

different groups lend support to this point.

Comments from Companies

'We do have serious reservations as to whether with finance leases

it is correct for the lessee to capitalize leases he can never own.

We would prefer this information to be disclosed in notes form.'

(Hamilton Rentals Service Sales)

'After careful consideration, it is our view that the proposals to

capitalise finance leases in the accounts of lessee companies
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should be firmly rejected for the following reasons...'

(Booker McConnell PLC)

'I do not agree that lessee companies should show the asset in the

balance sheet for items of plant where they are motor vehicles or

plant required for production and/or hire. The asset is owned by

the lessor company and should, in my opinion, only appear in their

books in the balance sheet..'

(Eddison Plant Ltd)

'The basic concept of capitalising financial leases as recommended,

is not accepted by the writer, and in fact, is considered to have a

number of fundamental commercial disadvantages, as will be seen

from the points made below.'

(Sulzer Bros'UK Ltd)

'We have three principal criticisms of the proposal to capitalise

leases;....

(Trusthouse Forte Ltd)

'The exposure draft, in it's present form, is totally unacceptable.

The concept of a company capitalising assets it does not own is

unreasonable....

(Thos.W.Ward PLC)

Comments from Com panies' Representative Bodies

'To capitalise chattels which the company does not own as assets
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in the balance sheet must result in a distortion of the true

position

(The Association of Corporate Trustees? 	 I

'We support the principle of disclosure of information on adequate

notes to the accounts....'

(The Group of Scottish Finance Directors)

Comments from Professional Firms of Accountants

'We are concerned that compulsory capitalisation by lessees may be

too sweeping a change from present practice.'

(Atkinson and Boyd)

'We do not accept the general principle that lessees should

capitalise finance leases, because....'

(Dearden Farrov )

'We do not agree that assets vhich are not the property of the

concern should be capitalised and shown on the Balance Sheet in the

same manner as legally owned assets.'

(P.Noel Leonard & Co.)

Although the leasing industry (accompanied by some support

from others) rejected capitalisation, most other companies and

interested groups were supportive of the need to	 capitalise

finance leases. The following extracts lend support to this point.
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Comments from Companies

'This is to inform you that the Allied - Lyons group generally

supports the proposals to disclose the effect of finance and

operating leases in published accounts. ...As the exposure draft is

founded on the concept of substance over form wo would accept the

grossing up of regional development grants in the accounts of

lesssors...

(Allied-Lyons)

'In general we support the porposals set out in ED29 and, in

particular, agree that it is appropriate to capitalise leases in

the balance sheet of the lessee ...'

(Bank of England)

'BOC Group has followed that policy of capitalising finance leases

for some years. We believe that the recording of obligations under

finance leases in the way suggested by ED29 is the treatment most

appropriate to the financial realities of such contracts, and that

financial statements drawn up on this basis will give a truer and

fairer view...

(BOC Group)

'....I consider the adoption of the standard to be urgent and that

it should come into being as soon as possible with full disclosure

being made in the meantime...

(H. Cox & Sons Uplant Hire Ltd')
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' • ...We have no objection to capitalising leased equipment....'

C Delta)

'...In summary, we believe that in the interests of consistency,

the UK standard Bhould be more in line with the US standard

CFASI3). In particular, we believe the additional criteria for

deciding on capitalisation contained in FASI3 should also be

contained in the UK standard.'

(Esso Petroleum Co. Ltd.)

'I support the principles upon which ED29 is based...Without

capitalisation of finance leases by lessees an accurate return on

operating capital employed cannot be calculated. The financing

structure, which provides all the assets intended for use on a

continuing basis by the company, is incomplete when leasing

obligations are excluded. •..'

(Hoare Govett Ltd)

'....We therefore support the general principle that leases should

be accounted for and presented in accordance with the proposals put

forward in ED 29....

(Imperial Chemical Industries PLC)

'As a general comment, I should like to say that the emergence of

the exposure draft after such a long period of discussions was

welcome by ICL. The absence of a definitive standard on leasing

has led to many interpretation of our accounts, and consequent

misunderstandings both within the Group and by the general
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public...

(International Computers Ltd)

'Our primary concern, as a company with both US and UK reporting

obligations, is to ensure consiBtency of accounting, so far a

possible, between the two. As a matter of broad principle,

therefore, we welcome this Exposure Draft and would endorse its

adoption as a Statement of Standard Accounting Practice...'

(Rank Xerox Ltd)

• We fully support the principles of lease capita.Lisation and in

general consider that the exposure draft strikes the right balance

by setting out the required practice without being unnecessarily

detailed or inflexible... 1

(Shell Centre)

Comments from Re presentative Bodies

'....The arguments for and against the capitalisation of finance

leases in the accounts of lessees have been considered and the

conclusion reached is that a neutral view is taken of the proposal

in the draft standard...'

(Accepting Houses Committee)

'In the committee's view, bearing in mind the basic principle that

accounts should address the substance rather than itB form; the

obligations under finance leases and the aBsets leased there under
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should appear as capital items in the balance sheet...'

(City Capital Markets Committee)

'We have examined the captioned exposure draft and consider it

represents a substantial improvement in accounting for leases and

hire purchase contractB. We have no additional comments to make.'

(The Society of Investment Analysts)

'The CBI welcomes both the principle underlying ED29 and agrees

with practically all of	 its	 detailed	 proposals....'	 (The

Confedration of British Industry)

Comments from Professional Firma of Accountants

'...In general, we are in favour of the proposals contained in the

proposed standard, although there is a minority view within this

firm that finance leases should not be capitalised by lessees, but,

full disclosure of future commitments should be made by way of

note...

(Ernst & Whinney)

'...In general we agree with the proposal to capitalise finance

leases, however, we have considerable reservations about any

extension beyond this of the concept of substance over form in the

preparation of financial statements...'

(Moore, Stephens & Ca)
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'We are in broad agreement with the principal proposals of the

draft standard....'

(Price Waterhouse)

'While we support the proposals for capitalisation of assets

acquired under finance leases, we would nevertheless express some

reservations with regard to the consequences of so significant a

departure from the strict legal position...'

(Spicer and Pegler)

'The committee is broadly in agreement with the underlying

principle of the capitalisation of assets acquired on finance

leases and agrees that the exposure draft should be converted into

an accounting standard...'

(The Stoy Hayward & Co)

'Although, we consider that the capitalisation of finance leases

is the best method of presenting the user of financial statements

vith information on leassing activities, we recognise that it is

not necessarily the only method of presenting a true and fair

view. . . .

(Deloitte Haskins + Sells)

'...The capitalisation of such leases (fincance leases ) shoud be

the preferred, indeed, strongly urged, method but should not be

made mandatory until it has achieved sufficient support to be

zegarded as generally accepted practice....'

(Peat, Marvick, flitchel]. & Co.)
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Commenta form Other Representative Bodies of Accountants

'The Association supports the underlying principle of the proposals

in that in the presentation of financial information the economic

substance of transactions rather than their legal form should be

shown....

(The Association of Certified Accountants)

'The Accounting Standards Review Panel expressed general support

for the substance over form principle underlying the provisions of

the Exposure Draft. It was recognised that current practice did not

provide adequate details of the assets and obligations of companies

which used leasing as a source of finance and it was felt that the

exposure draft would, to a great extent, improve the information

available to users...

(The Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland)

'This could be a good standard in principle, but the Committee

feels that the inherent dangers of tax changes could be

considerable and should be borne in mind before ASC proceeds vith

the proposals in their present form.'

(The Institute of Cost and Management Accountants)

'The committee were generally in agreement with the proposal that

the lessee should capitalise assets acquired under a finance

lease....

(South West London Chartered Accountants)
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Comments from Individuals

'...The case for capitalisation by lessees of finance leases is in

my view undisputable...'

(H.C. Etheridge)

'...The concept of capitalisation of finance leases is acceptable

(North West Society of Chartered Accountants,

Technical Advisory Committee)

...I would agree with the broad principles underalying the

accounting for finance leases as defined in the proposed

standard...

(S.F Holmes)

'Please, in the general public interests, stick to your guns on

this issue and attack all, the other types of off balance sheet

finance as soon as possible....You will be meeting strong

opposition from self-interested parties, but I am sure that I speak

for the silent majority'

CD. E. Midgley)

It should be noted that most of the accounting firms, in their

comments, recommended prohibiting grossing-up of regional

development grants as suggested by the exposure draft, but most of

the companies and other representative bodies (which supported

capitalisation) were in favour of grossing up as recommended by the
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leasing industry.	 The following extracts from the written

submissions support this.

Comments from Accounting Firms

'...Grossing up regional development grants results in a false

picture and should be forbidden...'

(The Stoy Hayward & Ca)

'...We agree with the proposals contained in ED29 that lessors

should not gross up....

(Deloitte Haskins + Sells)

'...We agree with ASC that the practice of grossing up regional

development grants is not theoretically appropriate....'

(Peat, Narwick, Mitchell & Co.)

'...It is considered that the grossing up of Regional Development

Grants in the accounts of lessors should not be permitted....'

(The Association of Certified Accountants)

Comment from Com panies and other Re presentative Groups

'...As the exposure draft is founded on the concept of substance

over form we would accept the grossing up of regional development

grants in the accounts of leassors...'

(Allied-Lyons)
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'...Grossing up of regional development grants: we believe this

practice should be permitted....'

(International Computers Ltd)

'In our view users of accounts of leasing companies rely

significantly on profits reported before tax and there will be

distorted if RDG's are not grossed...'

(Accepting Houses Committee)

'As regards the treatment of regional development grants, we would

prefer to see the continuation of the current practices adopted by

most lessors of grossing up regional development grants....'

(City Capital Narkets Committee)

'The CBI believes that grossing up as described in paragraph 21

should be permitted for the following reasons:-...'

(The Confederation of British Industry)

'...The general approach adopted in the Exposure draft is supported

subject to the following comments .....Grossing up of asset values

for regional development should certainly be permitted in the

accounts of the lessor. •..'

(The Nidlands Industry Group of Finance Directors)

In addition to these written comments, the following were the

other forms of interactions and power relations during 1982.

A press report (82.1) discussed the reasons for the ELA's
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anger with ED29. T.Mitchener (82.2), ELA vice -chairman, argued

that in spite of the time already taken by the ASC to produce the

ED, fundamental issues remained unresolved, and it should therefore

be withdrawn for further discussion. R.Brovning (82.3), chairman

of the ELA Taxation and Accountancy Sub-Committee, criticising the

examples used by the ASC in its draft, said that 'They are pretty

near five years out of date, and we should be quite delighted if we

could make the level of profit the ASC suggests.' 'the examples

need broadening out to disply a level of variation more realistic

and representative of current business',he added.

R.Speyer (82.4) of Touche Rose & Co., under the title 'What

ED29 means to the lessee' set out simply the requirements of ED29

for the lessee.

D.Craik (82.5), assistant director of Student Education at the

Scottish Institute, discussing funds statements and the problems of

leased assets, said that '..To my mind we are going completely

overboard when we contemplate capitalising leased assets.' He

concluded 'I think that to capitalise, for balance sheet purposes,

assets which a company has the use of but does not own is misguided

and wrong...

A press report (82.6) said that 'With the closing date for

representation on the Accounting Standard Committee's exposure

draft on leasing, ED2S, only four weeks away, one of the strongest

objections to the draft, the Equipment Association, appears to

have mellowed its stance.' Another press report (82.7) said:
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'Objections to capitalisation of leases in company accounts are no

longer important...It would appear lessors have accepted the

inevitability of an accounting standard based on ED29, whose main

plank is capitalisation. ' L.Christmas (82.8). s peaking at the

presentation of the ELA's annual report said: 'capitalisation

would have very little effect on our business and its effects on

volume is not relevant.' P.Rutteman (82.9), the chairman of the

ASC's working party, welcomed this news, saying that 'It is very

helpful that they are not taking the capitalisation issue so

strongly. ' But commenting on the ELA's remaining objection to ED29

-that the values of regional development grants should still be

grossed up (ED29 would outlaw this) Rutteman said: 'I hope there

will be room for compromise. We have an open mind.'

A course (82.10) on 'Accounting for Leases' was held on 18

Ilarch. This was organised by Trent Polytechnic and the Nottingham

Society to consider the proposals in ED29. It was aimed at both

accountants and auditors of companies with leased assets.

The ASC held, on 5 April, a public hearing on ED29 'Accounting

for leases and H. P. C.'. Reporting on this public hearing, a press

report (82.11) said '...Nost criticism of ED29 at the ASC's public

hearings came from the lessors represented by the ELA, the Finance

Houses Association and the BPF. The report revealed the views of

these groups. Another press report (82. 12) said 'Controversy

continues to surround ED29 'Accounting for leases and H.P.C.' -with

significant opposition to many of its provisions, and a

disagreement between two major accountancy firms on the treatment
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of small companies.' The report revealed the views of BPF, Price

Waterhouse, and Robson Rhodes. The BPF opposed lease

capitalisation, Baying that the application of ED29 'would result

in a significant drop in the value of properties.' Price Waterhouse

suggested that small companies should be exempted entirely from the

requirements of the draft standard. But H. Hudson of Robson Rhodes,

recommended that small companies should not have simplified methods

or be exempted from the provisions of the draft. Hr H.Hudson

(82.13) said 'If a company only has a small amount leased it does

not really matter how it accounts for 3.t'. 'If the principle is

correct, and I think it is, it should be applied consistently', he

said.

The ASC, in its meeting held on 28 April, received a report on

a meeting of the International Accounting Standards Committee held

in Narch. The main business of that meeting was the consideration

and approval of an accounting on Leasing.

It was reported (82.14) that 'the UK's draft accounting

standard on leasing got a fresh boost last week with the

International Accounting Standards Committee's approval of its own

standard on accounting for leases (IASI7), published in autumn

1982...

E.Allan (82.15), under the title 'Should leasing stay off

balance?', discussed the economic effects of ED29 on lessees in

the light of a recent research report issued in US by the FASB on

the effects of their own leasing standard.
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P.Sober (82.16), a partner in Stoy Hayward and chairman of the

Accounting Practices Committee of the BPF, argued that 'by

including properties within the leasing requirements laid down by

ED29, the ASC has gone beyond what it intended to do in dealing

with special problems of leasing and hire purchase transactions

with regard to equipment and other fixed assets...' He concluded

that 'It is to be hoped that the ASC will grant the exemption of

property leases from ED29, as otherwise information will be

included in accounts that will not only be misleading and

irrelevant, but could cause considerable damage to the investment

community.

A press report (82.17), revealed the views (expressed on the

public hearings on ED29 of Touche Ross, Price Waterhouse, the

BPF, the ELA and the Finance Houses Association.

In a press	 comment (82.18), under the title 'ED29: Is

'Substance over form being taken too far, 'it was argued that

'Whatever merits ED29 may have, they do not appear to include

either simplicity or, so far as the management accountant is

concerned, consistency of change.'

A press comment (82.19) asked 'what happens about leasing

vhen a concern used a modified form of current cost accounting as

its main accounts'. It suggested that the implications of ED29 on

current cost accounts needed further consideration.

The ELA, according to a press report (82.20), said 'ED29 on
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leasing will be substantially different by the time the ASC

finishes its deliberations, The Association is 'hopeful ' that it

has persuaded the ASC on three main points: that leasing and hire

purchase 'are different animals', that regional development grants

should be shown in leBsor's account grossed up so that they show

the current pre-tax figure; and that leased assets should be shown

on the balance sheet of the owner.'

L. Christmas (82.21) (chairman of the ELA), speaking at the

ELA's annual dinner, said that 'Future growth in leasing business

has lifted the leased assets total over the £10, 000 million mark.'

S.Turk (82.22) of Deloitte Haskins & Sells, under the title

'Property Companies and ED29 -no case for exemptions' argued that

'they got away with it on depreciation, but we must not let it

happen on leases.' Commenting on Mr Sober's article (82.16), he

said 'I believe there is a danger that Mr Sober's article may

confuse the reader over the provisions and effects of this ED. It

gives the disturbing impression that the British Property

Federation, having lobbied successfully for exemption from SSAP12,

the EEC Fourth Directive and the Companies Act 1981 on this issues

of depreciation of investment properties, now hopes for other

similar exemptions.' In reply to this, Mr P.Sober (82.23) wrote

'..Nr Turk seems to be under the impression that the BPF have

lobbied the ASC in some Machiavellian way in the depreciation

debate. The facts are that the ASC were convinced by the arguments

that the BPF was able to put forward because they had a factual and

logical basis and for no other reason. It is not correct to say
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that exemption was granted for investment properties for, the EEC

Fourth Directive and the Companies Act 1981... Turning to Mr Turk's

strictures on niy views, and those of the BPF, on property leases,

he wishes to know why they are different from other leases. I

cannot think of any other asset which is leased where the lease

has:

-regular rental reviews;

-assignability;

- possible capital value;

-a life which goes well beyond any other form of asset that is

leased;

-statutory protection to the tenant in any cases. The major

area of operating lease activity is that of plant leasing and

the above list clearly shows why property leasing is totally

different from such leases.

The BPF is not, as Mr Turk implies, a lone voice in expressing

concern for the affect on property leases of ED 29. A number of

major institutions, including the Royal Institution of Chartered

Surveyors, the British Multiple Retailers Assocition, the National

Association of Pension Funds and the Hundred Group have each made

their own submissions that ED29 is not relevant to property

leases.......I am also unable to follow his views on the difference

between commitments and liabilities. I am not sure a lending banker

would understand the distinction he draws....'

The Planning Sub-committe, on its meeting held on 7 September

1982, placed the leasing topic on the top of the list of ASC

programme.
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The ASC, in its September meeting, considered a report on

the comments on ED 29. The report explained that in the light of

these comments, the following four options were available to the

Committee: -

(a) Proceed to a standard requiring capitalisation of finance

leases along the lines of ED 29.

(b) Proceed to a standard which requires only disclosure of

lease commitments and certain other information for a

transitional period of 	 (say)	 three years and which

requires capitalisation of finance leases after a three

year period.

Cc) Proceed to a standard which requires only the disclosure

of lease commitments and certain other information and

undertake to review the standard after (say) three years.

(d) Do not develop a standard on this subject.

After much discussion the Committee agreed by a majority (3

against) that it would like to see finance leases on the balance

sheet and it would be prepared to go through necessary interim

stages to achieve this. Therefore it was agreed that the working

party would proceed with option(b). Also, it was agreed that

consultation should take place with the committee's legal adviser

to establish whether the inclusion in a lessee's balance sheet of

an asset, the title to which belongs to the lessor, is legally

justified. In addition consultation should take place with him and

thereafter with the Department of Trade to see whether there was

any prospect of extending the disclosure requirements of the

Companies Acts so that they specifically included reference to

lease commitments. The results of these discussions would be
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reported back to the Committee.

P.Holgate (82.24), under the title 'Much comment, little

consensus', discussed the comments received by the ASC on ED29. He

argued that 'the comments were interesting in two main respects.

Firstly, as with comments received on most exposure drafts, the

letters contained a good deal of detailed su ggestions, most of

which were very well thought out. Secondl y, on a more general

level, the letters gave some considerable insi ght into the

strategic considerations which currentl y face the ASC and into the

way in which special interest groups present their arguments and

organise support for their case. ..The reaction of commentators to

the capitalisation proposal was exteremely mixed. Perhaps

surprising l y, there was more support for capitalisation from

companies than from professional firms.

Also of particular interest were the letters received from certain

representative bodies. The opposition to ED29 by the ELA had been

widely reported and its letter of comment reflected its continuing

opposition to capitalistion. Interestingly, however, it gave

relatively little emphasis to this point and concentrated its

attack on various aspects of lessor accounting, including the vexed

question of how to treat regional development grants (RDGs) in the

members' profit and loss accounts.'

A press report (82.25), under the title 'Leasing draft finds

few friends', said that 'Leasing exposure draft has won only

qualified approval from accountancy firms and has been sharply

criticised by the leasing industry.' The press report said that
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submissions to the ASC ran to 456 pages but the lack of clear

consensus posed problems for the new-look Committee which must

decide whether or not to embody ED29 as a full accounting standard.

Press reports (82.26) and (82.27), announcing the publication

of the international accounting standard 17, 'Accounting for

leases', said that the new standard closely followed the British

Exposure Draft 29, and required lessees to capitalise finance

leases -a move which had been opposed by bodies such as the ELA

and Finance Houses Association.

D.Nurrell (82.28), a partner in Peat, Marwick, Mitchell,

discussed the criteria for choosing between the different forms of

leasing.

G.Jenkins (82.29), director of Mercantile Credit Co., and a

member of the ASC working party on leasing, discussed acquiring

vehicles through leasing contract hire or hire purchase

arrangements. He concluded that 'Tax aspects of acquiring vehicles

through leasing contract hire or hire purchase arrangements must be

considered carefully, for these will, have an important bearing upon

the decision to lease, to acquire by the hire purchase route, or to

resort to other sources of borrowing..'

R.Evans (82.30), of Lambard North Central, discussed the

evaluation of various vehicle funding options from outright

purchase through to leasing or contract hire, using some cash flow

analyses.
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In 1983, R.Lister (83.1), discussed how leasing can affect

borrowing power, concluding that 'Leasing possesses many real,

especially fiscal, advantages. Financial managers will best

further corporate soundness and profitability if they exploit these

advantages. They should be duly sceptical about illusory

attractions which could lead to mutually unsatisfactory or

dangerous contracts. ' This provoked comment from C.Tourick (83.2),

financial controller of Armco Europe Fiance Ltd, who wrote 	 'Roger

Lister's attack on the leasing industry (Accountancy Age, 20

January) contained far too many sweeping generalisations and

largely ignored the many real benefits of leasing, benefits which

have led to over £9 billion of leased assets being used by British

industry.......On the question of whether leasing impinges on

borrowing powers set out in articles of associaton, I doubt whether

this is true, and I regard the request by the Accounting Standards

Committee in ED29, for evidence on this area to be submitted to

them, as being a sign of their growing determination to scotch this

recurrent claim for evermore. Leasing is still one of the most

flexible, inexpensive and tax-efficient methods of asset financing

available to UK companies. ' Replying to this comment, R. Lister

(83.3) wrote 'Cohn Tourick ... recognises, as I do in my

article...., that the impact of leasing on formal borrowing power

as stipulated in the articles of Association and other places is an

open question. But he presents no argument against my main

contention -namely that, despite what the industry's publicity

material often implies, leasing encroaches directly on effective

borrowing capacity. 	 I agree that leasing has many intrinsic

advantages. The illusory attactions that are too widely promulgated
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were my target.' Commenting on this reply, C.Tourick (83.4), said

'... My main objection was that his (R.Lister) article, captioned

'the pros and cons of leasing', contained about four column-feet of

(supposed ) cons and only 1.5 column-inches of prosi However, I

now feel that the honour of the leasing industry has been satisfied

by the closing remarks in his letter, which include the sentence 1

agree that leasing has may intrinBiC advantages.

A press report (83.5) said that 'the leasing industry

continued its expansion last year with a six percent increase in

business registered by members of the ELA.'

Key Note Publication (83.6), in its latest study, said that

'Future growth of the leasing industry largely depends on

government fiscal measures and allowances, but in any case the

implementation of ED29 will 'distort' the leasing market..' ' ED29,

said the study, will mean that leases will have to be divided into

those which are to be capitalised and those which are not...This

may lead to an expansion of the operating market and consequest

increase in equipment related risk to lessors.'

J.Clemison (83.7), under the title 'Vehicle leasing today'

discussed how the face of vehicle leasing has changed.

The ASC working party on leasing, from September 1982 to June

1983, had held consultative meetin gs with representatives of:

The ELA.

The British Vehicle Rental and Leasing Association.
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The ConBtruction Plant-Hire Association.

Five major clearing banks (arranged by CLCB).

The Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors.

Small Practionera and representatives of small business.

Following these meetings, the working party prepared a report to

the ASC, for its July meeting, about the leasing standard. It

recommended the following Changes to the text of ED29.

(a) Transitional	 provisions.	 Paragraph	 65	 permitted

delaying implementation of capitalisation by lessees.

(b) Disclosure requirements.	 The disclosure requirements,

especially for lessee companies,	 had been reduced

significantly.

Cc)	 Conceptual basis.	 The working party had reviewed the

conceptual basis of the standard and amended the

Explanatory Note to set out this aspect with greater

clarity.

(d) Lessors's income reco gnition. The proposed standard

allows less choice of methods of income recognition than

did ED 29.

Ce)	 A paragraph on sub-leases had been added.

(f)	 Part 4 of the standard now dealt with the Companies

Act.

The ASC, in its July meeting, considered a proposed standard

on Accounting for Leases and H.P.C. Some detailed points were

raised in relation to the draft standard but, in principle, the

Committee expressed its support for the content of the standard.

It was agreed, however, that as the standard had been developed
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before ASC's recent review of the standard getting process had been

completed, it would be sensible to discuss the standard with

representatives of each CCAB Council whose unanimous approval is

required before the standard can be issued. Particular note was

taken of the concern expressed by the Irish Institute, because the

Eire tax regulations regarding tax allowances differ in emphasis

from those in the UK. The results of the discussions with the

governing bodies would be reported at the September meeting of the

Committee, at which a final vote on the standard would be taken.

A press report (83.8) revealed that the standard on leasing,

which recognised the comments on ED29, was debated in the July

meeting of the ASC and that with regard to the proposed

capitalisation of finance leases by lessees gave ELA members

concessions. P.Rutteman (83.9), chairman of the ASC working party,

'The comments were in favour of capitalisation.' He explained: 'The

ELA were concerned about the treatment of regional development

grants. We have given them a compormise on RDGs, allowing them to

gross them up.' Commenting on the worries of B?? about considering

property leases as finance leases (which warranted capitalisation

under the proposed standard), Rutteman said 	 'We had made it clear

that property leases would normally be operating leases.'

A press report (83.10) said that 'The ASC is facing one of its

most difficult dilemmas for many years. It wishes to issue a

standard on leasing, conformity with which it believes is essential

if accounts are to show a true and fair view; but such a standard

would probably mean the end of a major tax avoidance scheme in
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Ireland and possibly damage indus trial investment. Not

suprisingly, the Irish Institute is unhappy about the prospect of

the SSAP and, as the constitution of ASC requires approval of all

its members bodies before it can agree a standard, the Irish have

an effective, if embarrassing, veto.' 	 The report discuBsed the

problem in details.

H.Macnair (83.11), under the title 'The Leasing pattern',

discussed how finance leasing gave rise to some overlooked tax

points, considering the planning implications.

A press report (83.12) said that 'The standard on accounting

for Leases and H.P.C., SSAP2I, is ready to roll, but the ASC has

delayed taking a final vote on the proposals to allow time to

consider the position in respect of Eire tax regulations.. and

concern has been expressed by the Irish Institute that the standard

may have an adverse influence on forthcoming discussions with the

Eire Revenue.' The press report revealed that 'I.Davison (82.13),

chairman of the ASC I is to visit Dublin to discuss the matter

before the next ASC meeting at the end of September.'

In the September meeting of the ASC, it was noted that during

August and September a number of discussions had taken place with

each of the CCAB member bodies with a view to identifying any

problems with the standard vhich might result if any one of the

members rejected the standard when it is considered formally by

the CCAB. These discussions led to some minor amendments to the

draft.	 It was also noted that the Council of the Irish InBtitute
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had requested ASC to defer a final vote on the standard for six

months in order to allow sufficient time to establish the Irish

government's intentions regarding capital allowances on leased

assets. Having considerd the matter the ASC agreed, with one

member dissenting, to submit the standard to the CCAB with the

recommendation that it be issued as a statement of standard

accounting practice.	 The ASC should refer to CCAB the

constitutional problem which might arise if the Council of the

Irish Institute lB unable to support the promulgation of the

standard.

The Committee approved, subject to a minor amendment, the text of a

technical release to be published with the standard.

It was agreed that a small group of the ASC would review the draft

guidance notes which had been prepared to support the standard.

After they had reviewed the document and commented on it, the draft

would be sent to all members of the committee for thier approval

prior to its publication.

A press report (83.14), under the title 'SSAP2I threatens

tax-based leasing in Irish Republic, discussed the Irish problem

with the proposed standard on accounting for leasing. The press

report said that '..If the CCAB presidents know what is good for

the profession, they will surely agree on November 7 to postpone

approval of SSAP2I. If they fail to do so, the Irish Institute,

faced with the alternative of a revolt by many of its members,

will almost certainly, even if reluctantly, use its veto powers and

prevent approval of SSAP2I.
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In the November meeting of the ASC, it was noted the Councils

of CCAB are to consider the Accounting Standard on Accounting for

Leases and H.P.C. over the next few months and that the Council of

the Scottish Institute had already approved the standard.

A press report (83.15) revealed that 'Presidents of the UK

accountancy bodies have refused the call of the Irish ICA president

N. Downes to delay the introduction of SSAP2I, the accounting

standard on leasing. Before Monda y 's quarterl y meeting of the

presidents of the CCAB Downes wrote to them urging them not to

introduce SSAP2I, until Ireland's Minister of Finance has decided

on the future of tax-based leasin g.' English ICA and CCAB

president E.Ray (83.16) said after the meeting: 'CCAB is not the

body that stops or starts accounting standard' He added that the

presidents considered introducing a standard just for the UK but it

'would not do.

A press report (83.17) said that 'The Irish government has

told the Irish Institute that it will be making a statement on the

future of tax-based leasing in late January or early February, much

earlier than had been anticipated. The news means that the

Institute's position on SSAP2I is greatly easied and that we may

expect to see a solution to the problem soon after. However, the

timing still means that a dela y will have to occur: this has been

solved by some tactical manoeuvrina by Institute Secretary

R.Donovan who has made sure that the a genda for December's Council

meeting is already too full to allow time to discuss the standard.

Instead, it will be considered at a meeting in Januar y b which
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time the Institute ho pes to know which way the government will

turn.

A press report (83.18) said that 'the Irish Institute has been

seeking to delay the standard pending expected Irish Budget

proposals indicating changes in the way in which capital allowances

will be granted. The standard (SSAP2I) is OK for the Irish if there

is no hange in the tax treatment. At present, the Irish

government is reconsidering the tax treatment of its leasing

industry, and an announcement is due in January or February.'

In 1984, a press report (84.1) revealed that 'The Irish ICA

has again blocked publication of SSAP2I, the leasing standard, and

effectively delayed its implementation by at least six months. The

ASC was ready to release SSAP2I last August but it conflicted with

Irish tax legislation and the Irish Institute exercised its veto.

Institute president N.Downes (84.2) said: 'It leaves us in a

difficult position but ye cannot give the go-ahead until we have a

clear indication of the legal position.' 'The problem', said the

report, 'centres on the treatment of capital allowances. In the UK

the lessor receives the allowance but in Ireland it is given to

whoever bears the wear and tear. At present this is given to the

lessor on the basis that depreciation is charged but a standard

which obliges lessees to capitalise and depreciate finance leases

'nay persuade the Irish government to withdraw the allowance from

the lessor.'

Another press report (84.3) indicated that 'The Institute is
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poised to implement the leasing accounting standard following the

Irish finance minister's budget speech on Wednesday....So far the

Institute has held back from adopting the standard, because the

Irish government has failed to give a satisfactory policy statement

on the tax treatment of leasing arrangements. D.Bourke (84.4), its

technical director, said that 'one of the main problems is the

obscurity of the current law. We need the assurances, because if we

implement the standard and tax law is changed, then the cost of

leasing may rise drammatically, with serious effects on companies

and perhaps the whole economy'.

R.Owens (84.5), a director of Forward Trust Group, under the

title 'Why SSAP21 isn't the answer', argued that many of the

intrinsic problems in accounting for leasing made it difficult to

arrive at an approach which would answer all questions. That being

so, there should be sufficient latitude within the framework of a

standard to facilitate the overriding test of 'true and fair'. He

said 'I feel that this standard is too limiting in its application,

and thus fails adequately to do the job required of it.'

A press report (84.6) said that 'The long-awaited leasing

standard SSAP2I is still unlikely to come into force before 1 July

despite proposals in the Irish Budget last week to abandon

tax-based leasing...' Irish Institute President N.Downes (84.7)

said: 'The Budget has gone a long way to clear the position. It is

very indicative but not definitive of the government's thinking. We

are hoping to clear the standard by the middle of the year and it

could be in force by 1 July or 1 September.
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Another press report (84.7) revealed that	 'the continued

failure of the Irish ICA to approve SSAP2I, the leasing standard,

has sparked new concern for the future of the consultative

committee of accountancy bodies and its role in the

standard-setting process. ' The ASC, according to the report, had

long been concerned that its work could effectively be voted by the

councils of the CCAB bodies -in this instance the standard has been

bloked by the external problem of Irish tax legislation. A more

likely solution to this problem would be a rule chan ge to restrict

the power of veto. Scots ICA president J.Shav (84.9) said: 'The

CCAB is now getting on for 10 years old and any organisation or

institutions of that age is in pretty urgent need of an overall.'

This shows how the leasing standard (on the specific level) would

affect the process of setting accounting standard more generally.

In a press report (84.10), it was revealed that the Irish

Institute is to withdraw objections to the leasing standard.

D.Bourke (84.11), technical director of the Institute, said: 'It

could be said that the budget statement has cleared up any doubts

we had,' 'The Policy Committee will meet on 10 February and is

expected to withdraw its objections to the standard', he added.

A press report (84.12) said that 'the Irish Institute is still

delaying its decision on whether to approve SSAP21, despite the

Irish Govenment's annoncement last month that it intends to abolish

tax-based leasing. The question was to have resurfaced at the Irish

Council meeting on 10 February but this was cancelled at the last

minute. The debate will now continue at the next meeting on 8
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Ilarch.' fleanwhile the Institute, the report said, is canvassing

the views of council members on how to proceed. The results are

expected this week and they are likely to indicate that members

want to postpone the decision for another month until the Irish

Finance Bill is published at the end of March.'

Another press report (84.13) said that '....Because the Irish

government has not yet released its revised tax proposals to

ameliorate the problem arising over capitalisation of leased assets

by lessees, the council of the Irish Institute has deferred its

decision. It is to consider the matter at its next meeting, in

March, by which time it is hoped that the Irish tax problem will

have been resolved.

S.Page (84.14), discussed the history of the Irish ICA's

difficulties over SSAP2I. He concluded that if this analysis was

correct it would appear that there were no real obstacles to stop

the Irish Institute from approving the leasing standard. But the

saga raised a number of interesting questions:

'-Is it right that the determination of what represents a true

and fair view should be affected by tax?

- Can it be logical for leases to be accounted for one way in

the UK (which includes Northern Ireland) and in a different

way in the Republic of Ireland?

- Is it a satisfactory arrangement whereby an accounting

standard, once approved by the ASC and by five of the six

CCAB councils can be blocked by the sixth?'

Whatever the outcome of the leasing saga, said Page, these were
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likely to be among the questions which vere discussed by those

concerned vith setting standards in the UK and Ireland.

Lloyds and Scottish (84.15) (instalment credit, equipment

leasing, factoring distribution and retailing) has in its accounts

for the year ended 30 September changed accounting policy in

respect of leased assets to bring it into line with the proposed

SSAP21.

A press report (84.16), under the title 'SSAP2I still awaits

the Irish?', said: '.. the Irish Institute still feels unable to

confirm SSAP2I as full clarification may not come until the Finance

Bill is passed. It is understood that the dela y is not because of

any technical objections b y the Irish Institute.'

R.Ashton (84.17), Nottingham University academic, conducted

a study to show how the new way of accounting for leases (proposed

by SSAP2I) affected significant financial ratios of the companies.

He found that 'companies currently writing-off leasing directly in

the profit and loss accounting will find that their gearing ratios

deteriorate substantially if the proposed standard becomes

mandatory. ' A press report (84. 18), commenting on this study, said

that Ashton's results might conflict with another survey of 200

companies by Nanchester University which generally found support

for SSAP2I. Ashton's results might be upset because his sample only

covered larger companies which wanted to comply with ED29.

N.NacDonal.d (84.19) (partner at Ernst and Whinney), commenting on

Ashton's results, said: 'If he picked really big companies then
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I would have guessed that result.	 If he had picked small or

medium ones then I would not expect that line.' P.Rutteman (84.20)

said that he would 'neet Ashton to investigate the very strange

results thrown up by his field test of the standard.'

A press report (84.21) said that 'The ASC looks all set to

finally approve the leasing standard at its meeting next week, once

the Irish Finance Act has been published, probably at the end of

this week.' D.Bourke (84.22), technical director of the Irish

Institute, said that 'subject to there being no developments, they

would give the go ahead at the end of the week.'

Another press report (84.23) said that 'The path should be

cleared this week for the ASC to go ahead with the publication of

its standard on the accounting treatment of leases. It has been

delayed for months by the failure of the Irish Institute of

Chartered Accountant to give its approval because of 'a conflict'

between the standard and Irish tax law.. ' The report said that the

ELA urged that the proposed standard be re-examined completely in

the light of the changes to the corporate tax system. The ASC,

however, had rejected this suggestion and was prepared only to

amend the guidance notes.

In the May meeting of the ASC, it was noted that, although

final approval had still to be obtained, it was almost certain that

the proposed standard on 'Accounting for Leases and H.P.C. ' would

Bhortly be approved by the Irish Institute. Some minor changes to

the proposed standard were approved, including a six month
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postponement of its effective date because of the delay in its

passage through the CCAB Councils. It was hoped that these changes

could be approved by the CCAB Presidents on behalf of their

Councils, so as to avoid further delay.

P.Holgate (84.24) (Under-Secretary to the ASC, and a previous

secretary to the ASC working party which developed SSAP2I), under

the title 'Laying the ghosts in leasing's house of horrors',

discussed some of detailed changes which had been made in SSAP21.

These were: materiality, leases of land and buildings, disclosure

of operating leases and tangibility.

Taylor and Turley (84.25), clarifying the nature of their

study mentioned in a press report (84.18), said: '...Our study

investigated the opinions of management in 200 UK companies on

alterantive methods of lease accounting which might be contained

in an accounting standard. We also sought opinions on the possible

effects of the introduction of a leasing standard. We found

significant support for most of the proposals of ED29. In addition,

respondents on the whole did not expect a standard requiring the

capitalisation of finance leases to reduce significanty either the

volume of leasing or Corporate investment. One factor which a

considerable number of respondents suggested might help maintain

investment was the writing of new leases in such a way as to

circumvent a definition of a finance lease and thereby avoid

capitalisation.

In was reported (84.26), that 'many companies will risk an
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audit qualification to their accounts rather than comply with the

accounting standard on leasing due out next month, a leading member

of the industry haB warned. At a Leasin g Digest lunch, the ELA's

immediate past president, L.Christmas (84.27), who was on the ASC

working party, said: 'Delayed implementation of capitalisation will

cause people to wait and see and, when others seem to have trouble

with it, they will not comply, ' He said he did not see how 'a

bare total in the balance sheet' could be more informative than a

note in the accounts. 'All it means is more fees for accountants,'

he added.

It was reported (84.28) that 'At a recent Council meeting of

the Irish Institute, the long-awaited accounting standard on

leasing , SSAP2I, was given conditional approval. That is,

apprqval was subject to there being no major changes in the wording

of the Irish Finance Act...'

In the July meeting of the ASC, it was noted that the

amendments to the proposed SSAPI2 'Accounting of Leases and H.P.C.'

approved by the ASC at its meeting on 30 Play 1984 had been approved

by (or on behalf of) the CCAB Councils, and that the Guidance Notes

to SSAP21 had been unanimously approved for publication by postal

ballot.

Announcing the publication of SSAP21, press reports (84.29),

(84.30), and (84.31) said that the new standard required the

Capitalisation of leases ( opposed by the ELA), but it permitted

the grossing -up of RDGs. The reports said that the new standard
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was accompanied by a technical release and guidance notes.

Other press reports, announcing the publication of SSAP21),

discussed the controversy surrounded the publication of ELA

statement. The aim of this statement was to help the ELA's members

to cope with the transitional effects of the changes in the

corporation tax struture.

One report (82.32) said that ' The Accountancy profession is split

over the leasing industry's proposal that lessors should 'gross up'

pre-tax profits in their accounts following the failure of the new

leasing standard,	 published last week, to take account of

post-Budget changes in corporation tax.' Another press report

(84.33) said that 'Budget changeB phasing out first-year allowances

and reducing the rate of corporation tax have caused a lot of

headaches for the leasing industry. So in an attempt to resolve

some of the difficulties the ELA has just issued recommendations to

its members on how they might deal with the accountancy problems

raised. SSAP2I was published last week but does not touch on the

Budget changes.' Also, a press report (84.34) said that 'The

long-delayed leasing standard, SSAP2I, was published last week but

is already arousing controversy because of a rival statement of

accounting practice from the ELA. The Association published its own

recommendations two days before the ABC...'	 Futherinore, a press

report (84.35) said that 'the exposure draft had already been

upstaged by the ELA which the day before had produced its own

standard to cope with the transitional effects on lessors of the

changes in the corporation tax structure...'

The ELA recommendation was to rectify distortion of pre-tax losses
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by grossing up the tax benefit by the appropriate rate of tax and

treating it as additional rental income. At the same time any

amount equal to this 'tax' should be added to the period's tax

charge. This is consistent with the ELA'a insistence on the

grossing up of regional development grants- allowed as a treatment

in SSAP2I. G.Jenkina (84.36), vice chairman of the ELA, said: 'Our

members face the problem of having to report pre-tax figures which

will not give a reasonable and fair picture.' 'We don't want to

distort pretax profit. There is a particular attitude in the

readers of accounts in the UK. No one here pays much attention to

the post-tax figure' he added. These recommendation were supported

by some accounting firms. N.Nacdonald (84.37), partner with Ernst

and Whinney, said: 'In principle I am happy with the concept of

equaliBation. It can be right to have this distinction. There are

times when you do the best you can and then disclose what you have

done. You could argue for five or more different methods but

equalisation is a sensible solution.

R.Chadder (84.38), a Peat, Narwick parter, said that, though

he accepted the grossing up will make it difficult for professional

analysts, let alone the public, to understand the results of the

major banks and their leasing associations for the next two years'.

But other partners in a large acccounting firms were less

supportive. One partner (84.39) said: 'It is not a method that 	 I

personally favour, though I can see the presentational attraction

in it. We will probably go along with it, provided there is proper

and full disclosure'. Another accounting firm (84.40) said: 	 'I

don't think any company should gross up but now the big banks
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tend to do it while small companies don't want to waste time on

the equation.' said another (84.40).

T.Cooke and 3.Glynn (84.41) under the title	 'A	 lease

Accounting Standard- But IS It Too Late?, discussed the problem

areas relating to the adoption of SSAP2I. He concluded that

'...the Guidance Notes to SSAP21 provide adequate coverage of nine

areas of concern. In many ways SSAP2I may have 'missed that boat'.

The ASC placed lease accounting on their priority list in 1973,

now, over a decade later, many of the reasons behind the expansion

of lease finance have been removed and only the future will show

whether SSAP2I will provide significant information to users of

financial iccounts. It is to be hoped that financial institutions

in the UK and Ireland do not follow the US by slightly adjusting

terms of contracts so that technically they fall outside the

definition of a financial lease.'

N.Spinney C84.42), of the British Petroleum, under the title

'Accounting for leases and hire purchase Contracts- SSAP2I in

practice', argued that SSAP2I would not find universial. approval,

but it had been steadily improved. Some worries had been resolved.

He said SSSAP2I deserved a welcome because it would remove some

gaps from financial reporting.

A press report (84.43) said that 'The ELA's formula for a

'convenient' rearrangement of pre and post tax profits in the

accounts of lessors, while corporation tax rates fall, has met with

a variety of responses.' 'It is another of those lovely little
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games', commented B.Willott (84.44), of Spicer & Pegler 'designed

for its commercial effect' 	 In contrast, Roger Chadder (84.45) of

Peat, Narwick, Mitchell said: 'The pre-tax profitB are generally a

more informative measure of performance than post -tax profits.'

Mr Chadder indicated that he would nonetheless had preferred some

recommendation to have come from the ASC. 'It is rather sad ,' he

said, 'that when there is a live and immediate issue, caused by a

change in the tax laws, the ASC can not react quickly enough to

produce its own views on the subject and it has to be left to the

industry.' P.Holgate (84.46), ASC under-secretary, agreed that

these problems were not addressed during the development of SSAP21

or relevant guidance notes. However, he emphasised that the ASC

customarily does not deal with any transitional accounting matters

and said that this issue fell into the category as it would persist

only for a few years. Holgate challenged the ELA's drawing an

analogy between leasing consequences and the grossing up of

regional development grants.

In 1985, J.Galley	 (85.1)	 wrote:	 'Sir,-	 Para	 9	 of

	

SSAP2I. . refers to the purpose of the exposure draft,	 which

requested comments on possible economic consequences of this

proposals on whether capitalisation would, inter alia, cause a

change in the tax treatment of leased assets such that capital

allowances were given to the lessee instead of the lessor. While

reading further on into the matter, I discovered that this clause

appeared not to be answered. I would very much appreciate it if you

would tell me whether in fact there is an answer to this issue.'

Replying to this question, Accountancy (85.2), said: 'The point
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raised in para 9 is answered in para 10, from line 2 onwards, to

the effect that a mixture of views was submitted on the topic, and

that the ASC concluded that the UK Treasury and Government are

likely to be much more influenced by the possible economic

consequences of a change in the rules than by the accounting

treatment adopted.	 It was thus felt not necessary to discuss the

matter further in the text of the standard.'

P.Taylor and S. Turley (85.3) had conducted a study

investigated the opinions of management in a large sample of UK

companies. The aim of the study was to obtain evidence of areas of

controversy surrounding lease accounting standard on the subject

and the likelihood of adverse effects on corporate investment.

Reporting on this study, They (85.4), concentrated on the prospects

for compliance with the main thrust of the ASC's chosen accounting

practice, namely the capitalistion of finance leases by lessees.

Taylor and Turley concluded that there was stron g support for

lease capitalisation and considerable agreement that it would

provide information which would be useful in a number of

important respects. This promised a substantial degree of

complianace with the standard.

N.Jerrom (85.5), a managing director of Commercial & Capital

leasing Ltd, argued that 'It was bound to happen. There never was a

good case for regarding the property in assets under financial

lease arrangements as belonging wholly to the lessor. The Revenue

have hated the concept for years. Now ED29 and SSAP21 have sealed

the fate. Only under leases which are turely operational viii
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assets be eligible to be classed as 'fixed assets' on a lessor's

balance sheet. At the same time, all lease payments on financial

arrangement will have to be amortised over the period of the lease,

so all the 'gimmicks' for individual lessors involving 'lease-in

Bhort, lease-out long' do not work, never have worked and should be

mopped up by the Inland Revenue if and when they have time.'

J.Carr (85.6) (chairman and executive vice president, finance,

of Dataserv Inc and chairman of Premier Computers Ltd) under the

title 'Why accounting for leases is inconsistent', argued that

SSAP2I and FASI3 should be sreamlined to reflect a straightforward

commercial transaction. He said that leasing company's strength

would not be asily identified from accounts prepared under

existing accounting standards.

R.Leach (85.7), under the title 'SSAP2I in action' pointed out

'The standard is barely one year old and has applied at time when

other factors are giving a fundamental effect on the leasing

business. However, comments from lessors, lessees, accountants, the

ASC, and the ELA indicate that objections to the standard are

academic only, and that it has cuased no major headache for

lessors, lessees or anyone else.'

A press article (85.8), under the title 'SSAP2I - its impact

on lessees', discussed the accounts of some companies, revealing

the capitalisation of finance leases in their accounts. These

companies were: Booker NcConnell, Allied-Lyons, Unigate, and Reed

International. The article concluded 'Over the next few months, as
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companies issue accounts which have to comply with SSAP21, it will

be interesting to see how many choose to defer capitalising finance

leases until the last possible moment and how many decide to get it

over with in one year by capitalising the finance leases and giving

the required disclosure.'

R.Lister (85.9), under the title 'Upward trend of leveraged

leasing,' argued that 'the impact of a leveraged lease on the debt

capacity of the parties has to be measured. Conventional analysis

fails to allow that the lessor's leverage resulting from the linked

loan rises rapidly during the life of the lease. He concluded that

leveraged leases required and rewarded careful analysis. They

should be considered as a instrument of flexible and rapid growth.

It was reported (85.10) that 'the interpretation of SSAP2I

applied to a car leasing scheme devised by Swindon-based P44

Leasing Ltd is causing concern among accountants. It has the

support of its auditor, Roger Chadder of Peats. While the codlvpany

itself writes the lease in such a way that it can be accounted for

as an operating lease, some advisers argue that the lease should be

regarded as a finance lease....'

A.Lennard (85.11), of Peat, Narvick in London, under the title

'Classifying leases: more guidance needed', said that	 the

implementation period of SSAP2I had coincided with significant

developments in the leasing industry as lessors reacted to the

corporation tax changes introduced in the 1984 Fincance Act. In the

light of these changes, he argued, the crucial distinction between
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finance and operating leases was not made clearly enough by SSAP2I,

with unfortunate results for lessees, lessors and their auditors.

In 1986, R.Luscombe (86.1), under the title 'A lease through

the looking glass', argued that '.. At this stage perhaps I should

express some misgivings as to my own interpretation of SSAP2I.	 I

mean, I know (or at least presume) that SSAPs are drawn up by most

eminent persons who would never allow dogma to overtake common

sense. Nonetheless, it does seem to be a little curious to call

your own motor car a debtor in your balance sheet just because you

lease it to somebody. It seems even more curious to show somebody

else's motor car in your balance sheet as a motor car and

apparently yours (although you have merely leased it yourself from

the rightful owner) simply because you use it in your Own

business...

A press article (86.2) said that 'While SSAP2I Accounting for

Leases and H.P.C. has still to be brought fully into force, some

companies are already capitalising their finance leases.	 The

article discussed the accounts of Associated Paper Industries,

Burton Group, Stainless fletalcraft and Rank Hovis NcDougall

companies, revealing the capitalisation of finance leases in their

accounts.

A pressreport (86.3) revealed that the accounts of Sound

Diffusion, the Sussex based electronic company, had been held up by

problems in implementing the new accounting standard (SSAP2I).

P.Stonor (86.4) (the chairman of the company) said, in a letter to
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shareholders, 'the application of SSAP2I had caused a 'prodigious

amount of work for the company.' H.Brown (86.5), audit partner

dealing with the company at Ernst and Whinny, agreed the SSAP had

caused problems, but said: 'There are still some outstanding issues

between us and the company.' Brown said the application of SSAP21

had caused particular problems for the company because it is a

mixture of a sales and leasing business. 'They have totally

revamped the whole basis of the accounts, and they have had to

re-jig the whole of their leasing arrangements,' he said.

A press report (86.7) said that 'Companies which joined the

leasing orgy following the 1984 Budget may not be regretting the

effects on their profit and loss accounts. But those who abstained

may now reap rewards by switching to finance lease capitalisation

under SSAP21. The benefits are highlighted in the defence document

of engineering group AE, which is fighting a £ 250 million bid from

Turner and Newall. It has swiched to using SSAP2I and produced an

extra £2.4 million bid from Turner and Newall. It has switched to

using SSAP2I as produced an extra £2.4 million profits for the

already audited 1985 results. The boost in the year to 30 September

should be worth the same again to projected earnings before tax of

£28 million. •..'

It was reported (86.7), (86.8), and (86.10)	 that	 the

availability of capital allowances on leases had been clarified by

the Inland Revenue, with confirmation that SSAP2I on leases would

not alter their tax position. 	 This confirmation followed

discussions with the ELA concerning misunderstandings about
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entitlement to capital allowances in the cases of adopting SSAP21.

B.Picking (86.9), a partner in Arthur Andersen & Co., argued

that SSAP2I keeps too many leasing transactions off the balance

sheet. The distinction between finance and operating leases is

artificial and open to abuse, concluding that '..It is to be hoped

that the principle of subBtance over form embodied in the

Institute's technical release (on Off Balance Sheet Finance,

December 1985) will be applied equally to leasing transactions as

to other forms of off balance sheet finance, and that SSAP2I will

not fail for want of vigorous application.'

In 1987, it was reported (87.1) that 'Barclays Bank has

changed its method of accounting for leases .. The change to the

acturial method of lease accounting brings the bank's policy into

line with SSAP2I which takes effect on 1 July.' C.Wheeler (87.2),

of Barclays, said: 'Barclays had been using the investment period

method in accounting for its leases..' 'The actuarial method is

more prudent than the one we were using. So we decided to change',

he said.

A press report (87.3) revealed that 'Details of inconsistency

by auditors in applying SSAP2I are to be presented to the ASC by

the ELA. Leasing companies are finding that even within the same

firms partners at different offices are coming to opposite

conclusions about leases of the same type.' ELA chairman A.Outten

(87.4) said: 'We would have welcomed a standard with greater

definition.' But he was enthusiastic about an idea floated by Peat
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Narwick partner Roger Chadder for an ASC-Authorised Committee to

adjudicate in border line cases between operating and finance

leases. This committee could be established by the ELA under the

auspices of the ASC. ASC chairman Michael Renshall (87.5) said he

was still waiting for the lessors' 'Shopping list'. 'But we are

always receptive to sensible suggestions', he added.

The English ICA (87.6) (87.8) and (87.10) had issued a

technical release on the im plementation of SSAP2I. the standard on

leasing. SSAP2I become mandatory for periods beginning on or after

1 July 1987. The release drew attention to the problems of

distinguishing between finance and operating leaseB.

Under the title 'Lease SSAP fails to please', a press report

(87.?) said that 'A major battle is brewing between auditors and

leasing companies over the application of leasing standard SSAP2I.

The widely-expected result is a call for a new lease accounting.'

The report said that the Technical Committee of the English

Institute had reminded auditors, in its technical release on the

implementation of SSAP2I, that complying with the letter of the

standard (which came fully into force on 1 July 1987) might not be

enough. The Institute had reminded auditors to apply the spirit

rather than the letter of SSAP 21.

It was reported (87.9) that 'Binder Haml yn have been sacked as

auditors of com puter leasing company IBL, following a row over the

accounting treatment of leasin g contracts. And a disgreement with

Ernst and Whinney over the same subiect led electrical leasing
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company Sound Diffusion to ask the DTI for leave to produce

audited accounts u p to three months late. The report said that

joint working party of the English ICA and the ELA is ex pecting to

produce a report on leasing contract accountin g later this year...'

A press report (87.11) said that the publication of technical

release on SSAP2I had come under fierce attack from top 20 firm

Robson Rhodes. Jim Carty (87.12) (of Robson Rhodes), in a letter

to Brian Worth (the Technical Committee chairman of ICAEW), 	 wrote

'the document was unhelpful and we would recommend that the

Technical Committee should not make any further public statements

on matters of accounting principles.' He wrote 'We do not consider

it a function of a junior committe of one of the sponsoring bodies

of that Accounting Standard Committee to attempt in a unilateral

way to amend, or place particular interpretations upon, statements

of Btandard accounting practice. These should come, if anywhere,

from the ASC itself'. Nr Carty (87.13) said 'TR 664 is worded in a

very bad way. You could draw all sorts of conclusions from it. One

of my clients thought it could be read to mean that SSAP2 could be

disregarded.' Furthermore, he added, the busy practitioner was

already inundated with enough paper from other sources. 	 But, as

the Institute (87.14) pointed out 'its Technical Advisor y Service

receives around 5.000 calls a year, many of which are from

practitioners seeking advice on accounting standards.'	 G. Mitchell

(of the ICAEW) said 'The ASC with its small resources could not

possibly deal with all those queries,' 'and in any case, members

are entitled to expect help from their Institute. The answers that

we give are always cleared with the ASC' he said. The technical
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release, he added, had been written by ASC staff and the ASC was

'delighted at gaining explicit support from one of its major

constituency bodies'.

A press report (87.15) said that 'Companies are still in the

dark about how to apply the leasing standard in practice, an expert

warned this week.' R.Chadder of Peat Marwick NcLintock, according

to the press report, attacked guidelines issued in the summer by

the English ICA.	 He singled out for criticism schemes being

marketed by Forward Trust.

The English ICA (87.16) had approved a new software package

that claimed to take '....the headache out of meeting SSAP2I'.

The software would produce balance sheet, profit and loss and notes

to accounts in accordance with SSAP2I. Complex calculations could

be carried out automaticlly. G.Nacmillan (87.17), Catsoft director,

said: 'The new leasing standards are so complex that if you have

more than about five leases it gets very hard to handle all the

volumes manually. 'In Australia microcom puter software has played a

crucial role in supporting the standard' he added.

The conclusion from this section is that SSAP was issued in

July 1984. It insisted on capitalisation of finance leases in the

accounts of lessee as suggested by ED29, but it allowed grossing up

of regional development grant which was prohibited in the exposure

draft.

This outcome, as a visible event at that time, was connected,
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in one way or another, with the invisible interactions and power

relations (which preceded and surrounded such event) between the

ASC and finance directors of companies (and other directors) and

others concerned with the standard. Also, this outcome was

succeeded by interactions and power relations as shown in Figure

7.2, from July 1984 to the end of 1987. This was, partially, due to

the delaying of implementation date of the standard for the lessees

to the first of July 1987.

As illustrated in the section, the leasing industry involved

in the network of the interactions and power relations about the

standard, objected to the capitalisation of leases (see written

submissions of the ELA, the Finance Hosuing Association, and the

British Vehicle Rental & Leasing Assocaitions, (82.2), (82.3),

(83.6), and (84.5)]. But the standard brought a different treatment

from that suggested by the leasing industry and similar to the one

suggested by the ASC (i.e capitalisation). This can be understood

in the light of the following.

Firstly, the ASC worked for a long time for this standard

(about 11 years), untilising different disciplinary techiques such

as formal and informal meetings, discussions (even in the early

stages of the exposure draft), courses, public hearings, talks to

the press by officials,...etc.

Secondly, the views of the ASC on capitalisations, was

supported intentionally or otherwise, by the views of other

interested groups, particulary from some leasing companies and
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other types of companies (see written submissions from companies

and other groups,	 (81.22),	 (81.22),	 (81.23),	 (81.24),	 (81.28),

(81.34)1, as well as with the issuing of	 the international

standard in April 1982 which recommended capitalisation, ((82.6),

and (84.15)].

Thirdly, and finally, the leasing industry itself was divided

about capitalisation. For example Mr G.Jenkins of Mercantile

leasing Ltd, Mr H. Rypma of Rank Xerox Ltd (see also written

submission of his company), Mr Young of Lombard North Central, were

all members of the ASC working party on leasing and all of them

were in favour of capitalisation (see (82.8)].

On the other hand, the standard allowed grossing up of

regional development grants as suggested by the leasing industry.

This was, possibly, because of the unity of the leasing industry

concerning this issue and the support, intentionlly or otherwise,

of this issue by the other types of companies and other

representative bodies.

This outcome which required capitalisation (as suggested by

the ASC) and allowed grossing-up (as recommended by the leasing

industry) demonstrates that power in the process of setting the

leasing standard is not possessed by the ASC or by leasing industry

(or by any other group). It is rather exercised through a network

of relations in which different groups are involved.

Finally, (SSAP21), somewhat unintentionally, was delayed for
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one year (from July 1983 to July 1984) not because of any technical

objectiona on the standard but because of Irish tax problem. 	 And

most of the interactions and power relations at this period were

about this problem (see (83.12), 	 (83.13),	 (83.14),	 C83.15),

(83.16), (83.17), (83.18), (84.1), (84.3), (84.4), (84.6), 	 (84.7),

(84.8),	 (84.9),	 (84.10),	 (84.111,	 (84.12),	 (84.13),	 (84.14),

(84.16), (84.23), and (84.28)].

7.3 CONCLUDING COMMENTS

The analysis introduced in the previous sections, shows the

manner by which interactions and power relations are exercised in

the process of setting the leasing standard. This power, it can

be argued building on Section 5.5, has disci plinary, relational.

and positive aspects.

It is disciplinary because it is exercised	 through

disciplinary apparatuses/techniques.	 These	 techniques,	 as

highlighted in the previous sections, were: published articles in

the financial press, letters to the press, formal and informal

meetings between the ASC and finance directors and other interested

groups, press comments, press news about the progress of the

standard, public hearings, written submissions to the ASC, and

publishing the annual reports of some companies and audit reports.

These disciplinary techniques rendered the views of companies

and other interested groups and standard setters (about the

standard) visible and governable. This visibilit y increased, as
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indicated Section 5.5, 	 by	 the ASC's movement towards an

increasingly o pen policy about its work. It was, also, magnified

through the professional and financial press (see the 1978 element

in Figure 7.1 and all elements in Figure 7.2).

Power exercised in the setting of the leasing standard was

relational in a sense that it was exercised from all involved in

this process including companies and other interested parties and

the ASC. As illustrated although the leasing industry was involved

in the network of power relations concerning the leasing exposure

draft, the resulting exposure draft (ED2I) brought a treatment (i.e

capitalisation of leases in the accounts of lessees) which is

similar to the views of the ASC. This does not mean, as the

traditional model of power suggests, that the ASC has a power over

the leasing companies, rather it means that thie treatment was

supported, intentionally or otherwise by other persons and groups

involved in the network of power relations concerning this

standard. Also when the standard was issued in July 1984, allowing

grossing up of regional development grants as suggested by the

leasing industry, does not mean that the leasing industry had

power over the ASC. Rather it means that this treatment was

supported, intentionally or otherwise, by the other types of

companies and other representative groups.

Power exercised in the setting of the leasing standard is

positive, in a sense that it produced a massive discourse for a

long period of time (from £971 to 1984) about the leasing topic

through which much more understanding of the nature of this topic
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was gained for all involved in the network of interactions.

In addition, the previous sections demonstrated that the

interactions and power relations concerning the leasing standard

(at the specific level) needs to be located within the wider

context of interactions and power relations about the process of

setting accounting standards at the more general level. As shown in

the 1978 element in Figure 7.1 and the 1979, 1982, 1983 and 1984

elements in Figure 7.2) the interactions and power relations

increased in the period from 1979 to 1984 in comparison with the

previous period (1974-1977). This can be connected to the open

policy adopted by the ASC at the more general level since 1978.

Furthermore, the previous sections demonstrate, in contrast to

the previous studies, that interactions about this standard were

not only manifested through the written submissions. But rather a

variety of forms were involved. In fact, in certain stages of the

history of the standard, the written submission as a form of

interaction was not in existence. As shown in Figure 7.1, and 7.2

there were interactions about this standard 7 years before issuing

the exposure draft(ED29). These interactions manifested themselves

in a variety of forms which excluded written submissions. Also

after issuing the standard (SSAP2I in July 1984) there were

interactions which manifested themselves in a variety of forms

which excluded written submissions.
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7.4 CONCLUSION

This chapter was an attempt	 -utilising	 Foucauldian

genealogical analysis, and the material available in the

professional and financial press and the ASC documents- to trace

the micro-powers (techniques of power) exercised in the setting

of the leasing standard during the period from 1971 to 1988. In so

doing, the Chapter demonstrated the following points.

Firstly, the issuing of the leasing exposure draft (ED29) in

October 1981 and the following standard (SSAP2I), as visible events

during this period, were preceded and surrounded with invisible

interactions and power relations between the ASC and finance

directors (and other directors) of companies and other interested

groups.

Secondly, the role of UK companies' finance directors (and

other directors) in the setting of the leasing standard is not just

a reactive role in termB of written submissions to the ASC, but

also, and may be more importantly, it is an interactive process in

which different forms of interactions are involved. This, in turn,

demonstrates that interactions and power relations were exercised

at all stages of the history of the standard. They were exercised

not only after isBuing the exposure draft, as the previous studies

suggested, but also before and after issuing the exposure draft and

the Btandard.

Thirdly, this role of UK companies' finance directors (and other
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directors) in the Betting of leasing standard can only be fully

understood within the wider context of interactions and

power relations between the ASC and all persons and groups involved

in this process.

Fourthly, and finally, the interactions and power relations at

the specific level (leasing standard) need to be placed within the

wider context of the interactions and power relations concerning

the process of setting accounting standards at the more general

level to gain a full understanding of the process.
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSIONS. IMPLICATIONS. LIMITATIONS,

AND FUTURE RESEARCH

In this concluding Chapter, first, the conclusions are

presented; second, the limitations are addressed, third,

implications are outlined and, finally, suggestions are made for

future research.

CONCLUSIONS

This study has been concerned with understanding the

interactions and power relations between UK companies through

finance directors (and other directors) and those persons and

organisations (who directly or indirectly are involved with the

concern of UK companies) and the Accounting Standards Committee

(ABC). This concern has been analysed at both the general level

(interactions and power relations surrounding the process of

setting accounting standards) and the specific level (i.e

interactions and power relations surrounding the Depreciation

Standard (SSAPI2) and Leasing Standard (SSAP21)]. This focus was

not intended to understand the motivation or interests of UK

companies' finance directors (and other directors) in exercising

power on the ABC, as the previous Btudies suggested. Rather the aim

was directed to analyse the techniques/apparatuses through which

power is exercised in the interactions between them. In other

wordB, the study, was seeking to answer a very different question
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from that asked by the previous studies. This question was: How is

power exercised between UK companies' finance directors (and

other directors) and other interested parties and the ASC ?

The contents of this study can be seen to be divided into

three major sections. The first major section presented a case

for, and outlined the nature of, a methodological approach based

on Foucault's philosophy. Chapters 2 and 3 were devoted to

addressing this concern. The second major section, was concerned

with a critical review of the nature of the literature paying

particular attention to its epistemological and methodological

underpinnings. This was the concern of Chapter 4. Finally, the

third section, and the most substantive part, was addressed to the

application of this methodological approach in understanding the

interactions and power relations between UK companies' finance

directors (and other directors) and other interested parties and

the ASC. Chapters 5, 6, and 7 were addressed to this concern.

In Chapter 2, the concern was primarily with Foucault's

work more generally and its relevance in the context of this study.

In the first part of the Chapter, an underBtanding of the

underlying themes of Foucault's philosophy was presented. It was

argued that Foucault's particular methodology -genealogy- enables

him to introduce to the very root of thought new concepts of the

relationship between power and knowledge, history,	 critique, and

theory and practice. In the second part of the Chapter, the

relevance of these new concepts to this study's concern were

addressed. It was argued that these new concepts have great
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potential as a methodological approach for understanding the

interactions and power relations between UK companies and other

interested parties and the ASC.

Building on the genealogical method discussed in Chapter 2, it

was argued in Chapter 3 that Foucault's aim is not to provide a

theory of power, or an account of its origins, source or

foundations, but rather to describe, what he calls an 'anal ytics of

power' (i.e the concrete mechanisms and practices through which

power is exercised). The conclusion from this analysis was

summarised in the following points. Firstly, power is not possessed

by subjects, it is rather exercised in the relationships and

consequent effect of one action on another.	 Secondly, following

on from this, power cannot be localised in a definite number of

elements or, more generally, in the State apparatus. There is no

focal point, for Foucault, but an endless network of power

relations. Thirdly, power relations are intentional but can be

described without being attributed to particular subjects as their

conscious intentions. Fourthly, power is not merely negative and

repressive, but positive and productive.	 Fifthly, and finally,

power relations are accompanied by resistances.

This Foucauldian anal ytics of power, it was argued in the

second part of Chapter 3, has great potential as a methodological

approach for the concern of this study. This is because there is

no specific legislation in the UK accounting standards. The ASC is

a wholly private body. No legal powers have been delegated to it by

government. Given this situation, the operation of the standards
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and the process of setting them can be characterised as an

exercise of disciplinary power. Thus, the most appropriate way to

understand this power, following Foucault's approach, is by asking

the question:	 y. is power exercised beween UK companies and the

ASC? The answer to this question, following again Foucault's

approach, can be discovered by tracing the micro -powers in the

setting of standards. In this way, by adopting the Foucauldian

analytids of power,	 this study revealed the disciplinary,

relational, unintentional, positive aspects of power exercised

between UK companies and the ASC. This, in turn, will enrich our

understanding about the standards and the process of setting them.

Through the lens of the Foucauldian approach -outlined in

Chapters 2 and 3-, a critical review of the literature was

presented in Chapter 4. The aim of this critical review was to

demonstrate that the stock of knowledge of this literature is

inadequate to satisfy the need of this study.

The reason for reviewing disciplines other than accounting and

finance, as argued in Chapter 4, was that this study has many

different aspects and concerns.	 These	 involve	 power,

inter-organisational relationships, profession, regulation and

accounting and finance. These aspects are addressed in the

literature of different diciplines. The first two sections of

Chapter 4 were devoted to addressing this literature. In the third

section, the accounting studies, adopting a Foucauldian approach,

were discussed and critically evaluated. The conclusions from

this critical literature review was that this literature is
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inadequate to satiBfy the need of thiB study's concern. This was

for two reasons. Firstly, because the literature does not ask the

central question of this study: '}jy is power exercised?'; and

Secondly, because the literature sufferB from epistemological and

methodological problems. In addition, the studies adopting a

Foucauldian approach were criticised for their partial analyses.

Thua by rejecting the existing literature in accounting and

finance and other disciplines, (even those adopting a Foucauldian

perspective), it was suggested that the Foucauldian approach

summarised in chapter 2 and 3 had great potential as a basis upon

which to build for the concerns of this study. Bearing in mind

some of the problems of adopting this approach in other accounting

studies, Chapters 5, 6, and 7 were devoted to applying a

Foucauldian perspective to understanding the interactions and power

relations between UK companies and other interested parties and the

ASC.

Chapter 5 (based on a Foucauldian genealogical analysis and

the material available in the professional and financial press and

the ASC documents) was concerned with tracing and charting the

micro-powers (techniques of power) exercised in the process of

Betting accounting standards -at a general level- during the last

twenty years (1969 - 1988).

The analysis provided in Chapter 5 formed an important

prelude and basis for the analysis of Chapters 6 and 7 in the

sense that the interacations and power relations about particular
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standards (i.e Depreciation Standard (SSAPI2) -in Chapter 6-, and

Leasing standard (SSAP2I) -in Chapter 7-3, need to be located

within the wider context of interactions and power relations about

the process of setting accounting standards at the more general

level. This is because, it was argued, there are interactions

between the general and specific levels of power relations in the

process of setting accounting standards. In Chapters 6 and 7

(again utilising	 Foucauldian genealogical analysis, and the

material available in the professional and financial press and the

ASC documents) the concern was with tracing the 	 micro-powers

(techniques of power) exercised in the setting of these two

standards during the last twenty years (1969 - 1988).

These micro-powers, as demonstrated in Chapter 5,6, and 7

were: published articles in the financial press, letters to the

press, press conferences, talks to the press by officials,

interviews by the press to officials, formal and informal meetings

between the ASC and finance directors and other persons concerned

with financial reporting, speeches by officials, press comments,

press news about the work of the ASC, public hearings, conferences,

published companies annual reports and audits reports, studies

conducted by academics for the profession, issuing discussion

papers (Corporate Report and Watts Report),	 issuing audio

cassette/guidebook packages about accounting standards, courses

carried out by the ICAEW in association with District Socities

about the new accounting standards, giving oral guidance by the

ASC, issuing publications about accounting standards, formation of

new representative groups (such as The 100 Group, The Nidland
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Group, The ScottiBh Group of Finance Directors),	 and	 by

representative bodies joining the ASC Consultative Group on the

request of these bodies.

The analysis provided in these three Chapters illustrated and

lend support to the following points.

Firstly, the role of UK companies' finance directors (and

other directors) in the process of setting accounting standards at

both the general and specific levels can only be fully understood

within the wider context of interactions and power relations

between the ASC and all persons and groups involved in this

process.

Secondly, the creation of the accounting standard programme

and the ASC in January 1970 and the changes following (as discussed

in Chapter 5), the issuing of the first exposure draft on

depreciation (EDI5) in January 1975 and the changes which followed

(as indicated in Chapter 6), and the issuing of the leasing

exposure draft in October 1981 and the following standard (SSAP2II

(as discussed in Chapter 7) as visible events during this period,

vere preceded and surrounded with invisible interactions and power

relations between the finance directors of companies (and other

directors) and other interested groups and the ASC.

Thirdly, the role of UK companies' finance directors (and

other directors) in the setting of accounting standards at both the

general and specific levels was not just a reactive role in terms
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of written submissions (visible reaction) to the ASC, but also, and

may be more importantly, it was an interactive role in which

different forms (visible and invisible) of interactions were

involved. This, in turn, 	 demonstrated that interactions and

power relations were exerciBed at all stages of the history of the

standard. They were exercised not only after issuing EDs, as the

previous studies suggested, but also before and after issuing

Discussion Papers,, Sol, EDs and SSAPB. In addition, it was

illustrated that in certain stages of the history of the standard,

some forms of interactions prevailed.

Fourthly, the interactions and power relations at the

specific level ( with regard to the depreciation standard and the

leasing standard), to be fully understood, need to be placed within

the wider context of interactions and power relations concerning

the process of setting accounting standard at the more general

level.

Fifthly, and finally, power relations between UK companies and

others and the ASC at both the general and specific levels has

disciplinary, relational, positive aspects. The relations of power,

at the specific level, depend upon the nature of the standard and

the time in which it was issued. Even within the same standard,

these relations of power were different from time to time.

LIMITATIONS

Although this study has attempted to reveal the invisible
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interactions and power relations between the ASC and finance

directors of companies (and other directors) 	 within the wider

context of interactions with the other interested parties, these

invisible interactions are arguably not fully captured due to the

following reasons. Firstly, considering the invisible nature of

these interactions, it iB not possible for any study to fully

capture such invisibility. Secondly, the limitation of time and

space of this thesis restricted the inveStigation to only two

accounting standards. To fully capture the different nature of

interactions in each case there is a need for a comprehensive

analysis of all the standards. Thirdly, because of the inability

to obtain access to all the material needed for this study (such as

the minutes and agenda papers of the ASC working parties) on the

two chosen standards. The access limitiation of the study to only

the minutes and agenda papers of the ASC meetings did not reveal

in great detail the activites of the sub-committees. Fourthly, by

concentrating on only the documentory data the study 25 unable to

reveal the undocumented invisible interactions and power relations.

Fifthly and finally, the study is limited by the data collected

from the ASC and the financial press, and there is a need to

examine data from the companies themselves and their representative

bodies to reveal in greater depth how these companies and the

represenative bodies interact, directly or indirectly, 	 with each

other and with the ASC. There is a need to examine data about

meetings held on the local levels about accounting Btandard through

the district societies. Sixthly, and finally, 	 regarding the

Foucauldian model of power (i.e. analytics of power) adopted in

this study it is uncertain about the applicability of this model
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in other contexts, particulary in other countries where the legal

power in the form of laVB and the interference by government in

regulation is at a higher level. Despite these acknowledge

limitations the study has arguably made marked and significant

inroads into uncovering some of the seemingly more important

interactions and power relations between the various parties

involved.

IMPLICATIONS

The analysis provided in this study has a number of wider

implications. These are described briefly below.

Firstly, accounting standards and the process of setting them

are political, not because they may have political consequences or

be politically useful -as the previous research, discussed in

Chapter 4, suggested- but because they have their conditions of

possibility dependent upon power relations. The analysis provided

in this study lends support to this point in a sense that the

creation of the accounting standards programme and the ASC in

January 1970 and the changes that followed (as illustrated

Chapter 5); the issuing of the first exposure draft on depreciation

in January 1975 and the changes which followed (as indicated in

Chapter 6); and the issuing of the exposure draft on leasing in

October 1984 and the following standard (as illustrated in Chapter

7) were the effect of complex interactions and power relations.

Secondly, any changes in the formulation of accounting
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standards, both generally and in specific cases, were produced

neither through a 'pure' accounting theory nor a 'pure' accounting

practice. It was rather the outcome of interactions between theory

(where there is much academic involvement in this process as

illustrated in the study)	 and practice (where there is much

involvement from companies' finance directors and auditors and

others in this proceBs) in a continuous historical process.	 This,

in turn, leads us to suggest that accounting theory (produced by

academics), and accounting practice (produced by companies and

auditors) are not seperable as the previous studies suggested.

Such studies tended to contrast accounting theory on the one hand

with accounting practice on the other. The analysis of this study

suggests that accounting theories are themselves fragments of

reality in a dynamic, complex relation with accounting practice.

This does not mean that this study denies totally such dichotomous

relationships, rather it demonstrates the complexity of reality.

It is suggested in this study that these traditional dichotomies

-accounting/finance theory and accounting/finance practice- limit

the play of thought and action by organising their contents, and,

in turn,	 limit our understanding of the accounting/finance

phenomenon -or any other social phenomenon. To put it another way,

such divisions fail to account for the extremely complex

configuration of the reality of these phenomenon.

Thirdly, any accounting/finance phenomenon -or any other

social phenomenon- to be fully understood, needs to look for the

visible factors, as well as, and may be more importantly, the

invisible ones laying underneath such phenomenon. As illustrated in
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this study there were a variety of	 invisible	 forms of

interactions and power relations in the process of setting

accounting standards at both the general and specific levels.

Fourthly, to be fully understood, any accounting/finance

phenomenon -or any other social phnomenon - should be located

within its social context. One example to support this point is

that the professional and financial press -in the UK context in

contrast to the US, played an important role, as a mediator, in

exercising power in the process of setting accounting standards at

both the general and specific level. 	 Accordingly,	 it is

misleading, as the previous studies have suggested, to understand

the UK process by adopting models which are borrowed from other

contexts such as the US or Canada.

Fifthly, to capture the dynamic and complex nature of our

accounting/finance phenomenon -or other social phenomenon, there is

a need to utilise a rich and insightful methodological approach

(such as the Foucauldian approach as well as others).	 It is not

appropriate, given the complexity of the focus to use a scientific

approach to understand this dynamic since it restricts the

investigation to the visible, simple, and static nature of the

phenomenon. By utilising richer and more dynamic approaches, as

illustrated in this study, the hidden, complex nature of the

accounting/finance phenomenon -and other social phenomenon-, will

be revealed.

Sixthly, since the interactions and power relations differ
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from one standard to another and from time to time, as illustrated

in this study, there is a need to explore these relations of power

in other different cases to enrich our understanding about these

processes.

Seventhly, thiB Btudy has wider implications for other

disciplines such as the sociology of professions, philosophy,

organisation theory, and regulation theories. As argued in this

study, these theories	 ignore the disciplinary, relational,

positive aspects of interactions and power relations in their

concern. There is, however, an arguable need to consider these

aspects in these theories.

Eighthly, and finally, the empirical exploration of this study

auggsts a modification to even 	 Foucauldian thought. The

suggestion is that disciplinary power is exercised through its

invisibility, but at the same time imposes a compulsory visibility

on both the subject and oblect of power (not only on the object of

power as the Foucauldian model suggested.

FUTURE RESEARCH

In the light of the limitation of this study, it is suggested,

for further research, to repeat this study, attempting to collect

much more data about these interactions and power relations from

the companies and their representative bodies as well as from the

local level of the district societies. Also, this study can be

repeated with other standards to learn different lessons from
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each case, and, in turn, to enrich our understanding about this

complex and dynamic process. In addition, this study can be

repeated in other contexts to examine the applicability of the

Foucauldian model of power in different contexts. For example this

study could be repeated in other countries such as the US and

Germany where there are different degrees of government involvement

(legal power) in the	 process of setting accounting standards.

Furthermore, the Foucauldian approach adopted in this BtUdy also

has a potential application in other accounting and finance topics

and other mangeria]. problem areaB, particulary those studieB

seeking to explore the interactions and power relations underlying

processes of changes. Finally, the message of this study for future

research is that any research project can be conducted using many

different theoretical and methodological approaches. The positivist

approach (where the reseacher reviews the literature, 	 in an

uncritical manner, in an attempt to pick up some variables, then

tests these variables using mathematical models and controlled

empirical data) is not the only approach for conducting research.

As illustrated in this study, 	 there are other different

methodological approaches (such as the critical Foucauldian

approach and others) which can capture what the positivist

approach cannot.	 In these alternative approaches, as seen in

this study, the literature is not taken for granted, it is, on the

contrary, critically evaluated.	 Through this critique, 	 as

illustrated in this study, the real development of our knowledge

can be possible.
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Letters Reguestin Access to the ASC Material
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Our Ref: RCL/WR

9th February, 1989

Mr. D. Wright,
Secretary,
The Accounting Standards Board,
P.O. Box 433,
Chartered Accountants Hall,
Moorgate Place,
London,
EC2P 2BJ

Dear Mr. Wright,

I write to ask whether a Ph.D. student of mine can consult certain
Accounting Standards Committee minutes of meetings plus draft
pronouncements of selected sub-committees.

My student, Mr. Ibrahim Ibrahim, is currently exploring the interactions
between the ASC and outside organisations in the formulation of a number
of standards with particular reference to 'Accouncing for Depreciation'
and 'Accounting for Leases'. He has already undertaken extensive
searching of the popular accounting press and has a reasonable grasp of
the meetings that were held and the reactions of various industrial and
other organisations to the different ASC proposals. However, he now
needs to look at these different interactions from the ASC's viewpoint as
registered in and through the collective decisions of the ASC and its
sub-committees addressed to these two standards.

We have reasonably detailed information of the specific meetings in which
we are interested. These can be supplied if required but basically they
cover, as far as we can tell, a time span of 1973 to 1987 with regard to
Accounting for Leases and 1975 to 1987 with respect to Accounting for
Depreciation. However, these dates may need to be extended if other
relevant meetings of which we are currently unaware were held.

Can I also register three further points in relation to our request.
Firstly, our intention is to look at only group outputs from the ASC and
the respective sub-committees. The project does not need to ascribe
comments and decisions to particular individual members of the various
committees. We are concerned with group outputs in terms of agreements
and draft exposure drafts and standards. Secondly, we will, of course,
accept and acknowledge complete confidentiality with regard to any of the
material to which we are allowed access. The material will appear in Mr.
Ibrahim's thesis but if we publish any papers from his doctorate
incorporating any details we have gathered from the ASC then we will
clear this with you before any form of publication. Thirdly, you have
our complete assurance that the study will in no way do harm to the ASC.
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It is, in effect, an historical study which will provide a new and
hopefully interesting dimension on the formulation of accounting
standards but will have no implied or actual criticism of these
processes.

We do hope you will allow us access and look forward to hearing whether
this is possible. To aid our case I spoke to Professor John Arnold the
other day concerning this project. He was very supportive of our
endeavours and expressed his willingess, if this would be helpful, to
discuss any points with you concerning our request. In addition both Mr.
Ibrahim and I would be willing to come to London to clarify our intention
as well as to allow you to judge our trustworthiness.

I look forward to hearing from you.

Yours sincerely,

Dr. Richard C. Laughlin,
Lecturer in Accounting and Financial Management

c.c. Professor J. Arnold
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The Accounting Standards Committee

P.O. Box 433	 The Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales
Moorgate Place London EC2P 2BJ 	 The Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland
Telephone 01 -628 7060 	 The Institute of Chartered Accountants in Ireland
Telegrams Unravel London EC2 	 The Chartered Association of Certified Accountants
Telex 884443	 The Chartered Institute of Management Accountants
Facsimile (Group 3)01-9200547 	 The Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy

Our rel
	

TDW/jj AS/G

Your ref
	 RCL/WR

Dare
	 10 February 1989

Dr Richard C Laughlin
Lecturer in Accounting and

Financial Management
The University of Sheffield
School of Management and

and Economic Studies
Crookesmoor Building
Conduit Road
SHEFFIELD, Sb 1FL

Dear Dr Laughlin

Thank you for your letter of 9 February 1989 requesting access to
certain ASC papers.

I am naturally keen to encourage bona fide research into ASC
topics and to respond positively to research requests from
academics. However, working party proceedings are strictly
confidential. Obviously, some of the information on the project
files is non-sensitive and could be made available.
Unfortunately, ASC files are merely chronological, and
confidential material is not segregated. I cannot, therefore,
allow outsiders unrestricted access to files. The ASC's slender
resources preclude me from devoting staff time to searching files
on behalf of outside researchers.

On the other hand, minutes and agenda papers relating to meetings
of the ASC itself do receive a limited circulation and cannot
reasonably be regarded as fully confidential. These papers would
include successive drafts presented to the ASC for consideration
and approval, the Secretarial papers explaining the thinking
behind the various proposals and any changes of direction, and
the minutes recording the ASC's views at the time. These agenda
papers are held on a separate chronological file and I would be
prepared to allow Mr Ibrahim access to these volumes. This would,
of course, be on the basis of the undertakings you gave in your
letter as to confidentiality, attribution and no harm to the ASC.

Only the most recent files are held at Moorgate Place. Older
files are held at the Institute's Milton Keynes location, while
the oldest files are, I believe, held in an external commercial
archive. Until recently, our policy was to destroy dead project

The Accounting Standards Committee isa committee of CCAB Limited
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Page 2

Dr Richard C Laughlin

files after two years, so t cannot guarantee that the information
I am offering is, in fact, still available. However, I thinc it
unlikel y that the historical record of ASC meetings would have
been discarded.

I hope this is helpful to you. Please get in touch with me if you
would like to proceed.

Yours sincerely

S	 -	 '

Desmond Wright
Secretary
Accounting Standards Committee
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Our Ref: RCL/WR

16th February, 1989

Mr. D. Wright,
Secretary,
Accounting Standards Committee,
P.O. Box 433,
Moorgate Place,
London,
EC2P 2BJ

Dear Mr. Wright,

Thank you for your letter of 10 February concerning our request for
access to certain ASC papers.

Thank you so much for your willingness to allow Mr. Ibrahim to gain
access to the minutes and agenda papers relating to meetings of the ASC.
This material will be very valuable for Mr. Ibrahim's research and we
gratefully accept your kind offer of access. We will, of course, treat
this material with the confidentiality and promises indicated in my
letter.

We quite understand the administrative and confidential problems you
highlight in your letter concerning access to the project files and
working party proceedings. We would not want you to bear any additional
adminfstrative cost in spending time and energy sorting out these files
into confidential and non-confidential material. However, could we keep
open the possibility of requesting particular s pecific pieces of
information from these files if the investigations of the main ASC
material leads us to this need? Obviously you will have the final say
as to whether our request either is or can be satisfied.

On a more practical level Mr. Ibrahim would like to start looking at the
ASC material in early April if this is possible. In this connection
would you like to arrange a meeting for either both of us or just Mr.
Ibrahim to come to see you to discuss how best to proceed?

With thanks again for your assistance.

Yours sincerely,

Dr. R.C. Laughlin,
Lecturer in Accounting and Financial Management
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The Accounting Standards Committee

P.O. Box 433	 The Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales
Moorgate Place London EC2P 2BJ The Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland
Telephone 01-628 7060	 The Institute of Chartered Accountants in Ireland
Telegrams Unravel London EC2	 The Chartered Association of Certified Accountants
Telex 884443	 The Chartered Institute of Management Accountants
Facsimile (Group 3)01-9200547	 The Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy

Dr R C Laughlin
Lecturer in Accounting and

Financial Management
The University of Sheffield
School of Management and

Economics Studies
Crookesrnoor Building
Conduit Road
SHEFFIELD. SlO 1FL

Our ref
	 TV/Jj AS/G

vbur ref
	 RCL/WR

Date
	 17 February 1989

Dear Dr Laughlin

Access to ASC papers

Thank you for your letter of 16 February 1989.

You are quite welcome to request specific information from working party
f lies, but it is unlikely that I would be able to spare the resources to
retrieve it.

Mr Ibrahim may start to examine the ASC material at any time, provided we
have two or three days' notice in which to retrieve the flies from
storage. I do not think we need to meet to discuss how best to proceed. I
am sure the arrangements will be simple and can be made by telephone.

Yours sincerely

3frrv..a'i.d

Desmond Wright
Secretary
Accounting Standards Comnittee

-4
The Aounting Standards Committee is a committee of CCAB Limited.
Registered Office at above address. Registered in England No 1839569
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The University of Sheffield

School of Management and Economic Studies 	 Crookesmoor Building
Conduit Road
Sheffield SlO 1 FL
Tel: (0742) 768555

Our Ref: RCL/WR

27th February, 1989

Mr. D. Wright,
Sec rat a ry,
Accounting Standards Cotimittee,
P0 3ox 33,
Moorgata ?iace,
London,
EC2? 2BJ

Dear Mr. tJright,

Research Access CO ASC Papers

Thank you for your Letter of 17 February concerning access for Mr. tbrahim
to the minutes and agenda papers of meetings of the ASC.

As L indicated in my Letter of 16 February Mr. Ibrahim is unlikely to want
to start Looking at the material until early April. As suggested in your
Letter will asic him to contact you by telephone a week or so before he
wouLd like to start work.

Please accept my sincere thanks for allowing Mr. Ibrahim access to this
material. Please also feel free to contact me at any time (on extension
6806 or via my secretary Mrs. Wendy Rodgerson on extension 6579) if you
need to discuss any further points either before or during . Ibrahis
survey of the files.

Yours sincerely,

Dr. R..C. Laugh].iz

I
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APPENDIX (B)

Code Used in the Study
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CODE

Accountanc, Age

Acc3nta1'

Acco .intancy

T1e Accountant's Magazine

The Times

OtIer Journals

Conçanies	 inance Director

Coipanies Managing Director)

Representative of Companies

Accounting Fir. / Auditor

Representative of Auditors

Acade.ic

Users of Accounts

1

2

4

I-I

x

C

C.

CR

A

AR

D

U



Speech / Lecture
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Individual
	

I

Press
	

P

Government
	

G

Prticle

letter to the Press

Press Comment

	 0
Meeting

	 ED

Talk to Press
	 CD

Interview



A

Report
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Issuing State.ent / Press Release
	

LI

cD
Press Conference

Issuing Guidance Notes

Pb1ication by ICPEW

Publication By Other Institutions

Press Report

Written Sub.ission

Discussion Paper

0

Decision



Letter

Conference
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ASC's meeting
	 0

Joining the PSC Consultative Group

Formation of a New Representative Group

	

0
Co rses

	

0
Study / Research about accounting Standards

	

0
Company's Pnnual Report

	

I

auditor's Report

Public Hearing
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The Accountant,
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January, p 52
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